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This hiographical study of Newfoundland-horD author Ron Pollett presents a detailed
acr.ountofhislife, and atte-mpts in itsfinalch.:.lpter to assess his Hterary contribution, particularly
as an fullmauthor, to Newfoundland Iiteraiure. To date, no extensive study either of Pollett's
life or of his works has heen undertaken. Thisthesie attempts to redress this oversight in the area
of NewfouDdlaDd studies; aDd to provide, particularly through the use of iDformatioD ohtaiDed
(rom approximately 100 personal interviews and pieces or correspondence, previously undocu-
meDted aDd uDcollected materials pertaiDingtoPollett's life and works.
Chapter ODe focuses aD Pollett's early years, from 1900 to 1916, iD New Harbour, TriDity
Bay, a NewfouDdlaDd outport where he learDed the traditioDal skills aDd values of a fisherman-
farmer. These suteeD years are preseDted as a time of preparatioD for the tasks and ideals which
he was to pursue duriDg hisyouDg adulthood.
Chapter Two descrihes Pollett's experiences from 1917 to 1924 iD various professioDs--out-
port schoolteacher, record-keeper, aDd liDotype operator- as he migrated to a number of villages
aDd towDS withiD NewfouDdlaDd, theD emigrated first to MODtreal, aDd fiDally to New York. Per-
sonal and economic circumstances which prompted these cbanges of proCession and residence atc
explored.
ID Chapter Three Pollett's experieDces iD New York from 1925 to early 1045 are described.
This chapter provides a glimpse iDto the professioDal and domestic life of ODe of the thousands of
Newfoundlanders wbo settled in New York duriDg the 1920s.
Chapter Four describes Pollett's life betweeD 1945 aDd his death in 1055. aDd suggests the
circumstances which led him, by 1946, to embark on a second career, as an aut.hor. Aspects of
the writing he produced, based on his own and other Newfoundlanders' lives at home and abroad,
arediscus!'iedinrelatiouwbisrapidlydeclioinghealtbaodprec:uiousfinances.
Chapter Five rOCllses m:lioiy upon Pollett's three major works: Th Or.ean ~ MY Q.Q2! .iill!!
(1952); and Th~;UMY!222r (1956). This chapter addresses the rollowing topics: the extent
or Pollett's = the kind or writing he produced; his writing, seen in the larger literary con-
text; and 6nally, his achievement JS a writer.
This biographical study of Newfoundland-born author Ron Pollett (1900-55) was undertaken
in order t·o provide a detailed and accurate portrait of his life and works. Pollett was born in
1900 at New Harbour, an outport fishing community in Trinity Bay, Newfouadland, and this
place became the setting for much of the writing he began to publish by 1946. His writing is
characterized by frequent use of sharp contrasts: at the time he began to write seriously, he
resided in Brooklyn, New York, and city life as compared to traditional outport life became for
him a rich source of literary inspiration. Pollett was one of tbe very few of the thousands of
Newfoundlanders who emigrated during tbe 1920s to write about bis experiences away from home.
This, in part, is what distinguishes bim as a local autbor. My own initial interest in Pollett was
sparked by this empbasis in his writing on the~ experience. My preliminary search for
printed materials pertaining to his life and work, however, revealed a dearth of resources. A
broaderscopeCorthisthesisthansimplyaCocusonhisexperiencesasan~NewCoundlander
was thereCore demanded. The five chapters in this thesis trace his liie and development during bis
youth, his seven years as atransientjobholder,bisprofessional and domesticclrcumstancesdur-
ing his thirty years as 3 NewCoundlander in New York, during the last ten of of which he was a
writer, and, finally, bis achievements as an autbor. As such, tbis study is tbe first of its kind to
provide an extensive survey of Ron Pollett's life and writings.
Research for this thesis has proceeded by making extensive use oC the resources of oral his-
tory; by gleaning and verifying biographical details in Pollett's own writings; and by collecting
and examining oCten far-fiung printed sources pertinent to Pollett's life and works. OC tbe
attempt to t:reate an illuminating biograpby, Samuel Johnson once wrote, uMore knowledge may
be gained oCaman's real character, by asbortconversation witb one oC his servants, than Croma
formal and studied narrative, begun witb bis pedigree, and ended with bis Cunera!.'! In my
attempt to realize this goal, approximately 100 interviews and pieces of correspondence have been
undertaken with 89 informants. mainly during 198~-;3. Informants were cbosen on tbe basis oC
tbeir knowledge of the subject oC this study. Interviews were based on iniormal questionnaires
tailored to those periods aDd experieDces iD ROD Pollett's life familiar to each informant. These
questioDDaires were devised from biographical aDd cultural data gleaDed from Pollett's OWD works,
and Crom general historica.l sources availabJe in print. in no case, however, was information
obtaiDed iD aD iDterview used iD this thesis (beyoDd persoDal impressioDs of aD iDformanlr-and
these are stated as such) if DOt corroborated aDd sometimes eDlarged UpOD by at least ODe printed
document or by a number oC other informants. Due caution was exercised in devising interview
procedures aDd questioDs, for though oral bistory has beeD a most Decessary aid to research OD
this topic, it is DOt a techDique without its shortcomings for scholarly research aDd documeDta-
tion. 2 A perspective OD each period of Pollett's life was attempted oDly after all the data were col-
lected and verified. Tbismetbod,DotcommoniD literary study, hasbeeDuDexpectedlyfruitrulin
gaiDiDganuDderslaDdiDgofPoliett'slifeandtimes.
Gaps iD this study caD be attributed to tbree factors iD particular. The first is failure of
memory OD the part of iDformaDts, the majority of wbom are aged 70 or more, and who have
beeD asked to describe events datiDg from the early tweDtieth century. The secoDd is the scarcity
of Pollett's personal papers, such as letters, journals, or drafts of sketches and stories, most of
which were destroyed at the time of his death. The tbird is the dearth of formal studies describ-
ing in aDY extensive and scholarly manDer the bistory of commOD life in ewfouDdland duriDg
Ron Pollett's lifetime. Aspects of tbe rich, traditioDal oral forms of literature known to outport
populatioDs have indeed been written about by folklorists, but the iDOueDceofthis traditioDaI cul-
ture UPOD formal, writteD literature has DOt beeD studied iD any depth. This gap is an impedi-
meDt to a full uDderstandiDg of Pollett as a Newfoundland author. Despite these shortcomings, it
is hoped that this tbesis, although each of its five chapters may be seen as preliminary and
sketchy in parts, will provide the basis for a renewed interest in Pollett and his works. In tbe
thirty years since his death hissketcbes have diminished in popularity, but many of his ooncerns,
such as the quality of traditioDaloutport life and the nature of fu!..igrS experience, remaiD timely.
It is therefore hoped that this thesis will provide the impetus for further study of aspects of
Pollett's~
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NEW HARBOUR BOYHOOD, 1900 - 16
Ron Pollett's boyhood was an initiation into the demands and occasional pleasures of
Newfoundland outport life at the turn of ~he twentieth century. He was born on June 25, 1900,
at New Harbour, a fishing community located on the south side of Trinity Bay on the Avalon
Peninsula of Newfoundland, where for generations his family had been resident fishermen-farmers.
Activities during his early years were largely confined to learning the traditional skills of a
fisherman-farmer, a role for which his own extended family provided a model. As a young boy,
Pollett worked hard in the vegetable gardens, woods, and particularly in the fishery, sharing the
normal familial labours required to keep the outport system of life going. There was also time for
play and companionship, when Pollett enjoyed the spirit of competition which diversions of out-
door games and storytelling afforded. Between 1906 and 1914, he was educated at the village's
Church of England school where his scholarly achievements and interests led him to search for
other opportunities than those available to him at New Harbour.
A brief sketch of the history of New Harbour prior to 1900 may serve to introduce the vil-
lage of Pollett's day. The name of the community likely denoted simply a new habitation for
settlers. some distance from the long established centers of Trinity and Old Perlican in Trinity
Bay.' By 1801, this new harbour had attracted a number of families such as the Georges, Hilliers,
and Thornes, who established themselves in the area of Cat Cove on New Harbour's southern
shore! Local waters provided good cod fishing grounds, and this was the primary inducement for
new settlers to come there, since cod was the main currency of outport trade. Local forests, rich
in timber resources of pine and spruce, provided ample building materials for houses, boats, and
fishing premises, and the plentitude of timber was an incentive for the Newhooks. a family of
master shipbuilders, to establish a firm in New Harbour by 1806.' Local resources subsequently
attracted other families, among them the Higdons, Polletts, Williamses, and Wood mans, and the
settlement soon extended along the northern shore of the harbour from Newhook's Point toward
New Harbour Pond, where a river emptying into New Harbour Pond was an accessible source of
fresh water. By 1845 the population numbered 2004, comprising several dozen large families in
clusters of dwelling houses facing waterfront properties and the harbour, beyond which were
gently rolling, thickly forested hills.
Fluctuations in the cod fishery were of great concern to the settlerE, for throughout the
tBOOsthey depended on the sea more than on the land to obtain their livelihood. Failures in the
cod fishery could cause widespread hardships, though some effort was made to grow vegetables
and raise livestock, and theeconom.y was also diversified through seasonal work at the spring seal
fishery and occasional carpentry or manual labour for the local firm of master shipbuilders, the
Newhooks. Prolonged failures occurred throughout the 18305; and there were periodic failures in
the cod fishery as well as in other parts of the rural economy, such as potato farming and the seal
6shery, during each of the next several decades.· Consequently, debts to local merchant 6rms
accumulated, 50 much 50 that merchants would refuse to risk further extensions of credit for
winter provisions and 6shinggear. Petitions for aid from the period indicate the frequent precari-
aus fortuDes or settlers- inane iostaoce some families were noted tobe llin a state of perfect des-
titution," while in another, the scarcity oC food forced some families to eat their seed potatoes
during winter months." Although there was a degree of interdependence among extended families
and neighbours, only an ample catch at the cod 6shery could providereasonablecomfort.
The education and pastimes of several generations of people raised in the relatively isolated
settlement of New Harbour throughout the nineteenth century necessarily were mainly of a tradi-
tional nature. Parents and neighbours passed on knowledge of skills and duties demanded by out-
port tife. Fathers taught sons how to fish and how to procure tbe wood needed for use at the
6shing rooms and in the home; mothers taught daughters how to ,..SISt in 6sh processing and how
to card, spin, and knit wool for clothing, as well as other necessary tasks of daily household
management. Extensive and diligent familial bbour was the accepted norm of life; and in such
rigorous daily circumstances, the occasional holiday celebrations were marked by an almost total
absence of labour. The Christmas season was the single, prolonged festive time of the calendar
year, and was observed according to the traditions the seltlers, who for the most part were of
English ancestry and the Protestant fait.h, hrought with them. Christmas celebrations included
"times," janneying, and other holiday customs shared by all age groups and lasting for twelve
days or more.7 At other times of year, Sunday house visits during which dinners were shared
among families and neighbours, and out-of-doors meetings among fishermen, provided more infor-
mal, regular social interaction among community members, all of which helped tbe residents to
create a sufficiently hospitable community in which to maintain themselves and raise their chil·
Schools were slow in developing. The first schoolteacher, Charles Elford, was appointed to
New Harbour in 1830, although construction of a schoolhouse was not completed until the late
1840s· Facilities and equipment doubtless were meagre for his needs, and attendance by local
children was sparse and sporadic. By 1869 seven children were in school, but sixty-nine others
were not; and a similar hleak ratio was characteristic of other periods during the century· Evi-
dence from the years 1830 to 1850 indicates that teachers', school inspectors', and occasional
newspaper reporters' efforts to reverse this trend by reminding parents or New Harbour of their
complacency toward formal education apparently were of little avail. lO Constables appointed to
New Harbour as early as the 1820s likely took no interest in the malter, since attendance at
school was not deemed compulsory in Newfoundland until 1943." Demands of time and lahour
upon all family members continued to preclude regular attendance and payment of school fees by
young students.
Resident clergymen of the Church of England were appointed to serve a developing parish
in New Harbour after the mid-lBOOs, and the degree of literacy achieved by the people was
attained mainly through the teaching of scriptural tex:s.'" Arthur G. Waghorne served at New
Harbour from 1877 to 1893, and during his years of service the parishoners helped to construct a
new church, the Church of St. Augustine. Building began in 1879. and an edifice was raised to
repiace the rough structure at Cat Cove which had served as a church for the sporadic visits of
itinerant clergymen since 1815. Apart from his formal duties, Waghorne shared with the com-
munity his varied avocations of studying nature, music, and literature. He sent samples of local
80ra t<.> the British Museum; he and his wife taught piano music and singing; he lent books from
his large library; and he wrote magazine articles about the folklife of New Harbour, two of which
were puhlished in the .Journal !!f A!P~rican Folklore." Information for his publications was
obtained from local residents, but the full in8uenceofWaghorne'scharacter and interests upon
the community at large cannot be documented. The position of clergyman, like that of merchant
or constable, was such that frequent informal contact with ordinary fishing families may not have
been regular; and the small group of officials and merchants that formed the village "lite may
have seemed preoccupied with tasks and concerns that were relatively incompatible with the
essentiallabouTSofdailyoutportlife.
AJ; a result of hath groups' labours, nevertheless, by 1901 New Harbour was an estahlished
and productive community." In 1901 eight merchants and traders did business there, the most
prominent being Fred Woodman, a New Harbour resident. They served a thriving community
whose population had more than doubled since 1845, now reaching a total of 551. Unlike smaller
local communities, a schoolteacher and a clergyman now resided at New Harbour, and a school
and a church were maintained for the community. Some developments elsewhere in Newfound-
land also became important to the people of New Harbour as the new century dawned. More
opportunities for economic growth had become available on the recent completion ofa transna-
tional railway and on the formation of the Anglo-Newfoundland Development Company, which
by 1905 was developing a paper mill industry at Grand Falls in central Newfoundland. Many
New Harbour men went to work permanently in Grand Falls, and eventually took their families
with them. Others obtained seasonal work at the company's lumbercamps and as well at the
lumber operations set up by the Reid-Newfoundland railway company. These activities affected
New Harbour in the first decades of the twentieth century, although its way oC life, as it had been
upon its inception, was still very much centered upon the fishery.
It was in these conditions of established tradition and gradual change that Ron Pellett grew
to young manhood. Christened Ronald Pollett on July ~5,HJOO, he was '-he firstborn son and third
child of James and Honorah (Reed) Pollett of "ew Harbour. The christening took pl""e at the
Church of St. Augustine, for his family was Anglican. In 1947 Pollett recalled being told of an
incident which occurred during his baptismal service: his "wails topped the peals of the church
organ," and his godfather said encouragingly to his father, "You've got a strong feller there, Jim.
Nothing better than a boy who can holler. He'll be manning the for'rd oar in no time."!' This
was an appropriate remark, perhaps, about the life which the two men knew, one centered as it
had been for generations upon the inshore, family-based cod fishery .
in 1864. he was the youngest of seventeen children born to Sarah (Newhook) and her third hus-
band John Pollett. who also was a fisherman-farmer. Jim's grandparents had been among New
Harbour's earliest settlers: the Newhooks had settled thereby 1806, and the Pollett family arrived
soon after, although they had lived thetese:>.sonaily for some twenty years previously.,oThe home
in which Jim grew to manhood Was one of the oidest in the village, and hod provided a dwelling
for the Pollett family for at least three generations. Ron Pollett would later imagine that in this
home "the lean ghosts of many years of frugal living lay sandwiched among the layers of
w:illpaper.... [andl buried in the stale odors [werelthe tender words of family prayer [andl the iron
curses of hard-shelled pioneers."'1 Eventually Jim inherited this house near New Harbour Pond,
together with his father's lands, which consisted of ""reage surrounding the house and two garden
plots some distance away: one on New Harbour Point across the harbour, the other near Hopeall,
a village slightly north of New Harbour. Both of Jim's parents had been illiterate, and Jim him-
self had learned to read print but could not write. As a young man, however, he had learned the
skills of a ~sherman-farmer and had prospects of establishing a family of his own In the New Har-
bour community. Well remembered in New Harbour as having been a "real 'fish killer' " and a
"wonderful h3J'd worker," he was equally well known ior his wit and humour, attributes which
perhapsmadehim:mattractivesuitor.'8
In 1889 Jim married Honorah Reed, aged eighteen, who in New Harbour church records is
listed as a servant from Spread Eagle. Trimty Barlo Her father, J""ob Reed, also was a
fisherman-farmer. He or his ancestors probably had migrated from the populous Old Perlican
region to Spread Eagle, which was a tiny fishing village south of New Harbour near Cbapel Arm.
No roads connected Spread Eagle and New Harbour, :md whatever regular courting between Jim
and orah took place prior to their marriage was made possihle only by Jim's journeying br boat,
or by foot for five or more miles through the woods, to see her. A tall, slim, and dark-haired
woman, Norah was, according to those who remember her, a diligent and hard-working house-
keeper.'" He. first home upon her marriage was in her husband's ancestral house, where the couple
resided with Sally Pollett, for as the youngest son Jim had assumed the traditional responsibility
or caring for his mother after his Cather's death. Norah and Jim began to rear a family that grew
to seven children by 1914. 21 Their first two daughters, Lucy, born June 11,1894, and Sara Jane,
born July 17,1897. were,liketheirfirstbornson Ronald. delivered and raised in the Pollett ances-
Some years prior to 1900 Jim Pollett had begun building a home of his own near the Pollett
family homestead. The building entailed felling and hauling logs from the nearby forests to a
recently opened local sawmill, manually hewing other wooden parts for the structure, and setting
money aside for these materials which had to be purchased, such as nails and roofing materials.
Ron Pollett commented on this venture many years later: "Building the house was a spare time
job; and with so many mouths to feed, my father had little time to spare." He added, "A typical
Newfoundland fisherm:m-farmer, Imy fatherJ was not the kind to 'waste' money buying an)·thing
he could make himself."'" The new house, completed in about 1904, was a two-storied gabled
home with a veranda. Built facing the harbour, it was eventually surrounded by dogberry, apple,
and fir trees, a vegetable garden, and a meadow. In it Pollett's four younger brotbers and sisters
were born: James Henry (on May 15,1(04); Clara (on July 4,1907); Mary Florence (on May 14,
1(10); and Jonathan Leonard (on August 17,1914). Pollett's paternal grandmother Sally Pollett
also resided with the family in herson's new home.
Ron Pollett's family, like other families in New Harbour, was self-supporting.
and frugality enabled it to be well provided for, by the standards of that time and piace. His
mother Norah was expected to help her husband in curing fish and tending to thefamiiy's three
gardens; she also had La perform all of her domestic tasks, which included making clothing for the
ten members of the Pollett household. In later years, Pollett recalled her creation of
llJosephized" jackets and other garments from the various materials 3vaiJableor affordable.23 His
father Jim fished from his punt in the spring and summer, tended to his three gardens, and in the
fall of the year settled his accounts with merchant Fred Woodman before going La work in the
woods of central Newfoundland for the A.N.D. Company. The latter opportunity brought cash
wages, whereas other modes of seasonal employment had facilitated oniy trade of goods between
New Harbour fishermen and local merchants. Wages in the lumhercamps, howeve" were low, and
it remained necessary for the entire Pollett family to contribute to the family's maintenance2 '
Jim Pollett was well-known for his strict and demanding upbringing of his children.
According to the accounts of W. Bramwell Pollett, Bertha Pollett, Ralph Higdon, and other New
Harbour residents, Jim's expectations from his family were equal to the demands whieh he made
upon himself-- he did not habitually drink or smoke, and though not a churchgoer was a disci-
plicarian who appears to have been steadfast in his beliefs in the virtues of good cocduct and
hard labour. Pollett's older sisters thus likely would have helped with the family work, such 35
tending to the family sheep and horse, and hauling water. Although Ron Pollett's own role in the
family labours was during his earliest years somewhat peripheral and limited, in later years he
was expected to help procure the family's wood supply, help with the garden work- planting
vegetables, weeding, gathering, and harrowing- and assist with chores in the cod fishery, tasks
which be learned rrom, 3Dd which were supervised by, his father.
The Pollett children's labours were determined according to their sex and age; and Pollett's
younger brother Jim appears to have shared labour and also other activities with him. They
shared in the tasks of filling the wood stoves with billets; and one pastime which Pollett later
recalled was a game of his own devising called "Who C•.n Keep their Hands on the Hot Funnel
the Longest," wbicb he played witb Jim in the bedroom they shared. He described tbis as a game
"whicb was easy to learn but bard to play."u Otber competitive games be devised within the
home, which, as he later stated, he sometimes used to torment is younger brother. merr.ly pro-
vided more opportunities for manly sport and cballenge. But he did not have a domineuing
disposition; indeed Pollett is best remembered by family and friends as a good-natured boy wbo
"was always lots of fun."'" As long as be performed his own chores and did not interfere witb bis
parents' labours, Pollett and his brother seem to have enjoyed a certain amount of freedom to
entertain themselves astbey pleased.
Despite the strictness of his fatber, Pollett appears to bave been satisfied with the life be
knew, and in his earliest years he was relatively unaware of any sacrifices which bis parents made
for the family. Norah Pollett, a generous and intelligent woman according to tbose wbo knew
ber, apparently was beavily burdened by' the many tasks demanded of ber in her home. tasks
wbich precluded her participation in social activities elsewbere. "Tbere was always a big pot of
something cooking on the stove," Mrs. Jesse Fogwill, (ormer neighbour and a frequent visitor,
recalls: and sbe also rememb",s tbe rarity of Norab's visiting neigbbours or leaving ber bouse for
otber social reasons.'" Nor did sbe go to churcb. She welcomed visitors to tbe Pollett borne, bow-
ever, and they oCtene 'led in the evenings ror card games 3.od chats, or were invited as guests Cor
Sunday afternoon dinners. Mrs. W.J. Lundrigan, for example, wbose motber was Norab's sist.er,
recalls as a cbild many very enjoyable weekend visits to tbe Pollett home, for tbe family was ami-
able company. She remembers a pleasant atmospbere in wbicb aU family members helped witb
tbeirdaily sbareoftbe work.""
Only Sally Pollett, ROll Pollett's grandmotber, born in 1820 and blind by tbe early 1900s,
was incapable of helping witb the family labours. It was her pleasure, bowever, to rock young
Pellett in a cradle kept in the kitcben and sing hymns to him; and in later years he listened to
her tellllmany wonderful y3J'DS about pioneer days on the Avalon Pcniosula.'·29 Her role in his
upbringing Pollett appears to bave thougbt significant: from he, he learned of his own family's
aDd commuDity's cultural heritage. He seems to have takeD some pride iD the labours aDd subse-
qUeDt accomplishmeDts oC his New Harbour aDcesoors. It was this milieu which he explored duriDg
his childhood years, years when his Cather taught bim those skills wbich would equip him Cor a liCe
iD tbefishery, aodwhen helearDed as well to eDjoy the delights oC his outport borne.
Taugbt at aD early age by his Cather at tbe Camily well tobaDdle a bamboo troutiDgpole,
Pollett later claimed that he, like other New Harbour boys, couid wield ODe "almost Crom tbe
time we could haDdle a teaspoon."'" Male childreD iD the outports oC Pollett's day occupied them-
selves iD a Dumber oC other ways also: learning from tbeir Catbers how to perform tasles which
would contribute to the family's maintenance; exploring their communities; and participating in
group pastime. maiDly with frieDds tbeir OWD age. Domestic tasks aDd responsibilities varied
accordiDg to the seasoDal Dature iD which they were perCormed, as did other activities. ID retros-
pect, Pollett recalled his eagerness Cor the variety offered by theyearly cycle; Dot the slightest
chaDceoCmoDotoDy couldbeexperieDced,be thougbt, given the arrayoCactivitiesoCeach
sharplychaDgiDgseason.'1
DuriDg his earliest years, Pollett's assigDed tasks involved simply gatberiDg wood Crom the
wood pile iD the yard aDd carrying it iDto the house, makiDg wood shaviDgs Cor the wood stoves
duriDg wiDter aDd summer, aDd from May to October perCormiDg tasks like picking berries to
serve with lUDch at the Pollett gardeD site OD New Harbour PoiDt.'2 The simplest oC tasks still
were performed seriously: he took paiDS to please his Cather b)' produciDg Deatly stacked piles oC
wood. He used his time at the gardcD site to explore the Datural surrouDdiDgs of the area, and as
a result discovered an icy water spring whic!a the C::unily could use Cor refreshment, and gathered
JUDiper berries wbich couid be taken home aDd used Cor medical purposes. Tbough too young to
help with the labouroCdigging potatoes and hauliDg hay, some oC his time during the daily gar-
deD tasks was speDt fashioDing troutiDg poles CrDm tree braDches. With these he undertook to
providetroutandtomcodsCortbeCamilybre:>kCast.
Taugbt and encouraged by bis Catber to learn and improve skills in tbewoods, gardens, and
fisbinggrounds, Pollett apparently was eager to assume a traditional role in his Camily and also
among bis peers. Fisbing, in particular,occupied a good deal oCbis time, botb as acbore and asa
Corm oCrecreation. Ascbildren, Pollett later explained, be andbiscompanions "had eyes only Cor
the fisb books and our minds were wbolly on cod. ,,33 He developed apreCerence for a certain type
oC worm to use as bait and laboured to obtain it. As he recalled, "Every spring I siCted tons oC
loam in our cabbage garden and upturned innumerable rocks seeking thespedal kind [oCworml I
Cancied. But the extra toil was well rewarded: the bait was so good I caught more and bigger
trout than any other boys."" His success is confirmed to some extent by Jesse Fogwill, who as a
child was a daily visitor at tbe Pollett home: she recalls Pollett "always coming through the
kitcben door with a string oC fish."'"
Poilett's predilection Cor fisbing substantially determined much oC his cbildhood activity.
From bis wiodow and the veranda oC his home, he could see the fishing properties stretched Crom
one end oC the h3!bour to the other. He observed the men at their work at the splitting tables
and on their cod fiakes, and hours were spent venturing about tbis area. Pollett explored the
land wash, the fishing properties, and particularly the cuddy oChis Cather's boat. In time Pollett
gradually widened his territory in search oClocai choice Cresh water fishing grounds and saltwater
ones near the sbore. He explored nearby ponds and rivers in New Harbour Barrens, an area east
oC his home which stretches eleven miles toward Conception Bay. His contemporary, W.
Bramwell Pollett, says tbat tbe Barrens area was a Camiliar'spot to young New Harbour boys:
they fished at Sutton and Rocky Ponds in warm weather, and in winter, wben they went there to
gather wood Cor home use, they carried along a hook and piece oC salt meat to try their luck
fishing through the ice,'" Along with other boys his own age, Pollett perCected his own fishing
skills on the Barrens; and at New Harbour Bridge, a 100 Coot long wooden structure near Pollett's
home, the children fished Cor saltwater t,rout, eels, and 'salmon peel.'
In general, Pollett's childhood activities in the home, alchores. and al play were associated
with male companionship and masculine values, such as mas.ery of fishery-based skills and com·
petitive sport. In warmer weather, New Harbour Bridge became a central meeting place for Pol·
lett and boys his own age such as Llewellyn Thorne, Ern Woodman, Selby Newhook, and about
half a dozen othersY On and near the bridge they devised competitive feats that each had to
master to prove his manliness. Walking across the narrow handrail, on either side of which was
the harbour and New Harbour Pond, and swimming the half mile across the pond were two of
these rites. Pollett's peers recall bis attempts to swim further than any other boy, but strength,
endurance, and precision were goals shared by all of the boys of his group. Skating on New Har.
bour Pond and rabbit-hunting in New Harbour Barrens were activities which occupied them duro
ing winter months, and they practised skating swiftly and on thin ice, and competed with each
other by trying to snare larger rabbits. Close observation and knowledge of the landscape were
essential to these pastimes; mastery was attained by experience and practice. Pursuing pastimes
devised to heighten physical challenges, Pollett's competitive and ambitious nature was
developed.
With other boys his own age, Pollett enjoyed afreedomtodevelopskills and qualities, both
physical and imaginative. The company of older men also was part of Pollett's early experience,
for adults often met on New Harbour Bridge and told ghost stories and tall tales to young boys
and to each other. In the absence of radio, these oral forms of entertainment provided more local·
ized and intimate diversions. Pollett later said he listened to Jocal stories about haunted culverts,
headless riders, and ghost ships as though they weregospel.38 The ghost tales, in particular, made
his hair stand on end. Nonetheless he was an eager participant when he and his peers often retold
ghost tales which they h:ld learned from older men, dramatizing each of thell! with "groans, whis-
Ues and cries coming Qver the water."" These tales then became a source of creative amusement
which masked andperbapsdissipated their fearfulness.
Despite the relief which may have been provided by such amusing retellings, these ghostly
stories perhaps served to confine Pollett's territory to daylight adventures and to areas close to
home, for beyond "in any direction there seemed no end \0 the spectral hurdles."<O In tbe years of
his childhood, he never ventured further than New Harbour Barrens. An avid participant. and
listener, he appears to have been well satisfied with his pastimes and with the companionship of
his peers. He learned an appreciation for the physical environs and people of New Harbour, and
developed skills and qualities which would enabl" him to achieve a place among them. Influences
upon him and his group from the world outside New Harbour were few. When Pollett described
his "first amazing sight"--the transnational train that passed at somedistanceheyol\dthenearby
hills en route to the capital city of St. John's- he suggested that its influence was limited. Only
the novelty of the sound of its steam engines was attractive, and the boys imitated thechuffing
sound while running races, rather than imitate the wheezing sound of a horse as they had always
done. '1
One regular exception to theordina.y pastimes and fairly rigid good conduct of Pollett and
his peers was displayed annually on November 5, Bonfire Night.'2 The significance of this ritual
for Pollett and other participants was no longer the same as it had been for the English ancestors:
to CQmmemorate the hanging of a Catholic conspirator, Guido Fawkes. Their concern only was
to <reate a bigger and longer-lasting fire than in previous years. For weeks before this night,
therefore, a communal undertaking of local boys was the gathering, sometimes pilfering, of empty
wooden casks and other !umberto be set aflame in a clearing near the bridge. As they matured,
Pollett and his peers took greater risks to obtain materials for more elaborate annual fires. Two
of Pollett's contemporaries, Jim Thorne and Charles Hillier, recall that on at least one occasion
henhouses and pighouses, including the animals within them, were taken and thrown into the
Pollett emphatically stated that Bonfire Night was "the one night lalll young outporters
lived for"4< He recalled that most of the population gathered annually near New Harbour Bridge
to view the spectacular bonfire. The night's providing of entertainment for the community was of
value to even the youngest boys: they became producers of community recreation as adults were
of celebrations at other times of year. For the most part, Pollett's activities during his childhood
were limited to those shared with the very young and the very old. Calendar holidays such as
Christmas brought hays into contact with the wider communit)· and its rituals and tradition.,
usually a. observers or parades and janneying. At Christmas, "times" exclusively Cor chIldren
were held by the two loc:lllodges, and other annual pl:lnned activities also were provided ror
them. Pellettappe",s to have looked forward to thesecccasionsasmuch as any other child; but
in his writings, those :letintiesdevised by and for himself and his peers appe:lr to him in ,etros-
pect as 11 30 treasure or memories."4li Developing an expertise in 6shing, exploring New Harbour
Barrens, participating in Bonfire Night antics, and his other activities with his peers appear to
h:lve made New Harbour in his eyes a place or wonder and a world to master.
By 1907 Pollett had begun his years of formal education at the village's Church or England
school. The schoolhouse, located acr05s the harbour near the Church of St. Augustine, was open
to children of all ages. Annual payment of school fees and purchase or texts were required from
each child, as were daily contributions or wood. junks ror the school's stove. These expenses, as
well as time spent for classes and study, prevented nearly half or New Harbour's school age popu-
Jation from attending regularly. Contemporaries of Pollett's, Hannah Brown and Charles Hillier,
note rrom their own experience that work demanded from children in the home orten took pre-
cedenceover their education."Pollett was not affected by this practice, however, for although his
family was no more prosperous than most in New Harbour, his mother, herself illiterate,
apparently insisted upon the need for educating the children."
Pollett's first teacher, Colin Jones, taught at New Harbour from 1906 to 19o9." Like most
male t.:lehers in that day, his tasks and responsibilities included the teaching of students at all
levels simultaneously, tending to administrative concerns, and setting an upright example for the
children and ,"or the community. Jones appears to have been a demanding and attentive teacher
or the roughly seventy pupils in his care. In annual School Inspector's Reports, his devotion to his
tasks was consistently praised by Superintendent William Blackall, who noted that Jones was
responsible ror raising attendance levels and improving the quality of teaching. Blackall stated
tbat "Mr. Jones, an energetic teacher, gives his whole time and attention to his work ..... Owing
to Jones's inBuence, maps and hooks were purchased for the school, and Newfoundland history,
Bookkeeping, and Algebra were taught for the first time along with the basic subjects of reading,
Writing, and arithmetic. The teaching of these subjects may bave encouraged curiosity about
places distant from New Harbour and the acquiring of skills not ordinarily employed in daily life.
How these concerns affected Pollett while a young student is not known, but Jones himself
appears to bave been a decided inHuence upon Pollett's developing character. Jones seems to
have provided a new adult model for him, for acquaintances recall how Pollett deliberately
learned tore6ne his"bayman's accent," and acquired the habit of wearing a necktie in public."
Jones p05sibly motivated the community to build a new two-room school, whicb was in
operation a year after he had departed from New Harbour. It replaced the dilapidated, poorly lit,
and inadequately furnished small school in which Pollett had begun his education. It opened in
January, 1910; and in April was converted into a bigh school to serve the entire New Harbour
school district from Cavendish to Spread Eagle, Trinity Bay. Schooldays perhaps were made
much more pleasant in tbis comfortable setting. In 1910 the new school was praised by Blackall
afterhisannualvisitas"splendidlyspaciousandbrighl."andbuilton"oneoftheprettiestschool
sites in thecountry.,,61 This location provided a setting compatible with whatBlackall believed to
be a necessary adjunct to fundamental classroom courses, namely local nature studies. B1ackall
offered assistance to pupils and teachers, a number of student prizes, and detailed instruction for
the undertaking of these studies; and he gave assurance that"That which is most needed is a pair
of wide-awake eyes.,,62 Although Pollett's adult writings suggest a wide and intimate knowledge
of the New Harbour landscape and its wildlife, formal teaching of this subject may not have
taken place during his school years. Blackal\'s ardent national campaign for the undertakingoi
local nature studies probably met with as little sllccess in New Harbour as elsewhere; though for a
time, Arbor Day, a school holiday in spring, was devoted to tbe planting of Irees and caring for
theschoolgrounds.
Generally, studies during Pollett's scbool years were devoted to the contents of the Roval
~ which were a set or seven school textbooks." The initial~ the "Primer," was the
book rrom which children learned the alphahet and simplest words. ~ one to three
comprised mainly lessons in grammar and English literal.ure. These subjects were learned by rote
and through oral and written exercises, as were spelling, counting, and writing lessons. The
bigher the number or the~ the more difficult were tbe lessons. In literature, r·Jr example,
tbe simplest stories such as "The Spider and the Fly" and "The Dog and the Shadow" were
intended ror beginning readers. These simple rabies, in their brevity and didacticism, were suit-
able reading materials, ror they were meant to build moral character in the young children by
instilling virtues such as modesty and discretion.
ThebighernumberedR2r;ll~rourtosix,containedlengthyandmoredifficultlitera-
lure and grammar lessons. British and world history also were included, as were other subjects
such as cultural geography and elementary natural science, appearing under the beadings common
to all~ "UseCul Knowledge" and "Great Inventions," and wbich probably were intended
to serve to expand the students' horizons beyond the local and ordinary emphases oC earlier
~"Whereaslessonsperta.iningtopartsortbehouseandattributesorthes asons were
conta.inedinbeginning~byIk!!illsixlessonsrelatedtothebistoryanddevelopmentor
papermaking and printing were among those whicb students were required to learn. Tbese sub-
jects were taugbt in the second classroom or tbe two-room scbool, separated by aColding screen
and reserved ror bigbergrades; but practices or rote-learning and daily oral and written exercises
Eacb prerace to tbe~rrom tbe Primer to~six, contained explanations sucb as
tbese; "Tbe wbole book, like other books in the Series, has been constructed witb a view to
induce cbildren to take a real interest in wbat tbey read, and to make tbem deligbt to exercise
tbeir power or reading;" and "Tbe lessons aim not only at teacbing fu ill Qf~ but at
trainingthepupilstol!.~Qf~S6Pollettinbisearlyschoolyearsdiddevelopaloveror
reading, and eventually acquired a small book collection. One book,~ ill ~~ an
adventure novel about a young English boy's experience in tbe Swiss Alps, was given to Pollett as
a prize for hisdistinguLsbed ""hievementin 1912 in the subject of Geograpby. Other books in his
collectionincludedonecalled~lli~andavoiumeoftreasurestoriesgivento him for
selling a large number of subscriptions to a magazine, I.~ These books, like the sub-
jects of his school studies, may have broadened his knowledge of the world outside New Harbour
and created an awarecess of differences in life elsewhere. The adventure novels of Norman Duu-
can and the Horatio Alger stories, which were available in his school's small lending library, also
may have played some role in shaping Pollett's ideals about a richer variety of experiences than
he could know in New Harbour. And the contents of the &!YJY.~ each volume of which
students had to master before proceeding to the next number, also appear to have inOuenced
Pollett's sentiments and imagination. Pollett later recalled his morning walk to school carrying
his book satchel filled (figuratively) with companions, the characters in the poems of Wordsworth,
Shelley, and Tennyson. As be crossed New Harbour Bridge, he remembered thinking about Lucy,
of "Lucy Gray" by Wordsworth, who was lost in a snowstorm as she made her way across a
wooden bridge in her own town. He wondered if her fate would have been different if she lived in
New Harbour and had crossed New Harbour Bridge.·7 In this instance, Pollett in his imagination
succeeded in incorporating into his own place the figures and setting of quite another world.
Indeed in his daily conversation, as his cousin Marion Gosse recalls, Pollett would dwell on tbe
ordinary aspects of daily life that other local people would not notice.""
The ability to learn by observation and to exercise his imagination may have quickened his
grasp of more formal subjects in which he was trained. During the years 1912 to 1914 in partieu-
lar, he excelled in Geography, English, Algebra, and History." He passed all his other subjects.
Owing partly to the discipline and rigorous demands from two of his teachers, Samuel Brett, who
taught at New Harbour from 1911 to 1913, and Walter Scammell, who taught from 1914 to 1916,
Pollett appears to have been an exceptional student for his day. These two men guided Pollett
through his studies for bis tbree Council of Higher Education (C.H.E.) Examinations- Primary in
1912, Preliminary in 1913, and Intermediate in 1914- in all of which he excelled."" A second
influence which may account for Pollett's achievement was a competitive atmosph~re in the class-
A number of Pollett's contemporaries, Llewellyn Thorne, who was his closest friend, Her-
bert Cranford, and Selby Newhook, also distinguished themselves in their studies. They may
b"veprovided some incentive for Pollett to achieve recognition inh is yearly course of studies.
In the spring and summer of his school ye",s, however, Pollett's love for formal le"rning,
like th"t of most boys, appeared to decline; be became impatient for the end of June to come in
order to spend bis time fishing for trout off New Harbour Bridge and in the Barrens, and for cod
in bis f"ther's punt. Tbe time when he could "switch from sharpening pencils to polishing
fishhooks" was e"gerly awaited."l As his acqu"intances recall, each spring morning Pollett fished
on the bridge in the hours before classes began, "ndlefthistrouting pole on tbe bridge in order to
save l,ime upon resuming his fishing "t the end of the school d"y.02 Spring "nd early summer
school d"ys, which interfered with regular outings with his father, were viewed almost as dismally
as Sundays, when, according to 10c,,1 custom, no work or fishing could be undertaken. On Sun-
days from the bridge, as Pollett later recalled, one could only observe and measure the enormous
length of fish in New Harbour Pond. which were sure to be gone by Monday.1I3
Yet at some point during his later school years, Pollett discovered th"t his love for fishing
was confined to an entertaining pastime; never again did he foster "desire to become a fisherman
like his father. "He didn't like the work," one informant says simply" He loved to fish, but
balked at the labour involved in the cleaning and curing processes which took long hoursofexer-
tion to accomplish. Nevertheless, "Jim Pollett made Ron work" on his bo"t and !lakes'" As well,
Pollett's labours in the woods and in the gardens had increased by the time he had reached about
"ge twelve. He was now expected to cut the wood for his family and haul it home with the use of
his work dog Downey and his catamaran, and to contribute to the garden work as a participating
adult. There is evidence that he felt burdened and frustrated by this drudgery: Pollett said that
whereas he once h"d looked forw"rd eagerly to his days at the f"mily g"rden across the harbour,
by this time, when "back-breaking," extensive manual f"bour was demanded from bim, he would
have preferred to run the other w"y (perh"ps back home, tow"rd the bridge)."" Apparently his
concerns "nd interests were moving gr"dually away from the constraints imposed by family life in
Pollettditrered from both of his parents also in that from an early age he did occasionally
go to church; and one annual ritual to which he appe",s to have looked forward was presenting
the minister, James Johnston White, with his first trout catch of tbe season. From White he
received a pat on the bead and a dime, which he deposited in the collection plate on the next Sun-
day.07 He appears to have regularly attended Sunday scbool classes. too, which were directed by
tbe local merchant's wife, Mrs. Fred Woodman. In 1912 Pollett was given a book prize by Mrs.
Woodman for his distinguished achievement in the bigh school subject 0 fGeography, altbough no
prizes usually were given at the Primary level or for this subject. Perhaps Pollett's achievement
in Sunday school classes may account for this exception, for the giving of "reward books" in
recognition of students' merit and diligence was a standard practice at Sunday scbools in Eng-
land." Some forty years later, Pollett would recall the rarity of receiving presents in any form as
a boy: even at Christmas, he wrote, "Santa Claus travels ever so light" to tbe outports." Indeed,
tbis incident of his receiving a "reward book" was imaginatively recreated in bis sbort story "The
'Dicky-Bird' Di.b" in 1949.70 Its rather didactic tbeme is splendid reward gained tbrougb tbegood
works of a )'oung boy wbo possesses promising scholastic abilities. The notion tbat acbievements
pursued in tbe church-related school could foster possibly the only tangible rewards tbat an ou&-
port boy could expect, was one that Pollett as an adolescent was perbaps gradually made aware
For by 1914, if not before, tbe spheres of domestic responsibilities and academic achieve-
ment appear to bave become very separate in Pollett's mind. Arduous manual labour associated
witb his tasks may bave interfered witb his academic work. As be recalled, "tbe stoves were
always bungry, tbe gardens forever glutted witb weeds."n Owing to his recognized achievements
in bis studies, Pollett bad probably become aware of the limitations imposed by New Harbour life
on bis developing aspirations and future accomplishments. His achievements in part may bave
led bim to develop interests in acquiring skills of more diverse natures than tbe traditional ones
employed in New Harbour daily life. In tbe next two years, be was to search for possible outlets
Between 1914 and 1915, Pellett prepared himself at New Harbour to become a school-
teacher. His choice of profession was a fairly predictable one. As Patrick O'Flaherty has sug-
gested, schoolteaching was one of the few "escape routes" available to an outporterwho wanted
no part of the traditional occupation of fishing." Pollett, however, was not eligible to obtain a
teaching certificate until he reached the age of sixteen.'" After his completion of the Intermediate
grade in June, 1914, and a summer of fishing with his father, he apparently arranged with his
schoolteacher, Walter Scammell, to receive private instruction in more advanced academic
courses. Pollett had intentions to write examinations for which he would receive a Junior Associ-
ate certificate, in courses which the New Harbour high school was not certified to teach. Atten-
dance at certified high schools elsewhere would have led to expenses which his family either could
notaflord or was not willing to meet.
Instead, Scammell instructed Pollett during the regular school day and in return Pollett
assisted him by teaching children in much earlier grades. Clarence Cranford, who had been one
of these pupils, recalls a rather disdain(ul attitude (elttoward Pollett, an ordinary fisherman's son
acting as schoolteacher, and who spoke with a "twang." "We used to throw wads of paper at
him," he remembers, when Pollett's back was turned as he wrote on the blackboard." Although
schoolteaching was a respectable position, all of New Harbour's teachers had come from outside
the community, and perhaps never were challenged in quite this way. By assuming this position,
Pollett had overstepped the social barriers between traditional fishermen and local notables-mer-
chant, clergyman, teacher, and a handful of others- which historically had developed in the vil-
lage; nevertheless, doing so enabled him to prepare himself for his new pro(ession.
These two years of student teaching apparently were considered to be adequate training (or
a teacher in the outports.16 Training as such, in fact, was not required unti11920; and Pollett had
perhaps sought out this opportunity independently to gain classroom experience which might
eyentuaUy heJphim in his chosen career. An able student and avid rearler, Pollett probably had a
close relationship with Scammell. who as a teacher was himself consistently given excellent ratings
by Superintendent Blackall for his teaching in all subjee", and for maintaining discipline and
order in the c1assroom.78 Apart from his interest in Pollett, Scammell also may have encouraged
other slightly older boys (who also were Pollett's closest friends) to enter the teaching profession:
by 1916 Llewellyn Thorne and Herbert Cranford had become outport teachers, and Selby
ewhook also trained (more formally, at Bishop Feiid College in St. John's) for the profession. 71
This seems remarkable in that it was unusual at :'-lew Harbour for a student to get as far as the
Intermediate grade, and still more so to attempt further academic achievement.
During Pollett's two years of student teaching, a number of his peers volunteered for service
overseas in the Great War. Newfoundland, as a British colony, entered the war on August 4,
H;14, but men from the outports were more slowly recruited than residents of the capital of St.
John's. The~ a military newspaper of the day, cites some reasons for this discrepancy: out-
port families were greatly dependent on their sons, and no provisions could be made for the fami-
lies' support while their sons were overseas; furthermore, recruiting agents rarely went beyond the
principal towns, and no recruiting campaigns or clubs like those in St. John's were established in
the outports. 78 Frederick Rowe notes, however, that an intensive recruiting program was under-
taken island-wide in 1915.7' Friends of Pollett's such as Herbert Cranford, and some other New
Harbour young men who like Pollett were not of legal age to enlist, may have joined the forces as
a result of this program. Certainly when they joined in or before 1915 they were made aware of
events which had occurred in the war from daily newspapers available at New Harbour; news also
was posted daily at the village's telegraph office. Pollett tried to enlist perhaps in 1915, but he
was rejected for service owing to an abnormal condition of the feet. He had been born with a
congenital deformity common in the Pollett lineage: two knob-like growths near his insteps which,
although they in no way impeded his mobility, caused his feet to turn inwards."" His ambition to
become a soldier was thus thwarted, and he returned to school and resumed his tasks.
In 1916 Pollett became the school's Supervising Officer during the examination period held
for tbe district at New Harbour. Tbis was a responsible position, and its duties entailed attending
on examinees, collecting tbe examinations, and arranging for tbeirdispatch totbe Registrar at St.
Jobn's.sl His teacber, Scammell, bad probably proposed bis name to tbe scbool board, its
members comprising tbe minister T.W. Upward, mercbant Fred Woodman, and a number of otber
prominent community residents. Tbeir approval suggests tbat Pollett was seen as a competent
and respected young man by bis elders. As Pollett was to turn sixteen years of age tbat June,
Scammell possibly also bad recommended Pollett to tbe Board oC Examiners at St. Jobn's, from
wbom be obtained bis teacbing certification by January oC 1917.82 However, in part because Scam-
mell was to join tbe armed Corces in tbe Call of 1916, Pollett's two years oCteacber-training and
priv"teinstructionended.
A number of events during tbe late spring and summer oC 1916 also atrected Pollett and bis
"mbitions. In May bis motber died; sbe was a victim oC a measles epidemic wbicb bad spread
tbrougbout Trinity Bay and tbe island. A notion wbicb perbaps added to Pollett's grieC was his
knowledge tbat be bad brougbt tbe measles into tbe bouse, having caught them at school.'" This
experience probably accounts for his Cailure to write his Junior Associate examination in June. as
he had intended. In addition, his grandmotber died in July of that year at the age oC ninety-six.
Although she bad been bedridden Cor many years, he apparently bad continued to think oC her as
an important member of his household. Both deaths, Curthermore. appear to have affected bis
father Jim tremendously, Cor he was the only wage earner, and now was soleI)' responsible Cor his
Camily oC seven, which included a young son Len, aged two. Jim Pollett's rigorous demands upon
his Camily, given tbe circumstances, could only have increased at this time. More than ever
beCore,perbaps, he impressed upon Pollett the need to start earning his own living.
In the summer and CalloC 1916 Pollett assisted his Cather in a110fbiscbores, and obtained
seasonal work building snowCences for tbe local railway. A branch line from the transnational
railway, from Whitbourne to Heart's Content, had been built and was in operation by July of
19158 • Pollett joined a number oC his peers who also had obtained similar jobs. This paid labour
enabled him both to satisCy bis fatber's wisbes and to establish himselC among otber boys oC his
In his adult writings, while he makes no mention of the death of his mother, he
recalls with delight the disposition of his friends, these "eagle-eyed hedlamers of the depot sta-
tion" who appeared worldly-wise and "ripe for anything that smacked of storybook adventure.""
They, too, were waiting for opportunities to earn their keep; they probably had in mind per-
manent jobs in Grand Falls, where their fathers and relatives had found employment for some
Though somewhat apart in his ambitions from most of his peers, Pollett enjoyed the self-
made entertainments of the group during that summer and fall. Summer evening sessions M New
Harbour Bridge ineluded storytelling, dancing, and sing-alongs. As avid a participant in these
activities as he had been in sports and pastimes with his friends years before. Pollett was known
for his ability to make up rhyming stories about recent local events and to perform them for the
gathered group. Jim Thorne recalls one of Pollett's poems, "Eeling," which described humorously
the actions and maneuvers of some local boys who set their ee!-Iines on New Harbour Bridge, as
boys always did each summer evening."" Storytelling such as this was interspersed with jigstep-
ping on the wooden planking of the bridge, and singing, for which local young men, particularly
Aubrey John Woodman, provided accompaniment on the violin or concertina. In cooler weat·her
these nightly meetings were relegated to family houses. Bertha Pollett recalls many impromptu
concerts at Ron Pollett's home, noting Pollett's love of performing for the assembled group stories
and jokes of his own devising, and of singing locally composed songs, one of which was "Nicholas
Tobin."87 Nightly card games and weekly dances at local stores and the schoolhouse were other
diversions for the group.
Thus before Pollett left New Harbour in January of 1917, he had experienced several sea-
sons of labour as a participating adult at home and at the nearby railwaY,and from years ofelose
observation and listening had learned to contribute to local entertainment imaginative literary
diversions, of which "Eeling" is one example. Remembered by his contemporaries, Ralph Higdon
and Reg Woodman, as a quiet and good natured young man, a hard worker and a scholar, and by
Bertha Pollett and Jesse Fogwill as a friendly, well-mannered young man who never swore and
had a pleasant disposition, his personal qualities were one, thatmembers of his community found
attractive." Pollett's ambitious nature, however, is the quality for which he is best remembered
by all those who knew him. That he never fostered a desire to settle at New Harbour during his
young manhood is one notion about which his peers are certain. Instead, he was the first of six of
his family to abandon the traditionaloutportway of gaining a livelihood, namely the cod fishery,
and to seek out opportunities and challenges elsewhere.
LEARNING HIS TRADES: THE TRANSIENT YEARS, 1917-24
Ron Pollett's life between the years 1917 and 1924 was characterized by job-hunting and
moving from place to place. In January,1917,hebeganabriefcareerasanoutportschoolteacher
at English Harbour, Trinity Bay; two years later he held a similar position at Green's Harbour,
Trinity Bay. The challenge of developing other skills and exploring more distant places may
partly explain Pollett's search for respousible positions elsewhere in the summer of 1919. He
obtained one such post as a record-keeper in the olfices of the A.:-l.D. Company at Grand Falls,
and he lived and worked in this town for more than three years. Subsequently, in 1923-4, Pollett
served an apprenticeship in linotype craftsmanship at Montreal. His mastery o( this trade, which
in the 1920s was an integral part of the printing industry, facilitated his emigration to New York.
In Glen Cove, Long Island, Pollett began to practise his profession of Iinotypist, a trade which
enabled him to realize his ambitions and, finally, to begin to establish himself firmly in the world
beyond New Harbour.
Ron Pollett arrived at English Harbour in January of 1917 to take the position of school-
teacher at the local All Saints' School maintained by the Church o( England. English Harbour,
located near the town of Trinity on the north shore of Trinity Bay, was a fishing community o(
about four hundred people.' The history of English Harbour dates from c.1675,2 but the village
had not prospered substantially. Because all trade was linked with the centre of Trinity, no local
merchant firms operated there; and until the twentieth century there was rarely an opportunity to
obtain (ull-time employment, apart from the fisheries, except for the position of schoolteaching.
At the time Pollett embarked on his journey to English Harbour via the newly instituted Heart's
Content branch line of the transnational railway from New Harbour, the majority of young adults
from English Harbour had left there on the slightly older Bonavista branch line' The steam trains
had effectively become a symbol OC opportunity in distant lands for many Newfoundlanders of
Pollett's generation. Pollett later recalled how 2.S a boy of about twelve, he had watched with
foscination the smoke of the Bonavista branch line train, which he could see at a distance from
his family's garden on New Harbour Point;' and for him, some four years later, perhaps the area
across Trinity Bay encompassed the scope oC his ambition to explore the larger world.
The place represented a striking contrast to the physical area with which Pollett had been
Camiliar. Tbe name of English Harbour is a deceiving one, as Ian Penney points out, because
there is no harbour in thecommunity;'the place is exposed to the open sea, the appearance cliffy
and rugged. Pollett boarded with the family of Lucy and Frank Penney, whose house was located
among the cluster of bomes in the village, wbich were connected by numerous narrow footpatbs
near the gravel main road along the shoreline." The family's daily routines were familiar to Pol-
lett for, like the people of New Harbour, they were dependent upon the fisheries, but his new role
in the community set him somewhat apart. Schoolteachers were accorded high regard there
because their occupation was relatively inaccessible to the ordinary young person whose tasks
were confined to traditional pursuits, and because teaching demanded a close association with
church interests. Apart from daily teaching, Pollett was expected to assist the local minister,
Arthur Pittman, by acting as lay reader each Sunday at services held in the local church. He also
served the church vestry by recording the minutes of meetings.7 These records written in a fine
hand still exist in the local church, and the copious detail of the meetings' proceedings recorded
by Pollett suggests that he served the vestrymen well, A remarkably extensive and sophisticated
vocabulary for a young man can also be noted. And tbere were still other duties expected of Pol-
lett in English Harbour. Each week be taugbt the parish children Sunday school. Like all
Newfoundland teachers, he also was theoretically responsible Cor presiding at the burial and bap-
tism of members of the church. Pollett was only sixteen and his exalted new role in an unfami-
liar community presented great challenges.
With two years of student teaching behind him, he was anxious to assume Cully tbe duties
andresponsibilitiesoftbeprofession. Pollett's daily tasks at the school occupied most of his time,
although his classes were comparatively small: he had twenty-eight students during his first year
of teaching, and thirty-seven during his second," He was the only teacher for the one-room school,
however, and therefore he was expected to teach and to supervise each of half a dozen grade lev-
els simultaneously, His first experiences were no doubt difficult since he began midway through
the school year, and needed to ensure that his students had mastered the first halves of their
yearly Readers before proceeding to teach them the concluding halves, To help them to accom-
plish this, Pollett made his time available to all students both during the seven-hour school day
and after hours, "He was always there if we needed him," one former student, Jo Ann Penney,
has said, recalling Pollett's constant attentiveness to them" Facilities must have caused great
discomfort to Pollett no less than to his students,IO The students sat for long hours on wooden
benches, each of which accommodated six children, They did their lessoas in the dilapidated
school building which was inadequately heated by a single woodstove, and was poorly lit by
several oil lamps. By day and night this paucity of physical amenities may have affected stu-
dents' interest in theclasswork, and thus Pollett's tasks were made fairly formidable,
From the beginning, however, Pollett seems to have been determined to do his job
Oawlessly, and an indication of his abilities may be found in the annual school reports, In 1917
Pollett's teachingoC junior and senior studies, his maintaining otcla.'iSroom discipline and order,
his keeping of the school's register, and his performance of other duties all were given excellent
ratings by Superintendent Blackall." Such ratings, on a scale of one to five, or excellent to poor,
were determined both by annual progress reports which teachers submitted to Blackall, and by
Blackall's personal visit to each Church of England school in Newfoundland. Both forms of
report enabled assessments to be made of the teacher, the students, and the schoolhouse, The
visit, however, probably was the more valuable source of information, helping Blackali to form his
own judgment of the teacher's abilities and weaknesses. 12 During these visits, Blackall scrutinized
the performance of students; it would seem that the students' abilities to answer BlackaJl's ques-
tions and in other ways to demonstrate their progress were critical in shaping his opinion oC the
teacber. As the report of 1917 indicates, Pollett and bisstudents performed extremely well during
the,·isit, although the rating for the school hUllding was very poor."Like his own fcrmerteacher
Colin Jones, Po lett may have helped to secure a loan of $100 to he used for the building's
improvement.
The meagre salary of $259 per annum which Pollett earned for the variety of tasks whioh he
performed in the school and church did not dissuade him from conscientious work. In 1918 BI""k-
allinf""tnotedthedifficultyfortheschooladrninistrationofkeepingqualified people in the pro-
ressioo,giving as tbe reasons teacbers' poorsaJary and poor prospects. 14 Lackofincentives,in
addition, may have affected their disposition toward the work and perhaps toward the children;
hut if Pollett responded in a negative way his students were not aware of it. "They didn't make
[teachersl nicer than Mr. Pollett," Debbie Butler has said: she was one student to whom Pollett
taught the alphabet and other early lessons. 16 He was relatively patient and even tempered. yet
exacting. Gertrude Bugden recalls that Pollett was angry if students did not have their home-
work done, although he never became excessively upset or resorted to physical punishment.'· As
well, in her case he understood that poor eyesight presented difficulties in studying by lamplight
during the evenings and tbat her family could not afford to buy her eyeglasses; and he was not
dispooed to respond harshly to boys, in particular, whose work at borne precluded regular scbool
attendance. Thus it appears Pollett understood well the constraints on education imposed by
local economic conditions. His performance seems to bave paralleled the ""hievemeot of men like
Jones, Brett, and Scammell, who had been his own teachers. Pollett had learned from tbem the
skills of the profession; and he was able to impart a love for learning similar to that which they
had implanted in him. At least three girls whom he taught later became teachers tbemselves, and
one of them, Jo Ann Penney, attributes ber ambition to Pollett, whom she afterwards took as her
model. l7
Evidence suggests that in his first year in the profession Pollett proved himself an able
teacher and provided a positive example ofchar""ter and behaviour to the students in his care. If
Pollett had left home, not merely to test bis abilities as a teacber in a new place but possibly to
discover adventure, then he was no doubt disappointed by the ordinary, traditionallifestylewhicb
now restricted his adivities. Much of his time was spent with the children outside the regubr
school hours: each week he !'aught them Sunday school, and he supervised occasional school picn-
ics and school concerts. Familiar pastimes such as dancing and card-playing, which he had
always enjoyed, were disapproved of by local parish offidals, and as teacher he was expected to
adapt to I,he devout character of the community where most social activities were organized and
supervised by the c1ergyman. IS He therefore apparently spent his hee hours at the limited pas-
times that were acceptable at this village: reading at the Penney home, chatting with the family
and visitors, and in warm weather taking long solitary walks in the surrounding woods and hills.
A photograph of Pollett from the period depicts him as a confident and distinguished genUeman,
holding an open book and sitting on the grass in the countryside ofChampneys West, chin arched
sideways and gaze focussed on the nearby hills.lOHe appears to fit well the stereotype of diffident
schoolmaster. His students recail him as a handsome, dark-haired young man who was always
well-dressed, wearing "his Sunday clothes everyday." He was a very quiet man, one former stu-
dent recalls; and she says further, "There's not much to be said about him- only on the good
side."'" Pollett remained as sole teacher in English Harbour until 1918.
When, during the summer of 1918, Pollett learned that a teacher was needed at Green's
Harbour, Trinity Bay, he resigned his position at English Harbour. It was at his home in New
Harbour, apparently, that Pollett learned of and obtained the new position, for St. Matthew's
Church of England school at Green's Harbour was part of the New Harbour school district, and
the church was served by the minister who resided at New Harbour. Pollett had returned to New
Harbour in the summers of 1917 and 1918 to spend time with his family and friends, and to
resume his favourite pastimes: fishing:lot ramiliar spots, dancing, card-playing, and storytelling
with companions on New Harbour Bridge. Teaching at Green's Harbour would make these
homely pleasures accessible throughout the year, for one could use the daily tnin between the
two communities or else walk the distance or about five miJes. A slight increase in his annual
salary to $326 was an incentive for him to make the move,21 but Green's Harbour's proximity to
His ties to New Harbour helped to make establishing bimselC at Green's Harbour in Sep-
tember, 1918,arelativelysimpleprocess. Pollett arranged to receive room and board CromSarah
and George Harnum, a resident Camily related to his mother. Other residents also were known to
him beforehand, Cor local young men Crequently came to New Harbour to take part in Saturday
night entertainment on the bridge, and some women Crom New Harbour had married into local
Camilies.'" In these circumstances Pollett was not Corced to cope with as many challenges as he
had encountered at least initially in English Harbour. The physical geography also was Camiliar.
Green's Harbour was a community spread out along four miles of a horseshoe-shaped cove; Oakes
and stages bordered the shoreline, above which were the houses, and the land beyond rose to:l
rolling hill topography.23 In terms oCphysical appearance, thefishingvillage,comprisingapopula-
tion oC about 660 persons,'" resembled the beauties oC New Harbour, and perhaps after his two-
ye31absence from home, young Pollett no longersoughtcew vistas.
Pollett's new working conditions at first must have appeared ideal, Cor although his salary
was increased, he was expected to teach only about haIr the numberoC pupils he had taught in
English Harbour.26 The average attendance was now seventeen and most oC these pupils had been
through only the first Cew R2lll~ It appears, however, that their low level oC achievement
was due to slow progress previously. One student, Bertha Burt, can recall her own and other:stu·
dents'greatdiJficuItyinmastering~threeduringPollett'syearthere.Shehassaid,"Iwas
in gnae tnree furJ\l1\e:ul.er lor quite some time ...\l'TogTC'5' "as .\ignt) ana we nl!.ureu we weTe \n
that book to stay,"~ In Green's Harbour, as elsewhere in Newfoundland, students commonly left
school by the age of twelve to begin assuming an important roiein traditional tasks, aod heads of
households often considered the acquiringoffundameotals of Hter3.CY and mathematics adequate
training, Z7 In thesecircumstaoces, the challenge to foster a keeo and ambitious desire Cor learning
could bring great demands upon outport te3Chers.
There is no evidence to suggest that Pollett, now aged eighteen, made his time available to
students alte, regularsl:hool hours as he had at English Harbour. Nor is there an indication that
his help was sought. For the most part, Pollett simply perrormed his required tasks or teaching
daily all grades and all suhjects in the one-room school, teaching the childreu's weekly Sunday
school classes, and conducting the Sunday service at St. Matthew's Church. He lert the school
promptly after each school day, and went to the local telegraph office where news rrom the out-
side world was posted daily.28 In this way he kept in touch with developments in the Great War
and other current issues. He had made a point to announce to his pupils that he had been
rejected ror war service owing to, he said, "Oatrootedness,"'" and perhaps his thwarted ambition
to become a soldier now resurCaced as a keen regret. He also was made aware that many parts oC
the NewCoundland economy were experiencing a "boom" as a result oC wartime prosperity, and he
may have now begun to Ceel that his position and responsibilities as a teacher demanded more
sacrifices than other modesoCemployment:'o
Other circumstances during Pollett's year at Green's Harbour may have Cocussed his atten-
tion on the limitations oC the proCession. Allhough his new position enabled him to resolve the
dilemma with which he had been Caced while an unpaid student teacher at New Harbour- to be
able to enjoy thedelightsoChisoutport home and yet also to secure asatisCying, salariedposition
away Crom the fishery- Pollett probably was aware that his Cather Jim disapproved oC his son's
choice oC proCession. The choice brought about a noticeable strain in their relationship. On one
occasion, Jim and other members oC Pollett's Camily were annoyed at a joking remark Pollett
made at the dinner table to the effect that as he was no longer a fisherman, he could notdistin-
guish a haddock Crom a herring." To Jim's mind, not only was his eldest son neglecting the rare
opportunity oC prosperolls years in the fishery, but he seemed at times to disown his heritage.
Jim's attitude, together with a recent addition to the Pollett household- namely, a housemaid,
Sophia Piercey, rrom nearby Winterton-may have made weekend and holiday visits home
difficult Co. Pollett. The high standards or moral conduct which were demanded oC Pollett in the
teaching proCession possibly had causeu him to volunteer some criticism about his widowed
Cather's and housemaid's living situation. Evidently the situation had become a subject oCvillage
g05sip32 Itisp05sible that for this reason young Pollett confined his activitiestoout-oC-doorspas-
times, a circumstance which probably quickened his desire to break home ties, and tore-evaluate
his plans for the future.
It is perhaps revealing that Pollett did not take the opportunities avail:lble to him to
advance himself in tbe teacbing proCession; instead be continued to bold a Grade Three
certificate. Tbis level of certification required simply tbat a candidate bold a Preliminary diploma
(which Pollett received in 1913),and be "qualified,in a reasonable measure, to assume the respon-
sibility of taking charge of a small elementary scbool. "55 Advancement to the Grade Two level,
wbicb ollered a ratbersubstantial increase in salary, required candidates to bold an Intermediate
diploma (which Pollett received in 1914). and have a halI year of teaching experience. Pollett
obviously met tbese two requirements to obtain Grade Two certification, although additional
requirements may have been in the form of prescribed courses in advaneed teacher training at St.
John's and subsequent formal examinations." Pollett's meagre salary may nothavebeensulIicient
Cor bim to undergo the latter requirements. Fairly poor prospects for financial and intellectual
advancement in tbe profession thus may have caused him to lose interest in his demanding work.
As a result of these circumstances, perbaps, Pollett and his pupils did nol farewell, overall,
in tbe annual school inspection by SuperinlendentBlackall. One student recalls thedilliculty stu-
dents had in answering the questions which Blackall posed to the c1uss"'ln Blackall's personal
a..."Sessment, Pollett thus was given a number four rating, "(air only," forlJisstudents' progress in
junior and senior studies; number two rating, "good," roc his maintaining of discipline aDd order,
teaching of divinity, aDd supervision oCstudents' written work; aDd ooly in one area number ooe,
"excellent," rating this for the keeping of the school registers.'"B1ackall responded to the major
weakness he observed, the students' general lack of progress in tbeir studies, by sending to the
Green's Harbour school a new set of school texts called the Princess Readers. These texts were
similar to the standard R2Y.l!! Readers except that they contained a greater number of illustra-
tions, whicb B1ackall perbaps felt would make schoolwork more interesting." As sucb, Pollett
probably found nodilliculty adapting to tbenewsetoftexts. Students recall that be was patient
with them, and he did not have a strict classroom manner; furthermore Pollett was very efficient
and he llknew bow to organize thingsweJl."38
In addition, he tried to make the school year more entertaining by organizing sports and
games, and several students recall a school concert which he arranged in the fall of 1918 to aid
thc war effort. Pollett taught his students the "Battle Hymn of the Republic," which they sang
at the coocert, One student recalls his wide smile and gleeful expression when he was conducting
the chorus: "we really sang out the words 'Glory, glory, hallelujah!'"" Such respites probably
helped to make Pollett's year at Green's Harbour occasionally fairly pleasant. If he had intended
to stay at the village, the routine tasks at the school and church which he would have continued
to perform would not have presented great difficulties for him. But perhaps for this very reason
ofa lack of challenge, Pollett chose to abandon the teaching profession after his one-year stay in
the Green's Harbour community. By the end of the school year, an alternative for which he may
simply have been waiting became available. He Was able to secure a position in the offices of the
A.N.D. Company at Grand Falls, This was an opportunity which demanded a different set of
skiIJs,and,onceagain,amovetoanewcommunity.
Pollett arrived at Grand Falls in central Newfoundland early in the summer of 1919, this
journey being the furthest from New Harbour that he had yet undertaken. Grand Falls was quite
unlike the fishing villages which Pollett had so far experienced: its population was more than 3700
persons, and from its inception the A.N.D. Company paper mill was the community's major
source of employment'o Alfred and Harold Harmsworth, British newspaper magnates, owned and
managed the entire town as a result of an agreement with the Newfoundland government made in
1905 to develop the woodlands of central Newfoundland. By 1909 the paper mill at Grand Falls
was the largest producer of newsprint paper in North America." Although the Harmsworths'
establishment of an inland town was anomalous in the pattern of settlement in Newfoundland,
both in terms of its location away from the sea and its means of year round employment, it
readily attracted outporters seeking to improve their lot. In 1910, Lord Northcliffe (formerly
Alfred Harmsworth) said publicly: "We have two objectives in view in Grand Falls, one is the
making of the best paper in the world, which we are doing, and the other is to create a happy
community."" The latter objective was accomplished in ways unique to ewfoundland life.
Buildings at Grand Falls were equipped with conveniences such as electricity and running water,
and among Northcliffe's projects was the establishment of a town club equipped with a library
and a bowling alley." The facility was open to all employees of the company, and it was only one
of a range of the town's leisure structures. As late as 1937, Joseph R. Smallwood was unable to
compare the town with any other place in ewfoundland, saying of it, "Like a little world in
itself, is Grand Falls.''''
In one sense, Pollett's move there was part of an established pattern among some dozen
New Harbour men who arrived at Grand Falls at its inception, many of whom eventually
obtained permanent positions usually as carpenters, millwrights, and general labourers. It was a
common practice, according to oral report, for these men to inform their fellow villagers of posi-
tions about to become available." Pollett was aided in just this way in 1919: a New Harbour
iriend, Ches Woodman, employed as a paper inspector, told him of an opening in the company
offices." Woodman, some ten years Pollett's senior, may have also helped him to obtain lodgings
at the Exploits Hotel, which catered to unmarried men employed in high ranking positions at the
paper mill." The Exploits Hotel was owned by the A.N.D. Company and operated by a plump,
cheerful woman named Maud Burry. There Pollett was able to enjoy all the modern conveniences
of the town, and yet to some degree maintain the Iirestyle to which he was accustomed.. CharIes
Edwards, who boarded at the Exploits Hotel, calls it "a typical Newfoundland outport hotel; ..•• at
a cost or less than $1.00 per day, men were given pleasant sleeping quarters and were served large
meals or Newfoundland-style foods. Parts of the premises were given over to activities such as
card-playing. Such rooms were equipped with woodstoves and comfortable furniture; and a
number of Cormer residents recall a boisterous, smoky atmosphere in these room~, as men played
cards and smoked cigarettes together on winter evenings. The hotel was located at Church and
Riverview Roads, which was a convenient location for the boarders ,ince tbe area was only a
short walking distance from the mill.
Pollett arrived during the town's second major period of growth, ror at the time two addi-
tional paper machines were about to be installed at the mill, and a second section or tbe town was
being developed.'o He bad obtained a post as record-keeper in the company's Orders and Shipping
department, an office located next to the Finishing Room, where rolls of paper were readied to be
shipped to England."" Pollett's duties entailed recording the numbers, weights. and destinations of
these rolls, among other record-keeping tasks. This was a responsible position; tbe additional
machines which were in operation during his years there had brougbtabout a substantial increase
in paper manufacture.Slln 1920, for example, the mill produced 63,000 tons or paper, the record-
iog of which was the task of Pollett and his three co-workers, Dave Green, a Mr. Forbes, and a
Pollett's background in education was no doubt a valuable asset in his new job. As far back
as his school years, he had shown exceptional mathematical abilities, and his new job gave him a
chance to use them. He must also bave been pleased to have a substantial increase in income.
The exact salary Pollett earned is not known, although it probably ranged from fifty cents toone
dollar per hour ror an eight-hour work day.62 His earnings, using a most conservative estimate of
$1000 per year, would have totalled three times the wages he had earned as a schoolteacher. The
majority of workers at Grand Fall., in contrast, joined the company as manual labourers and
earned from ten to twelve cents per hour, until they proved themselves capable of performing
more responsible duties.M But sucb opportunities ror advancement were made possible Quite
readily to all workers in a number or ways: a night school bad been instituted by Lord Nortbcliffe,
and the expansion of the mill operations created various openings in all facets of production and
management.oS< This emphasis on personal achievement and industrial development was one Pol-
lett probably found attractive. "If he was a Quiet man," one of his friends, W.T. Howell, said of
PoJlett,llhealsowa5aoambitiousone."M
Writing, e"idently, became one o( Pollett's pastimes, (or although his work was exacting, his
Dew job afforded ample leisure bours. He wrote out bis work and sbared it witb CrieDds, who iD
turn passed tbem OD to other CrieDds. EveDtually, it is said, he became known in the community
as "a brilliant Cellow witb a pen ..... Although tbere was no local newspaper in Grand Falls, some
residents think Pollett may have also written regularly Cor a newspaper iD St. John's and thus
became even better known as a writer. However, the only knowD example oC bis writing Cram tbis
period is a poem that he wrote about liCe in the Exploits HoteL" In it, each hoarder at tbe time
was described by name and characteristics, as were other members DC the househo:d, such as lithe
little waitress who could shuffle plates." No copies, apparently, were printed, but handwritten
copies were given to peers, who can recall its humorous qualities.
Those who koew Pollett in the Grand Falls years recall him as an earnest and gregarious
man. He was well dressed, turning out in tailored suits; and to some people, Pollett appeared as a
"dapper young Cellow."" He attended church regularly at Holy Trinity Anglican Church, and
socially he "ran with the better crowd- the churchgoers..... Within this particular group oC
Criends was a young woman named Emma Hackett, the church organist and choir director, with
whom Pollett experienced his first romance." It would seem that their interests were compatible,
for both were artistic to SOffiP. extent- he in writing and Emma in music. Both maintained a high
aDd reputable profile in community affairs. Pollett, Cor his part, early in 1920 became a charter
member oC the Loyal Orange Young Briton Association. a club which likely evolved in response to
the institution oC a local Knights oC Columbus order a Cew months earlier. His activities in this
new venture required some industry; noting Pollett's contributioD to tbisorganiz3tioD, his friend
W.T. Howell emphasized that Pollett "was a good citizen,."ol
An unprecedented workers' strike at the A.! .D. Company, which lasted Cram May 9 to
August 8, 1921, nevertheless affected Pollett no less than the entire compaDY work CorceoCabout
eight hundred men. Owing to a general decline in the paper industry, the company had Celt
Corced to slash all salaries by one third or more. 00 The strike was called after it was evident that
no negotiat.ioDs were expected 10 take place; it was a protest ngaiDst the difficult terms which men
were Corced to accept. Although their wages were comparable to other North American paper-
makers, tbe cost oC living in NewCoundland was about twenty per cent higher than in Canada and
the United States. Pollett, like hundreds oC other men, returned to his home during the summer
In New Harbour, he found living conditions in his family borne much altered. Just prior to
Pollett's return, on May 5, his Cather had re-married, taking his housemaid, Sophia Piercey, for
his wife M Whether Pollett was now willing to develop a close relationship with his new step-
mother is not known; such an undertaking was made extremely difficult because Sophia was deaf,
although his father Jim managed to communicate by shouting requests in a booming voice."' As a
result, no longer did his home have the quiet and amiable atmosphere Pollett had enjoyed during
his youth. Furthermore, although Sophia may not have been particularly aged, ber new husband
and later the entire New Harbour community took to calling ber "Tbe Old Woman," a nickname
suggesting some mockery. Family life as Pollett bad known it during bisyouth perbapscbanged
a great deal owing to tbis circumstance. Nonetbeless Sopbia is remembered as a "wonderful
worker," always "one Cor tbe bome"- making clotbing, cooking, and in otber ways assisting tbe
Camily.OS
Despite ber efforts, bowever, wbicb were equalled by tbe labour of Pollett's fatber, economic
conditions of life were sucb that Pollett, at home and witbout an income, may not have felt quite
comfortable. After a period of prosperity in Newfoundland during the Great War, tbe country's
economy entered a long period ofdecline.ooThroughout most of the 1920s. a national depression
brought great deprivation to most outport people. If Pollett had begun at this time searching Cor
a job elsewhere, he would have been assured that economic conditions in other parts of North
America were no more prosperous, and that prospects for him were limited. When the strike at
Grand Falls ended in early August, Pollett probably welcomed the opportunity to return there,
where, Cor the most part, liCe had not been affected by economic conditions suffered by the rest of
the country·7 Pollett was rehired by the company and his salary was maintained at the level he
had received previous to the general strike. Jobs at Grand Falls were in tremendous demand; and
the government and millowners were Corced to publish warnings directed to tbousands of bopeCul
outporters seeking employment there that all jobs were taken."
But for the returning workers, life in Grand Falls appears to have been basically unaltered
by the strike. Pollett returned to work and to his living quarters at the Exploits Hotel, aithough
aftcr his return he does not appear to have participated so actively incommuDity affairs. (In fact
a few of his peers do not recall that Pollett returned to the town after the strike.) Other leisure
activities may now have consumed his time. At the town club Pollett could read at the library,
and learn to bowl. In the town hall he could see movies and vaudeville shows, both of which may
have whetted his appetite for the outside world.
He also resumed a serious courtship of Emma Hackett, although Pollett's firm decision to
leave Grand Falls in 1923 abruptly ended their close relationsbip. Emma rejected his proposal of
marriage, ostensibly because she was not willing to leave Grand Falls. She continued to
correspond with him until his death, but at the time she, like his friends, knew only that he fos-
tered a keen desire to "get ahead."·· From her point of view, prospects for their future together
may have seemed vague and not promising. Life in Grand Falls, by contrast, was secure. What-
ever misgivings Pollett felt about her refusal are not known. If he had found the amenities of
social life in the town much to his liking, his desire to develop his intellectual capacities and seek
out challenges elsewhere mattered more. In each of his working days at Grand Falls he had dealt
with paper used for newsprint, and his interest in the printed word may have been sufficient rea-
son to explore aspects of the printing trade. Opportunities for doing so were not at th"t time
available in Grand Falls.7o These ambitions naturally led him away from Grand Falls and the
Late in 1923 Pollett decided to emigrate to Montreal,where hesetured an apprentice posi-
tion in the linotype trade. Exactly why Pollett initially chose Montreal can be answered only by
a series of guesses. While in Grand Falls, he may have been made aware through a trade journal,
f..!!.U1.lli~publishedinQuebec,thatin1922itspublisherswereplanningtoinstitutetrain-
ingcourses Cor workers in tbe paper and publisbing industriesHPollettmay bave inquired about
tbe most efficient place to learn tbe printing trade; iCbe did so, Montreal ratber tban, say, St.
John's, would plausibly have been recommended to bim. St. Jobn's in 1923 was not prospering.
In Montreal, by contrast, a number oCapprenticesbip opportunities were available,Cortrainingin
tbeprinting trades bad been neglected during tbeyears or tbe Great Warn As business began to
revive in most of Nortb America by about 1922 (tbe country of NewCoundland being among tbe
exceptions to tbis trend), asbortageoCskilled labour in tbe printing industry was seen to exist.
Pollett may bave once again Coliowed tbe pattern oCsecuring a position and a place to live
prior to leaving Cor a new destination. He could bave acbieved tbe first by writing toone of tbe
tbree local Montreat brancbes of the International Typograpbical Union (I.T.U.), all oC wbicb were
now concerned witb tbe problem oC a deartb of local apprentices. Pollett's minister at New Har-
bour, Jobn Beaucbamp, may baveofferedsome assistance or information about living quarters in
Montreal. Almost nothing is known, bowever, about wbere exactly Pollett lived or at wbicb
newspaper be worked in tbe city. His Camily and Criends cannot recall bis ever speaking about bis
experiences in Montreal; and in bis own writings appear only brieC reCerences to bis memories oC
"smudging my bands witb printers' ink" and of a routinely cbilly wait Cor a streetcar at tbe
corneroCCraig and St. Catberine Streets.73 He apparently used bis savings to buy a train ticket
to Montreal; ouce tbere, sometime in November of 1923, be must bave immediately begun bis
apprenticeship in linotype craftsmansbip, Cor tbe duration oC wbicb be earned about $25 per
Tbe terms of Pollett's linotypist training according to international and local union agree-
mentsstipulatedtbatbeobtaintecbnicalandpracticalexperienceon tbe linotype macbine Cor at
least a tbree-montb period.7s Tbe linotype macbine was a relatively new invention wbicb allowed,
tbrougb a complex bot metal process, an entire line of type to be cast in a single operation.78
Until tbe last decade oCtbe nineteentb century all type was assembled individually by band; tbe
linotype macbine, wbicb included a mecbanical keyboard, enabled type to be designed, set, and
rapidly cast botb by manual and mecbanical composition. Among tbe prerequisites Cor Pollett's
training were, Coremost, a good knowledge oC the English language, including the ability to spell
words and an understandingoCgrammaticalconstruction, and secondly, a wide vocabulary and an
ahility to read manuscripts intelligently. Thus qualified, he proceeded to learn the keyboard oC
ninety symbols and then learn the various typesetting processes oCthe machine, and procedures
Cor casting the lines in a hot metal substance. Another necessary skill which Pollett needed to
develop in order to meet the requirements oC high ratesoCspeed and accuracy was the ability to
read quickly the final compositions, issued backwards and upsidedown, and thus to edit his work.
Knowledge that linotype operations were not limited to newspaper work but were used readily in
book printing, journals, advertising, and all branches oC the graphic arts was an incentive Cor Pol-
lett to master the trade. By the time oC the Great War, linotype machines had become essential
to all composing rooms.
On February 5, 1924, Pollett was entered as a member oC the I.T.U. through the Montreal
Typographical Union, No.l76.77 Pollett apparently Culfilled conditions Cor acceptance into the
union and thus was declared a journeyman printer. He was to find that opportunities Cor employ-
ment, however, were severely limited in Montreal. As an apprentice, Pollett probably would not
have been intimately involved with a number oClocal printers' strikes, oneoCwhich had begun in
Montreal as early as May oC 1921, and all or which were to continue until August oC 1924.78 These
strikes, which involved initially nearly seventy-five per cent or Montreal's unionized printers, were
cansed by an international movement spearheaded by the unions to shorten the work week Crom
rorty-eightormore hours to rorty-rour. At aconCerence held by the Quebec and Ontario printers'
unions in 1924, the chaotic condition or the printing industry was discussed: not only was it recog-
nized that large numbers oC skilled workers were compelled to migrate to the United States
because oC the Corty-Courhour week issue; it was Curther noted that the very high unemployment
which now existed was in part attributable to the common practice oC Canadian firms having
their printing done abroad. 7·To neither oC these problems was a solution putrorward.
These conditions seriously affected Pollett's opportunities Cor advancement, and his accep-
tance into the local typographical union, its members comprising nearly thirteen hundred other
skilled me!l, did not necessarily assure him even a position in a local firm."" Printers, however.
bad traditionally been an itinerant craftsmen group in Nortb America as elsewbere. In tbe
nineteentb «ntury tbere bad been a good deal or movement between print sbops in American and
Canadian cities, particularly arter tbe National Typograpbical Union in tbe United States (later
incorporated into tbe I.T.U.) autborized recognition or Canadian union cards in 18548 ' Tbis
movement by Hl24 was rairly regular, and was racilitated by tbe process or simply transrerring to
a different local brancb or tbe I.T.U. Pollett took advantage or tbis opportunity immediately
upon bis acceptance into tbe I.T.U.; be became a member or local union No.6, located in New
York City."" He lert ror New York in February or 1924.
It would seem tbat Pollett's desire to advance bimselC in his trade was tbe primary reason
Cor emigrating to New York. He was assured oC an increase in salary and reasonable daily work-
ing bours; wbat is more, be was offered a responsible position as tbe bead oC a composing room ror
a Glen Cove, Long Island, New York, publisbing firm. Exactly where Pollett was to work in Glen
Cove is not known- perbaps at a local newspaper called tbe Qk!l~ E£1ill. wbich was a
Republican party organ established some firty years prior to Pollett's arrival. Otber firms then
operating in tbe city, tbe Sanrord White Company, and another newspaper, tbe Qkg,~
Record-Advance were smaller operations. The position whicb Pollett obtained at anyone oC
them, however, was Cor bim a great acbievement, Cor he advanced rrom the rank or apprentice
beyond tberankoCjourneyman to "boss-linotypist.""
Whetber Pollett chose to live in Glen Cove during tbe time be held tbis position tbere is not
known. Glen Cove, establisbed as a town as early as 1668, was expanding rapidly during Pollett's
time there in 1924; rrom a town or 10,000 persons at the turn or tbe century (wben it was called
Musquito Cove) it had as recently as 1917 been incorporated as a city." In some ways tbe
developing city resembled Grand Falls; and it was surrounded by lakes and overlooked Hamp-
stead Bay, which gave it an attractive appearance. But after his experience or living in tbemncb
larger city of Montreal, Pollett may have come to fancy a more cosmopolitan setting. Brooklyn
was easily accessible via the Long Island Railroad, and by November of 1924, if not before, Pol-
lett was made aware that in Brooklyn a community of fulim Newfoundlanders had become esta-
blished. In the Park Slope area of South Brooklyn, hundreds (very possibly, thousands) ofimmi-
grants had settled so that, in time, the neighborhood became known locally as "Little Newfound-
land" or "Newfoundland Alley,,,1ll>
The fuQQk!yn Qill!y.~ was a newspaper which frequently printed articles of interest to
thIs community." On November 25,1924, the~ featured an interview with Pollett which
described how he had become the first New York recipient of a legacy bequeathed by Lord
Northcliffe to all his employees (or sometimes former employees) in Grand Falls and elsewhere.87
It may have heen at this time that Pollett first became aware of this Newfoundland community's
existence in Brooklyn, for in this article he suggested some feelings of estrangement from bis
island home and the people there. A photograph of the twenty-four-year old Pollett which
accompanied the interview depicts his surprised expression; he explained, in fact, that he was
amazed that the executors of Northcliffe's estate had been able to loc:>te him, for, it was stated,
he had spent the year since his employment at Grand Falls "roaming throughout Ithe
northeasternl section of Canada and the United States. ,,88 Furtbermore, he said that there was no
one in Newfoundland with whom he corresponded. Throughout his publishing career Northcliffe
publicly had praised the community-minded spirit of the EMk; so and this fact, given the occa-
sion ortne interview, probably urged the staff reporter to coJlect more details about PoJlett than
one would likely expect to see about a young immigrant in a major city paper. One detail which
no doubt was thought to appeal to the paper's Newfoundland immigrant readership appeared at
the close of the interview. PoJlettspoke for the first time of abook he intended to write "dealing
with the home life of his people in Newfoundland." "There has never been one written that I
know of," he said, "and I think I'm qualified to write it. "00
Pollett's most recent experienceE perhaps gave him every reason for confidence and ambi-
tion. The challenge he bad set for himself in Grand Falls only one year previously, that of learn-
ing a trade appropriate to his literary interest, mastering it, and thus prospering financially, had
been fulfilled. It would appear therefore that the image Pollett hoped to convey of himself in his
interview was that ofa capable, independent young man, who had consciously severed his ties to
home and had done well enough in his profession so as not to be in any immediate need of the
forthcoming money from the Northcliffe estate. "I'll Pllt it away with the rest of my savings,"
Pollett said, "Since I really haven't earned this money and as it comes under the head of 'invest-
ments,' I guess I may as well save it."OI His progress in his career and keen ambition for further
advancement may have helped him to land a job as printer at the fuQQk!m Jhijy~ the
major paper of the city, subsequent to his interview. The paper's owners and publishers, the Hes-
ter family, resided in Glen Cove, but whether Pollett made their acquaintance, perhaps as a result
of his feature interview, is not known. Pollett was probably aware, however, of the well-known
Horatio Alger-style career story of William Van Arden Hester, father of the family, who had
begun his own career as a printer's apprentice."" Hester's accomplishments may have inspired Pol-
lett to obtain a position at the~ a newspaper held in high esteem nationally. By 1925 Pol-
lett had chosen to reside in Brooklyn. In effect, his seven-years' experience of travel from New
Harbour, first across the bay, then across the country, midway across Canada, and finally to New
York, was a sound beginning for the very different future he intended for himself when, as he
later wrote, "I scrubbed the squidsquirt from my neck and quit my outport home to seek a for-
tune."OS
'NEW YORK-NEWFOUNDLANDER,' lQZS-4S
Ron Pollett's life between 1925 to 1945 was charaderized successively by achievement, mis-
fortune, and the rediscover~' of his homeland. Soon after his arrival in Brooklyn in 1925, he
decided tosett.le in theoity, and early in 1927 he married and began to enjoy the comforts of
relatively :Urluent family life. Crises suffered during the Depression, however, thwarted his ambi-
tions. Financial stability eluded his grasp, and he Doundered in attempts to establish himself
satisfactorily in New York. Possibly because of this grim experience, Pollett sought to renew inti-
mate ties with his homeland, particularly between 1934 and 1939. He succeeded in reestablishing
many close ties to Newfoundland; in addition, by the early 1940s, he regained both financialsecu-
rity and prospects for achieving his career ambitions in New York. Thereafter, Pollett continued
to seek out various means of bridging the two very different worlds, one earthy and traditional,
the other affluent and novel, both of which he had experienced by 1945.
Ron Pollett had established himself in "Little Newfoundland," a section of Park Slope,
Brooklyn, by the summer of 1925. In a brownstone house on Ninth Street, he rented pleasant
rooms from the Bartlett family of Brigus, and here he resided near Fifth Avenue, the major
thoroughfare of Brooklyn.' At the crossroad of Fifth Avenue and Ninth Street, groups of
Newfoundlanders congregated frequently; and the site was one which Pollett later referred to as
"the night-time village square."2There he joined other recent arrivals to the neighborhood, some
of whom Pollett later recalled had come directly from the island and still had "salt-spray in their
neck wrinkles," but soon "skimmed off their wool ppaker caps and donned quiffs and straws.'"
Discarding the accoutrements of their homeland was but one indication of their shared desire to
embrace the new American culture. Earlier settlers in the area provided an important social net-
work for recent arrivals, providing formal references for new jobs, and acting as witnesses at
immigration proceedings, christenings, and marriages; as well, they told of local stores that car-
ried Newfoundland food products and newspapers, of churches where local Newfoundlanders were
members, and of halls where Newfoundland-style square dances were held.' In the company of one
of these men, Abe Snow, Pollett came to know Prospect Park and Prospect Hall, but he eventu-
ally broadened his territory to Central Park, and the diverse cultural amenities of vaudeville,
theatre, and movies in Manhattan. Pollett once ,:haracterized Manhattan as "the jigging ground
for the whole shore;'" it seemed to Snow that Pollett observed everything there was to see, and
he remembers Pollett's delight and curiosity toward the novelties as much as toward the
unpretentious commonplaceness in the city." In effect, Pollett was now able to enjoy the best of
two worlds: the opportunities and pleasures of one of the largest cities in the world, and commun-
ity life among local Newfoundlanders. He was able to see the sprawling and various cities of
Brooklyn and nearby Manhattan as a series of neighborhoods, and recognize his connection with
one, "Little Newfoundland" in South Brooklyn.
Life in this neighborhood suited Pollett's ambitious character. He eventually befriended
dozens of young men from Newfoundland who, like himself, were employed in highly skilled and
well-paid trades, and he later recalled aligning himself with this expectant group of "young
Newfers then making our mark on the face of New York.,,1 Indeed he sought out opportunities to
increase his income and broaden his range of experience, and now established habits that were to
characterize most of his working life. He routinely chose to work from mid-afternoon until mid-
night at his regular employment at tbe Brooklvn lliillY.~ for this sbift was more highly paid
tban daytime work." He also "moonlighted," frequently securing work at the~ Y2r.k~
and elsewhere when skilled linotypists were needed temporarily. In addition, be acquired the
habit of readiug a minimum of five New York uewspapers per day, and be may bave studied the
papers tboroughly, for a wide knowledge of design tecbniques and composition could prove useful
to his career. Printers r.ould, for instance, receive premiums for correcting errors in style and
language they detected in their working copy· A broad knowledge oftbe tecbniquesof journalis-
tic writing would later manifest itself in his publications. By 1926 Pollett was earning approxi-
mately $50 per week. a substantial salary for an unmarried young man, and his devotion to his
work was suoh that, according to his friend Abe Snow, Pollett worked harder than any Newfound-
lander he knew. 'o
In June, 1926, Caroline Mariah Gilbert, a recent arrival from Newfoundland, was introduced
to Pollett through his friend Jack Brooking, an iron worker from Bonavista Bay; and the two men
pursued a courtship of the young girl. 11 Caroline, born and educated in the small and isolated out-
port of Haystack, Long Island, Placentia Bay, was at the time a slim, red-haired, nineteen-year..
old girl, and had come to New York only two weeks before to assume a pre-arranged private nurs-
ing position. Her background diJrered from Pollett's in that she was the youngest of nine children
in a Methodist famBy, and her father, Stephen Gilbert, had been a local merchant who also
owned a lobster canning factory in Haystack. Gilbert's prosperity eoabled him to finance
Caroline's two years of training in St. John's, which qualified her as a practical nurse; and in
May, 1926, she assumed her first position, this as a private nurse for a wealthy German woman in
a luxurious Greenwich Village home. uROD was a gentleman," a polite, handsome, and rashion-
ably dressed man, Caroline recalls when describing her first impression of Pollett. She soon
showed a preference for Pollett above her other suitor. and encouraged the quiet enthusiasm he
showed in speaking of their prospects together. Giving up her career was part of the plan, for
although Pollett appreciated her effort to advance herself beyond the traditional ewfoundland
woman's domestic roles, working wives were considered disgraceful among the Brookl)'n-
Newfoundland community, in that they seemed to suggest inadequacies in their husband's ability
to provide. l2 Pollett, to his credit, refused to allow such an inference to be entertained by his
peers. A second of his demands concerned Caroline's religious beliefs, and by late February, 1927,
Pollett was pressing for a June wedding and for her conversion into his own church.
The wedding took place on March 4, 1927, at St. John's Episcopal Church on Waverly Place
in Greenwich Village." Two Newfoundlanders living in Brooklyn, Bill Whelan, an iron worker
from Conception Harbour, and Emma Halfyard. a housemaid from Haystack, presided as
witnesses. The haste in planning the wedding may account for Pollett's failure to invite his fam-
i1y and friends from New Harbour to Ihe ceremony or to the reception at the stylish Hotel St.
George in downtown Brooklyn. But his wife recalls that Pollett never expressed a desire for the
attendance of members of his outport family, and the presence of only his newly-made friends
may suggest his desire to begin life afresh in his new role of husband and provider. He was
optimistic about his future, and apparently wanted to leave the memory of outport toil, "hauling
and mauling the cod trap,"" far hehind him.
The couple soon moved to a four-room apartment on 82nd Street in the Bay Ridge section
of Brooklyn. Moving from the Park Slope neighborhood was now becoming, among Pollett's
Newfoundland-born friends, an indication of financial achievement.'s That part of the metropolis
no longer fitted the stereotype of "a city of homes and churches" which had long since character-
ized Brooklyn; increasingly by the late 1920s, the spacious brownstones had been cut into inade-
quate rooms lacking kitchen facilities and privacy, and were rented to transient immigrant fami-
lies who often were strangers to their neighboursloln Bay Ridge, by contrast, Pollett could pro-
vide his wife with spaeiousand pleasant living quarters, and begin acquiring more of the comforts
of middle-dass life. Elegant furniture was purchased, and in their leisure time husband and wife
spent hours reading together, sitting in two plush Queen Anne-style armchairs, referring to one
another as "Queen Anne" and "King George."l~Pollett ort.,n read aloud on these occasions from
Wuth..ing~theplaysofShakespeare.andotherclassics,anddidsoina well modulated
voice, crisply enunciating each word. He held the belief that Newfoundlanders who moved to
New York ought to learn to refine their "baymen's accents;" he had taken pains to attempt this
many years before when he aspired l<l become a schoolteacher, and, he now confided to his wife,
he felt annoyed when his Newfoundland-born acquaintances persisted in retaining their distinctive
dialects. In addition, he wished to develop a familiarity with ordinary American fare unknown to
theoutporl; and often asked Caroline to prepare meals he had seen featured on restaurant menus
or had watched other diners consume. It was not long before they had their first experiences with
such novelties as spaghetti and teabags. Developing a liking for many new tastes and pastimes
was to commingle with the novelty of their first year of married life and establishing a household
Pollett'. first child, Ronald James, was born on December 21, 1928. The addition to the
iamily caused Pollett to become a more patient and good-natured man in the home. Caroline had
grown stout, and he now referred to his wife as "Mommy."I. He shared his pride of lathering a
Gon with other Newfoundlanders, among them Abe Snow, Jack Pike, and Bill French, whom he
met with their children when wheeling his son to nearby Fort Hamilton Park in warmer weather.
This was an idyllic spot, well-tended, and overlooking New York Harbor. Such excursions may
have reminded Pollett of the rare occasions in his earliest boyhood when his mother walked him
about New Harbour, visiting with relatives and neighbours. Other reminders of home perhaps
resulted from a new, closer relationship that he now fostered with local Newfoundlanders who like
himself had prospered, moved to Bay Ridge, and had begun to raise families of their own. Card-
parties took place in his apartment each Saturday night; and recitations of poems such as "The
Hesperus" and "Lucy Gray," remembered from the~~ were featured on these occa-
sions.'· Such parties, where the wives sat embroidering and crocheting items for their lamilies,
and men played spirited card games and looked forward to "big feeds" at midnight, could well
have taken place in any house in Newfoundland. Pollett was probably well pleased with the
differences in his life since his days as a teacher. He had prospered; and his pleasant home and
own small family were evidence that he had adapted well to his new circumstances.
The value placed on progress and personal achievement in America was one that Pollett
embraced during these first years in the city; and by 1929, his income well exceeded the yearly
average of $2500 then thought to be sufficient for a family of four. 2O He was happy in his work-
his wife emphasizes that "Ron enjoyed 'mind work'"-and the hectic pace of his daily routine
excited him.21 Even travelling to work appears to been a source of wonder. Pollett later observed
that only on the New York subway could one have the opportunity to stand next to "a beautiful
girl on one side and the craggy hip bonesofa repellent garlic-fumed fish pedlar on the other ... 22
Prosperity enabled him to partake of a variety of local attractions, which ranged from an evening
spent at a boisterous Newfoundland-style square dance at Prospect Hall, to the next free evening
attending a local vaudeville theatre where Mae West, Pollett's favourite performer, was
featured."" The couple's sh~red enthusiasm for city life, and their feeling that "there was el'ery-
thing to see, there was everything to do," bespoke their intentions to stay in the city." In
Pollett's later writings, when he recalled these years, he would revise his somewhat unarticulated
ambitions and plans fostered in the outport, speaking of his many travels as a "circuitous"
route,'" and indeed implying that he had always intended to reside eventually in Brooklyn.
Owing to an emphasis on his work and career, perhaps, Pollett had managed to accumulate
an impressive amount of savings. Exactly how he invested his money is not known, but when the
banks crashed in October, 1929, he lost a considerable sum. As his son recalls from conversations
he later overheard, "Maybe my father's bank paid back ten cents on every dollar- even till the
forties they were paying it back. That soured my father a little.""" This loss prompted Pollett to
move his family to a less expensive apartment on 89th Street and to cut most luxuriesoutofhis
budget.'" Ensuing economic conditions during the Depression demanded even more self-discipline:
by the early 19305, printing firms cut back production, and Pollett could no longer rely on his
weekly earnings. He became one of the millions of workers forced to accept "shared employ-
ment," an expedient tactic characteristic of the Depression era which at once levelled differences
in terms of experience and qualifications among men in particular occupational groups, and thus
gave to each at least a fraction of work, rather than none at all.28 Owing to this practice, at times
Pollett managed to secure work only from one to three days per week. This situation may have
fostered in him his idea of the worker in New York being "just another caplin in a puntload."211
Ideals of progress and prosperity which Pollett had long cherished were frustrated as he
increasingl)' suffered insecurity and poor prospects. He still lived in the Bay Ridge area close to
other Newfoundlanders, although now he perhaps contemplated some differences between his own
and other immigrant groups. Whereas other local groups usually had established mutual aid and
benevolentsocieries, Newfoundlanders never had organized formally as a group for such purposes.
"No; the outporter in New York," Pollett later wrote, "had to rcw his own dory, both financially
and socially, as far as organized help was concerned."'" He persevered. He orten walked about
Manhattan trying to locate temporary printing work, although at a time when many printing
companies were forced to go out of business, it could be expected that. he usually failed in these
attempts. He learned the layout of the city well, he saw the billboards advertising the latest
Broadway shows and newest products, and he saw the expensive restaurants. All of these sights
helped to foster his rather belated awareness that only prosperity enabled one to enjoy the
novelty of New York life, for indeed a striking disparity had always existed in this, the largest
city in America-a key cultural centre for the elite, but its attractions remaining virtually
unknown to many other residents who knew only poverty.
Early in the 1930s, poor financial circumstances forced Pollett to move his family again,
now to an inexpensive three-room apartment on Fort Hamilton Parkway, in a building where five
American families shared with his own a drastic decline in fortune. 3l One neighbour, Paul
Plumber, who had until recently worked on a glamorous yacht owned by millionaire J.P. Morgan,
now was out of work, and barely made ends meet by depending on his wife's skills as a profes-
sional hairdresser. The prestige of providing for his own wife so that she need not work outside
tbe home still mattered to Pollett, but the responsibility of tending to their young son also pre-
c1uded the possibility of Caroline's searching for work. Conditions were relieved somewhat by his
family's joining in the practice of sharing dinners in nightly rotation among the group of families
in the building. Each of the six took turns providing meals for the rest and thus saved sums on
electricity and fuel costs. This scrimping was one way in which Pollett was forced to reduce his
expenses. If he looked forward to a certain variety in the conversation and fare at the evening
meals, then the tedium of occupying himself through long days when no employment could be
secured no doubt did not relieve hisieelingsofworry and frustration.
Sometime in 1933, Pollett contracted a painful gall bladder disorder and thus fOllnd it
difficult to walk about Manhattan in search of work. 32 An operation was deemed necessary, and
the expense of hospital care alarmed him. He had no medical insurance, could count on earning
no income during his convalescence, and as a result put off the operation. It may be that at this
time he acquired a passion for gambling, and racetrack betting remained a habit of his for about
the next fifteen years. 33 Like most men who bet on horse-rac:es, and indeed there were then hun-
dreds of thousands oisuch men residing in Brooklyn." the mentality of getting rich quickly was
one that Pollett fostered. The excitement and tension of choosing a winner from the listings in
the paper, while he would chain-smoke Camel cigarettes- another nearly lifelong habit- and wait
anxiously for the results of the races, occupied him daily. "He~ lost," his wife recalls.'" As a
result, perhaps for the first time since his ambitious move to New York, Pollett began to entertain
doubts about his prospects. But he was not a man to give up easily, and he thought things
through carefully. As his friend Abe Snow recalls of Pollett, "he would never let a subject drop,
he was always probing, until he got to the bottom of it."'"' Despite the levelling experience of
sickness and poor finances, he came to the conclusion that he could survive well enough in New
York on his own and that financial conditions could be relieved by sending his family to New Har-
York, he thought; in addition, he now conceived, it was easier to "make do" with less in an out-
portY
Pollett accompanied his family to his father's home in June, 1933, the worst year of the
North American Depression. His wife and son were to live there for fourteen months. Pollett's
own stay was brief, as he intended to undergo his gall bladder operation immediately upon his
return to New York. He must have been appalled by the impoverished conditions he saw brie8y
at New Harbour; in 1933, Commissioner William Warren Mackenzie Amulree described
Newfoundlanders' lives as "desperate."" Pollett concentrated instead on the positive benefits of
his plan, one of which was the opportunity to have his five-year-old son learn some of the joys of
Pollett'sownoutportboyhood. His son could spend his days happily fishing for tomcoosor romp-
ing through the woods, rather than stay at home, see his sick father, and witness Pollett's inabil-
ity to obtain work. He may now have begun to see New Harbour as a pastoral idyll in com-
parison to the big city. Raymond Hillier recalls seeing Pollett on this visit: "I still see him stand-
ing on New Harbour Bridge leaning over the rail gazing out over the harbour while gossiping with
old friends.""" Perhaps he was tempted to stay and enjoy tbe simpler pleasures he imagined.
Sixteen years had passed since Pollett abandoned the traditional mode of outport existence,
yet upon his return to New York he must have been struck by a keen awareness that he actually
had little to show for his many years of ambitious labour. He put his furniture in storage, moved
to a small, rat-infested room on 86th Street, underwent his operation, and continued a fruitless
search for permanent work. Frugality was a fact of life. He managed to send adequate sums to
his wife, and during their separation wrote her long letters as orten as three times a week. "I hope
you are having a good time," he frequently wrote, much to his wife's chagrin, for he seemed to
think of his family's stay as a holiday retreat.·o Imagined pleasures loomed large, although he
knew from her replies that widespread poverty and poor prospects in Newfoundland in the early
1930s necessitated both the relinquishing of that country's powers as a self-governing Dominion,
and the providing of a government dole of six cents per day to its people.'! Thousandsofimmi-
gmnts now forced to return to Newfoundland, as Pollett must have guessed, were viewed chiefly
as burdens on their outport families.·2 For Pollett, a man who had always taken much pride in his
accomplishments and merit, there now seemed no choice but simply to stay and bide his prospects
In the summer of 1934, Pollett obtained a permanent position at AD Press in the Soho dis-
trictofManhattan, and was in a sense able to begin life afresh arteryears of suffering insecurity
and poor prospects. AD Press, printers mainly of legal work, was then one oC the most reputable
firms in the industry, and according to some tradesmen, a job of "law printer" was the "pinna-
cle" oCstatuslinotypists could hope to achieve.·s It was here that Pollett was to work for about
the next fourteen years, and where he eventually became known to his Cellow workers as a master
oC his craCt. Law printers were in fact required to have mastered diverse skills and techniques in
order to Culfil clients' stringent demands Cor extremely precise, Cast, and clean productions. In
addition, owing to tlleirexpertise, they could command a higher salary than most other printers.
Recognition oi his ability and the promise of financial stability no doubt helped to restore
Pollett's confidence in himself and his plans.
He now set about reestablishing a harmonious home lire. By September, 1934, he had
rented and refurbished a pleasant four-room apartment on Gelpson Avenue, a tree-lined street
near Firth Avenue bordering the Bay Ridge/Fort Hamilton sections of Brooklyn." However, he
soon received his first awakening to difficulties to be faced: both wife and son returned from New
Harbour extremely thin and sickly, and Caroline was diagnosed by a Brooklyn doctor as having
contracted tuberculosis. She recalls that Pollett, too, had lost a considerable amount of weight:
"tbere were the three of us, thin as rakes- you could count the ribs."" Although he was soon
beartened to discover tbat Caroline's disease had been misdiagnosed, he hastened to relieve her
distressed condition, caused by exhaustion and poor nutrition, by hiring a maid to help with the
bousework, and he himself occasionally prepared meals for the family. Pollett must have been
gratifiedwben, to add tobis pleasure over his financial recovery and his wife's physical improve-
ment, his son was promoted to the first grade of grammar school after only one day at kindergar-
ten classes. Caroline had taught the boy to read and write during their stay at lew Harbour.
Pollett now began to take a keen interest in his son's education, and bought him, on weekly
installment plans, a number of texts, including an encyclopedia called Th Wonderland 2f
~ and a tw<>ovolume dictionary. He appears to have wanted to encourage as fully as his
means allowed his son's love for reading. Furthermore, he now found time to share with his son
pastimes similar to those he experienced as a boy-<leep-seafishing at Breezy Point, Long Island,
ice-skating, swimming, and sleigh-riding. At Prospect Park he often rented a boat for some hours
to row about the scenic man-made lakes with young Ronald. "Here, I could get the taste and
smell of home," Pollett later wrote of this immense park.,e In effect, these activities with his son
instilled in the boy a love for the out-of-doors, and enabled Pollett to relive the pieasures of his
His insecure and lonely existence during the Depression years obviously had some effect in
altering the desire he once fostered of jettisoning parts of his heritage. More than at any time
during his adulthood, Poliett apparently now wished to cultivate ties to his homeland. His brief
trip to New Harbour in 1933 had enabled him to renew ties with his family and friends, and he
since had nurtured these connections through regular correspondence. He thus was kept informed
about the conditions of life in New Harbour, and his own regained prosperity provided him with
the means to become, to some degree, a benefactor. He now learned how crucial the money he
had sent in 1933-4 had been to the Pollett family in New Harbour. Arter 1934 he continued the
practice of sending monthly sums to his father, a routine which was applauded by the commun-
ity,'1He aiso began to collect used clothing to send to needy members of his family and others in
the outport. Bertha Pollett, his sister-in-law, recalls how necessary these items proved to her six
sons during the mid-1930s.48 Pollett's sense of compassion prompted these gestures, and the
soundness of his own finances enabled him to establish anew relationship to the island.
By 1936 Pollett found another outlet through which to assist Newfoundlanders. He learned,
apparently from his correspondence, of a new business venture-a printing operation, part of
which would be devoted to a town newspaper- started in Grand Falls by two young brothers,
Walter and Michael Blackmore'· Pollett managed to obtain a copy of the paper, the Grand E..i!!lli
Advertiser and was so pleased with the Oedgling attempt that he immediately began a correspon-
dence with one of the brothers, Walter Blackmore. Bl""kmore, being known only slightly to Pol-
lett when as a youth he was employed as an errand boy for the A..N.D. Company, recalls that
Pollett olfered generous advice on all aspects of the new business.ooPollett sent trade magazines
dealing with the graphic arts in order to expand the Blackmores' knowledge of design. He
searched New York for a secondhand linotype m""hine, for he assured the Bl""kmores that they
needed one to build a sophisticated operation, and to the brothers'amazementhealsointendedto
pay for the machine. In addition, he sent critiques of articles which had been published in the
Advertiser that, as Walter Bl""kmore recalls, always offered excellent advice on how to ""hieve
clear, concise writing. The advice, Blackmore says, matched the "wonderfully apt phrasing" of
which all of Pollett's letters, even the simplest greeting card, were composed. BI""kmore notes
that Pollett poosessed a "huge vocabulary," not flawed by affectations, and that he "was a great
hand at painting a picture with words. ,,61 Pollett Was to remain keenly interested in the
Advertjser until his death, and became, as Blackmore acknowledges, one of perhaps half a dozen
benefactor. who helped make that paper a .ucces•.62 Indeed, he says, Pollett "was a man of no
halfway measures. When he set his mind to doing a thing, he'd do it and do it the best way.""
Pollett 3pparently saw in the Blackmores' ambitious undertaking a ready opportunity to make a
Pollett's involvement with the Grand Falls venture enabled him to renew his literary
interest in Newfoundland, and perhaps reminded him of his ambition, spoken of in 1924, to pro-
duce a book "dealing with the home life of his people in Newfoundland."'" Whether he saw his
contributions to the Advertiser particularly his editorial assistance, as a means to practise his
writing skills in preparation for his own creative output is not known. Developing an intimate
connection with Newfoundland, however, apparently became an increasing concern of Pollett's in
the next few years. Blackmore helped him to maintain contact with current events by sending
him a copy of the Advertjser each week.66 Pollett's regular correspondence to Newfoundlanders in
the mid-1930s, according to his son, was voluminous; and he recalls, "there were a1wa)'s letters
around the house from Newfoundland," so many that young Ronald began an extensive
Newfoundland stamp collection.'" In 1937-8 Pollett also began the practice of listening to
Newfoundland programs on the short-wave Dand of his radio. 57 The "Doyle News Bulletin" and
J.R. Smallwood's "The Barrelman" were programs, among others, which helped him to keep
abreast of events in Newfoundland and to remind him of colorful bits of the island's history.
Activity relating to Newfoundland apparently took on special importance in Pollett's every-
day life. His son recalls that the only time his father became angry with him was when he once
"fixed" Pollett's radio by tightening the screws and so interfered with the tuning mechanism."
This incident stands out in his son's memory, for Pollett was ordinarii)' a good-natured, e35Y-
going parent. Pollett's interest in Newfoundland soon manifested itseifin a desire to spend a full
summer in New Harbour. Indeed as early as the spring of 1935, his wife recalls, "Every year,
come April or May, he'd say, 'I guess we'll be going to 'ew Harbour come summer.'"'· He ,gnored
her own desire to vacation at a tropical resort, giving as his reason, "You can't shake hands with
a tree,"110 and was instead insistent on travelling to New Hubour. Caroline's unsettling experi-
ence there in 1933-·1 perhaps was overlooked, for Pollett now could provide the inducement of
travelling to Newfoundland first-class, and had the financial means to ensure a leisurely holiday.
His enthusiasm convinced her, and the family lertfortheirjourney in (ate June, 1939.
This extended trip was for Pollett his first chance to appreciate fully the pleasures he had
known as a boy in the outport. Once his family was settled in the house of his boyhood, he
eagerly setout to rediscover familiar ponds, and with his son orten joined his father Jim, fishing
for cod in his punt."A brand-new codfish always looks good to an ex-outporter," Pollett later
wrote, adding that catching one was "like meeting a long-lost friend."O! In preparation for his
vacation, Pollett had purchased at Macy's department store in New York an elegant split bamboo
fishing rod with brass fittings and multicoloured silk line. along with special cod hooks.o2 The rod
so impressed his father that Jim said"a fish around here would be proud to be hooked on an
outfit like that..... Pollett also busied himself socializing with the people of New Harbour-house
visiting, picnicking, and chatting with the men at the wharves. He frequently appeared in
fashionable dress, coming into homes bearing gifts for relatives;o, and with ample leisure time to
enjoy angling and socializing, Pollett was well aware of his improved status among fellow vil-
lagers. The holiday afforded the opportunity, he later wrote, "to play peacock where you grew up
crow. 11M
When his wife grew restless and bored during a week of rain, reminding him of the pleasures
they were missing in the city, he planned a family camping trip when the weather cleared to New
Harbour Barrens, a site he had favoured during his youth. The weather nevertheless turned
unseasonably cold, and on the third night camping Caroline recalls, "Even the horse tried to get
into the tent. Oh, it was freezing! But Ron wouldn't admit it."M As a result, perbaps, he and
Caroline now took excursions to St. John's, Buchans, and Grand Falls, and in these ways Pollett
fulfilled his promise made to Caroline that the trip would not be similar to the financially difficult
and wearisome year she had spent at New Harbour in 1933-4. Walter and Michael Blackmore
recall a brieC visit Pollett paid to their print.ing offices while he was in Grand Falls. Rather than
introduce himselC, he nonchalantly sat down at the vacant linotype machine and began "banging
away at the keys," proceeding to "do things with the machine no one else could make it do,
things we'd never seen."07 No doubt the Blackmores' sentiments to the effect that Pollett was a
"genius" and "could have 'made it' in NewCoundland" were comm'lIlicated to the visitor and
laterreinCorced through the correspondence he continued toundertakewithWalterBlackmore.
His holiday experiences proved gratiCying, and it would seem the only setback Pollett
acknowledged was simply that his trip did not last long enough. The onset oC World War Two on
September 1,1939, Corced him to take a hurried leave with hisCamilydespitehisplan to stay until
mid-Se;>tember. They had some difficulty reentering the United States, as they had no documents
to prove they were residents oC Brooklyn. A paid utility bill which his wiCe carried in her purse
was in effect the only such evidence they had. "That's what saved us," Caroline recalls.1l8 This
unCoreseen problem, as well as the growing restrictive measures on immigration to the United
States and the uncertainty oCthe war years, may have alerted Pollett to the necessity oCobtain-
ing American citizenship. He had not Collowed a trend during the 1920s among NewCoundland
immigrants oC giving up their citizenship.ooHis reasons Cor not doing so are not known, although
his most recent experiences on the island may have made this choice more difficult. Indeed in the
next Cew years, his memories oC that trip were to inlluence much of his experiences in the city.
The early yearsoCthe Second World War would appear to have brought greater prosperity
and stability in Pollett's liCe than he enjoyed at any other time. Printing companies llourished
and salaries increased, circumstances Cacilitating Pollett's move in September, 1939, to a Cour-
room apartment in a prestigious six-story brick apartment house on 92nd Street in Fort Hamilton,
Brooklyn. tO The building was replete with such adornments as marble stairways and canopied
entrance doors serviced by a doorman. His new apartment cost him the weighty sum of $52 per
month. and it was here that Pollett lived for the rest of his life. His dat:ghter, Ethel Mae, was
born during this period, on August 4,1941. News that his wife was pregnant with their second
child afteratwelve-yearinterval,probably accounts for his decision to seek the security of Ameri-
can citizenship. Pollett and his wife had been fond admirers of President Franklin D. Roosevelt,
and realized that as citizens they could benefit from the federal programs which Roosevelt had
instituted.7l For Pollett, the most important of these measures was the Social Security Act passed
in August, 1935, which stipulated that all Americans would be provided for in their own lifetimes.
Pollett became an American citizen on May 6, 1941.72
According to local custom, two Newfoundlanders were his witnesses at the citizenship
hearing- Alice French and Bill Whelan, both of whom lived closeby in Bay Ridge. When subse-
quently Pollett declared himself to be a Republican, the national party associated generally with
larger business interests and men of wealth, he alienated himself somewhat from other local
Newfoundlanders, who for the most part were Democrats. In the Bay Ridge/Fort Hamilton local-
ity, his friend Abe Snow has said, "The Democrats lived on Fifth Avenue; the Republicans lived
on Shore Road""- this being the accepted, broad geographical distinction between the politics
and financial means of men from Bay Ridge on the one hand, small businessmen and tradesmen,
and men from Fort Hamilton on the other hand, citizens of substantial wealth. Pollett's career
and family now, clearly, figured larger in his plans than did local, ethnic affiliations, and indeed
these concerns had long surpassed his initial bond with the local community. Contact often was
infrequent. Whereas many Newfoundlanders, including Pollett's wife, belonged to local churches
and socialized frequently in their church organizations, Polletthad stopped attending church soon
after his marriage, though his motives for doing so are not clear." Abe Snow bas said that this
change in Pollett was not unusual, for male Newfoundlanders "lost their religion in New York.
Religion didn't play much of apart in theirlives.,,;8In fact,except for his union a1filiationswhich
were required for his work, Pollett was never to belong to any any organized group- a sharp con-
trast to others' involvement in local groups such as the Knights of Columbus and the Newfound-
Pollett may have wished to cultivate an image oC himselC as an ind.pendent and diligent
worker and provider, one alooC Crom community concerns, and this attitude persisted despite a
variety oC NewCoundland-related activity that now occurred. During the war years, the general
Newroundbnd community in lew York began to Coster a somewhat higher public profile than in
the past asa resultoCa resurgenceoC the NewCoundland War Veterans'Association,andtheinsti-
tuting oC various New York-NewCoundland clubs and a branch oC the NewCoundland Tourist
Bureau in Manhattan.78 Ventures within these organizations included the publisbing or a com-
munity uewspaper,~ Newroundland~ edited by Major R.H. Tait, sponsoring dances and
card parties Cor Cundraising, and presenting lectures about Newroundland's history and develop-
ment at wbicb slidesbows and movies or tbe island's scenic, tourist attractions also were Ceatured.
Given bis own keen interest in NewCoundland, Pollett's inCrequent participation in tbese ventures
seems inconsistent; indeed be responded critically to the new activities he saw, and began Cavour-
ing tbe traditional world be remembered. He later wrote, "You only have to peek in at some oC
tbe square dances... to see the change- tbe floor eitber deserted or flapping witb tbe second gen-
eration in tbe tame 'barn' interpretation oCtbeone-time knock-down-and-drag-out dust raiserso{
their parents. And at tbe card parties tbeold verve that smashed the table whisting the Five has
largely been superseded by the subdued bustle oC women playing Bridge."77 Attending Lee WulC's
films about sport fishing in NewCoundland aroused in Pollett only this fleeting Caney: "as atrouter
I might have become internationally ramous like Lee Wulr. ..if I had stayed in NewCoundland.,,71l
Nostalgic sentiments he rosteredwould increasingly affect his enjoyment oC urban pleasures.
Current films such as Go"e~ fu Wind and~~ Qf Wrath were taken in three or Cour
times; the novels on which the films were based he read as many times, rather than indulge in the
impressive variety oC entertainment available in New York.70 The time when he relt that "there
was everywhere togo; there was everything to see" clearly had passed. He joined in eagerly anti-
cipated Camily excursions to Coney Island, althougb at rorty years or age amusement parks and
eccentric side-shows had little appeal ror him. He had a marked distaste ror the place. In his
view, Coney Island was nothing more than a beach crowded with obese women in bathing suits
wbose broods of cbildren tbrew garbage into tbe Atlantic waters.so A photograph of Potlett rrom
the period in which he is rully dressed in tailored suit, hat, and matching accessories while sitting
the crowded beach, sternly staring into the camera, appears to suggest this disapproval or the
highly commercialized runland.sl The only break in the tedium was provided by reunions with
visitors from Newroundland, some of whom were sent to Brooklyn on military maneuvers, and
others who were able to plan vacation trips as a result or wartime prosperity. As bis wire recatls,
"Whenever he heard someone rrom Newfoundland was coming to New York, he'd write and say,
'DOll't go to a hotel, they're expensive and lonely. Stay here.'"82 Eventually their apartment
became known among their neighbours as "Pollett's Hotel." The visitors joined Pollett in
animated recollections or their homeland, and he relished the pastime, relegating to his wife the
task or hosting his guests on daily sojourns into Manhattan. His niece Blanche Gilbert
remembers that he did show some enthusiasm ror the 1939-40 New York World's Fair, to which
he escorted her,M although, as he recalled, what impressed him most about the event was the
Maine's fishing exhibit. "Here was a dream!" he wrote, "I could stand on a rustic bridge and look
into a real stream, and what could be in that stream but trout!""
This experience apparently encouraged Pollett to seek out what to his mind were authentic
Newfoundland pastimes. In the summer of 1941, ror instance, he made his first attempt to fish
ror trout in nearby Westchester County. On the day or Pollett's first outing, however, no impres-
sive fishinggear,special bait, or personal expertise brought him, or any one or perhaps one hun-
dred other New Yorkers who lined the bank of a ravoured stream, a successful catch." As his son
comments about the typical herdesof trouters, "The poor trout don't stand a chance!"" Pollett
and his wire also began the practice of sharing the rental of a summer home at Wareham, Mas-
sachusetts, on Cape Cod, along with Caroline's sister Lit and her husband Marcel Fournier, who
lived in 805ton.87 During these two week-long visits, Pollett's activities were similar to those he
r.ould have enjoyed at New Harbour: he spent his days fisbing. clamming, and berrypicking.
Although these vacations were restrul and scenic, his wire recalls that Pollett would never agree
with her that Wareham was in any sense "better" than New Harbour. Just as Worchester
County lacked the natural panorama he was used to-"the babbling brook with over-hanging
crags and mossy banks... and all the other happy surroundings that are as much a part of real
trouting as the rod and reel itself,,88- so Wareham lacked the friendly camaraderie he loved at
New Harbour. Pollett's inability to travel to Newfoundland during the war years owing to a lack
of accessible, speedy transport:>tion was c:>use perhaps for a growing impatience with a well-heeled
lifestylethatyetcouldnot:>ffordhimthesimplestofpleasurestobe had on his native island.
A small business venture Pollett undertook in 1\140-1 with his brother Jim, who lived in
Buchans, a mining town in central Newfoundland, perhaps reflects his desire to create still further
ties to home." Pollett exported stylish clothing from New York to Buchans, these items ranging
from suede coats for women, fashionable rainwear for men, and dainty outfits for children- all of
which were not readily available for purchase to the workers in Buchans. Pollett's motive in
establishing this business is not known; for while immediate profit was not his aim, his efforts
were beyond the realm of mere charitable gestures. Jim sold the clothing for the price which Pol-
lett paid for it in New York, and Pollett simply used tbe money from purchases to buy more of
the items in demand, shopping for them in his spare hours, and himself shouldering the costs of
m:>iling. Eventually, however, be was persuaded by his wife to dispose of the business when it
became too time consuming. Jim too was made uneasily aware of the mining company's
disapproval of outside ventures undertaken in the company town. Pollett abandoned the business
by 1942. If his own renewed prosperity led him to search for broader horizons, he nevertheless
underestimated the difficulties of creating for himself new opportunities in Newfoundland.
The ambition which had most attracted Pollett to New York initially- advancement in his
profession- was one that he realized fully by the mid·1940s. He was promoted to the position of
foreman at AD Press, and moreover had g:>ined a reputation among his fellow workers as a master
at his craft. Pollett, as his son once observed, could disassemble and rep:>ir with little effort the
complex linotype machine whenever his work appeared slightly less meticulous than he wished.'"
His family perhaps had no reason'tosuspecthe had developed this capability, for at home. in con-
trast, Pollett would never help with home repair even so far as driving a nail. "Ron would use a
hammer and take his thumb om" his wife recalls,·' It was in the workplace that Pollett gave most
oC his energies as he approached middle age, As well, he joined the company's weekly bowling
group, and he visited his co-workers at their seaside summer homes on Long Island. Despite his
achievements, it was to simpler pleasures with the Camiliar group oC workers to which he now
"A Brief Cor Appellants" is the only known example of Pollett's writing during his initial
twenty years in New York, and this was a comic prose sketch he wrote Cor and about his co-
workers,""ltdescribed a series of absurd charges in an imagined legal case and namedeachoCthe
company's employees as the litigants and defendants. In his spare hours, Pollett printed "A Brief
Cor Appellants" on blue legal paper, folding it like an authentic brieC, and gave a copy toeachoC
the men. No copy is known to exist, although its attention to detail and its humour apparently
were qualities that his fellow workers long remarked on. For one of them, a Mr. McNulty, the
most memorable quality about "A Brief for Appellants" was that it was composed by so quiet a
man. Pollett was well liked and respected but never demonstrative of the affection he felt toward
his fellow workers. In the workplace, amidst the noisy machines and the busy composing room
atmosphere where independent and rapid productions of precise work were required, Pollett pur-
sued his tasks and interests apart from the other men,
While at home he pursued his active interest in Newfoundland- keeping attuned with the
Grand~ Advertiser maintaining his correspondence, and listening to radio programs,"" But he
did so for the most part alone, Cor his wiCe was busy tending both to Ethel Mae and to church
affairs, So busy was she that she told him she did not desire the company oChis frequent guests
Crom Newfoundland, Pollett and his son's paths now seldom crossed, Young Ronald leCt Cor
school beCore Pollett arose Cor the day. New courses training boys in wartime mechanical skills
required him to remain at school until aCter Pollett len home Cor work on his regular evening
shiCt. Occasional Cestive times drew the Camily together, and as can be surmised from a very
large collection oC ornate greeting cards Crom Pollett to members oC his Camily- Cor birthdays,
Mother's Day, and other such special days- he was never one to Corget such an occasion; but in
daily life, Pollett's activities and interests and thoseoChisCamily were on disparate paths.
In thespringoC 1945 Pollett leamed that his Cather bad suffered a serious heart attack, and
the news prompted a hasty journey to New Harbour." Despite the wartime urgencies which made
all travel difficult, he pressed the matter with authorities and obtained speedy passage on a
modern seaplane Crom New York to Botwood, near Grand Falls, arriving at New Harbour with a
plan to bring his eighty-year-old Cather back to New York. Perhaps he envisioned days spent
chatting and joking with his Cather, providing Jim with the comCorts oC his home and valuing this
addition to his Camily. He learned, however, that Jim had no desire to see the city. Pollett now
purchased an expensive cabinet radio Cor his Cather to help makehisconvalescencemorccomCort-
able. Jim thoroughly enjoyed the gift, but he always kept the volume hardly audible, Pollett
being unable to convince his Crugal Cather that monthly electricity charges would not increase iC
he raised the volume. Pollett stayed in New Harbour only long enough to ensure that Jim was
able to manage his chores independently. The speed with which Jim recuperated enabled Pollett
to make a brieC visit to Grand Falls and see his Criends the Blackmores beCore departing Cor home,
but again he Celt it was too short a trip. It would seem, given the exigencies oC his career and
family responsibilities, that only in New York could he nurture his ties to his homeland. Subse-
quently, both his affinity Cor his homeland and his idealsoC a simpler, Car richer experience oC
daily liCe on the island were to intensiCy. For the time being, however, tbe image oCadedicated
worker and provider was one that Pollett clung to. His conception of himselC as an achiever and
as a man oC substance indeed was one Poilett had embraced for many years, and it remained a
measuring glass to indicate the place he had carved out Cor himselC in America and the world he
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Ron Pollett's liCe between 1945 and 1955 was characterized by disease and a lODging Cor a
return to bis bomeland. In mid-1945 he became seriously ill with he,ut disease, and there Col-
lowed a ten-year struggle against chronic pain, financial pressures, and confinement to hospitals
and home. Pollett took up the avocation oCwritingin 1946, his pieces Cocussing Cor the most part
on aspects oC his outpurt inheritance. He rapidly won popular acclaim among the readersbip oC
the AtiaDtic Guardian a new monthly magazine which was devoted to the interests oC NewCound-
landers at home and abroad; and his early literary success led him to plan a second career as an
author. A visit to NewCoundland in the summer oC 1947 provided new insights aDd materials Cor
hisimaginatioD and provoked a desire to retire there eventually. With thisgoalbeCorehim, he
kept himself informed oC cbanges occurriDg OD the island as a result oC ConCederatioD with
Canada iD March, 1949. But OD observiDg these changes during a summer visit to New Harbour
iD 19-51, Pollett realized that he could no longer dream oCreturoing to the pleasuresoChis boy-
hood, and that the Camiliar outport way oC liCe he had loved was vanishing. As his health wor-
sened considerably iD the early 1950s, he nevertheless tried, both iD his writiDgs and his persoDal
plans, to recapture the traditioDai way oClife he had abaDdoDedsome Cortyyears beCore.
This ten-year period oC physical struggle, deCeating Pollett's ambitions, was unmatched by
any other setback be bad so Car experienced. [n mid-1945 Pollett began to suffer Crom symptoms
oCheartdisease:shortDessoCbreath,stabbiDgcbestpaiD,aDddizziDess;' aDd as a result,
henceforth eveD the most. ordiDary routiDes would lead him to perceive the pace and demaDdsoC
New York liCe as Cormidable obstacles. ClimbiDg the fiCty-eigbt steps at the 95th Street Subway
statioD UPOD his returo Crom work, Cor example, became aD effort he would compare to scaliDg the
cliffs at Pouch Cove2 Although he was oDly Corty-five years old, Pollett begaD to associate his
chronic illness with aging, and later wrote, "While you're young and can bounce around like a
rubber ball, everything is fine and dandy; it's afterwaIds, when you want to lie around like a dead
fish, that the stairways and work and everything else get to be tough ... for the New Yorker who
must still believe he's as [fitl as ever."' It will be noted that he referred to himself now as a New
Yorker, although clearly the tag denoted none of the ideals of sophistication and achievement to
which he had aspired some twenty years before.
Pollett was never made fully aware of the terminal nature of his disease, called "acute mijo-
cardialinfarction." This condition was to be the cause of numerous major heart attacks, the first
of which he suffered by the autumn of 1945. At this time, his chronic pain was accompanied by
the strain of worrying over loss of salary and accumulating medical hills during his seven weeks of
confinement at Brooklyn Hospital. And this experience, too, was exacerbated by a much longer
period of enforced convalescence at his home, where an oxygen tank became a fixture of his bed-
room, and uneventful days passed tediously. For an active man used to a rigorous daily work
roul.ine, succumbing to long periods of confinement would always be a source of frustration. In
these circumstances, Pollett had to content himself with reading a great deal and enjoying as well
as he could the pleasures of family life. As his wife recalls, their bedroom and parlour were "sim-
ply filled with library books and magazines and newspapers;"' and he and Caroline now resumed
the practice they had begun as newlyweds of reading together occasionally, Pollett often !eading
aloud. When his daughter Ethel Mae brought home astray black dog, Blackie, he gave her per-
mission to keep it, and t,he pet became a welcome addition to the household, for the dog would sit
with Pollett as he listened to his radio, or delved into his small collection of books- including the
works of Shakespeare and a tattered copy of E. Everett-Green's fumili 1!.lli!. hili~ which as a
boy he received as a prize. Caroline recalls that he now would often speak fondly of Downey, his
own work dog to whom he had been devoted in his youth. He den!oped an anecdotal tendency
in much of his conversation. His wife and daughter remember his daily practice of fixing lunch
for bis daughter, while be told her of incidents and customs from his own boyhood· Pollett was a
doting fatber, his niece, Blanche Gilbert, recalls from a visit she paid to the family at the time."
She also remembers an aquarium Pollett bought for his daughter, aDd his daily practice ofgiviDg
her small sums of mODey for a Dew fish. Perhaps he begaD to cODtrast some of these daily, Iim-
ited routiDes with the freedom aDd pleasure he knew iD his youth. For although he DOW had as
much time as he had had as a boy toeDjoy the out-of-doors, hewasuDable to walk the teD city
blocks to rest amoDg the trees by New York Harbor, aDd eveD the simplest of his Dew domestic
Early iD 1946, however, wheD ODe of his frieDds gave him a present of Thomas Wolfe's auto-
biographical Dovel, !.&Qk Homeward~ Pollett at ODce fouDd temporary release, it would
seem, from the boredom of cODfiDemeDt.7 ID this Dovel Wolfe, boro iD the same year as Pollett,
wrote OD such subjects as a boy's eDthusiasm for learning despite aD educatioD at a backwoods
school, aDd the excitemeDt youths had felt as they imagined the glamorous life of a soldier
fighting in the Great War. These descriptioDs of boyhood were comparable to aspects of Pollett's
oWDlifeexperieDces-theordiDary, Devertheless, was rendered in Wolfe'sproselyricallyandpoig-
nantly. This first introduction to Wolfe led Pollett immediately to acquire all of Wolfe's works.
In these, too, he possibly recognized artful renderings of events that intimately reflected his own
experiences and conceros. In.Q!TimeJ!!l!i~!liY!r.Wolfeprovidedahigblydet"iledevocation
of a cycle beginning with man's need to break home ties, to his ambitious experience in foreign
cities, and finally, to his desire to retnro home." The enthusiasm with which Pollett read, often
re-read,andspokeorthese books suggests the impact of Wolfe's works upon his experiences and
sentimeDts. Since boyhood Pollett had returoed again and again to the works of Shakespeare for
leisure reading but in Wolfe's version of "the seven stages of man" in ~.QillL! QQ Home~
he possibly discovered a review of the passages from youth to aging that now spoke directly to
him. Wolfe writes on the aging city man: "If he is lucky, he saves money;"but despite having it,
"his weary eyes look upon the scenery of strange lands for which in youth his heart was panting.
Then the slow death, prolonged by costly doctors. "9 His first experiences of reading Wolfe possibly
encouraged Pollett to develop an idea that he, too, had a story worth telling.
When Pollett was ahle to return to work in 1946, he had the opportunity to typeset a
manuscript called IM. Road 12 Wimbledon to be published by Charles Scribner and Sons that
year, and this book too apparently provoked vivid memories oC his own early experience. The
book was an autobiography by Alice Marble, a Cormer Wimbledon tennis champion, which began
with a description oC her childhood in the Sierra Mountains oC Nevad;v- an area which, though
distant Crom ewCoundland, was in Cact similar in some ways to the outport Pollett had known as
a boy.'o Marble's portrait oC traditional liCe in an isolated setting was one Pollett easily could
identiCy with: her Cather had been a "high-dimber" in the lumber industry. his a fisherman-Carmer
and woodsman; and her Camily, like Pollett's own, participated in a daily, rigorous work routine.
She marvelled, nevertheless, at the comCorts and rewards obtained in ordinary, rural Camily liCe,
this despite her worldly experience. Pollett evidently read the rest oC her story with great
interest, although Marble, it can be assumed, was not known to him beforehand, Cor he was not a
Can oC proCessional tennis or oC any other sport, even baseball. lI But indeed she wrote very little
about the actual game, instead depicting her deCeatsand achievements, both proCessional and per-
sonal, as universal human events. She also evoked an intimacy that engaged the reader in her
story by peppering her book with passages such as: "I know that everyone is endowed with quali-
ties oC the champion, and can succeed in spite oC handicaps in the most important game oC all -
the game oC liCe."12 According to his wiCe and son, Pollett wrote Marble along letter conveying
his appreciation oCher work. She replied by sending him one oC the first printed copies oC her
book, inscribed on the OyleaC, "For Ronald Pollett, 'My First Fan,' With best wishes and sincere
thanks, Alice Marble, 1946." " Thus as Pollett's latent ambitions to become a chronider oC his own
liCe and times were now ripening, perhaps as a result oC illness and physical confinement, he was
spurred on by the example oC WoICe, Marble, and possibly other writers, who had made literature
outoCdomesticexperience.
Sometime in the spring oC 1946, Pollett became aware oC the creation oC a new national
magazine, the Atlant.ic Guardian. and saw in this journal, subtitled "The Magazine oC NewCound-
hnd," the opportunity to express his own literary impulses.'· The Atlantic Guardian was pub-
lished in Montreal by three expatriate Newfoundlanders: Ewart Young, Brian Cahill, and Arthur
R.Scammell. Its first issue had appeared in January, 1945; and in it a characteristic format was
established. Each month it featured autobiographical sketches, fiction, and poetry confined to an
island setting, graphic articles detailing historic events and futuredevelopmentsin Newfoundland,
picl<>rial stories of island towns, and other items that would help achieve the editors' goal, "To
Make Newfoundland Better Known to Newfoundlanders at Home and Abroad." In addition, each
month advertisements appeared welcoming the submissions of native-born novices. Nevertheless,
by June, 1945, owing to a deluge of unsolicited manuscripts of dubious literary quality, Brian
Cahill had heen forced to publish these guidelines to potential contributors: not only should sub-
missions be brief and concise, but, he added, "Don't write about 'Sunset on Fortune Bay,' or
'Boyhood Memories of a Land I Love.' Believ: us... it's been done."'5 Pollett's early literary
attempts would conform to these directives but eventually his approach to Newfoundland topics
also would establish his role among the magazine's contributors as a spokesman for the~
Newfoundlander. Brian Cahill recalls that by the late spring of 1946, "We received a very nice,
diffident letter from Ron from his home in lBrooklynl. He said he was a native Newfoundlander
who had come across the Atlantic Guardian and liked it and its role as a tw(}oway window for
Newfoundland. He enclosed some quite good bits of writing about life in the outports and we
were delighted to publish them."'·
Pollett's first two pieces of writing printed in the magazine were "The Outport Millionaire,"
in July, 1946, and "A Born Trouter," in August, 1946. In each, he contrasted the life of a har-
ried, frustrated exile in New York with the simpler, more satisfying life of the outport Newfound-
lander. The folly of chasing a dream in some far-off land when all the comforts of a full life were
to be had on the island was now a prominent idea in Pollett's thought. His approach to the
Newfoundland experience was also one perfectly in keeping with the goals of the magazine's
managing editor and publisher, Ewart Young. Young was then part of a growing movement
advocating Confederation with Canada.'7 The Atlantic Guardian was in part a vehicle for per-
suadiog Newfoundlanders to adopt a new political philosophy- namely, one recognizing that an .
island heritage was both unique and valuable, and thus Newfoundland could contribute to, and
develop as an integral unit within, the larger country of Canada. The sentiments of an aging
exile like Pollett were seen as enhancing these views, and as a result, both or his first two vig-
nettes were listed as "special features." At; co-editor Cahill remembers of Pollett's early work,
"the gentle, humorous-if perhaps idealistic-accounts of life in the out.port submitted by Ron Pol-
lett were just what Atlantic~ was looking for at the time. The fact that they were writ-
ten by a Newfoundlander living abroad Vias a plus in that we were... trying to put across the idea
that Newfoundlanders did not have to isolate themselves from the rest of North America in order
to remain 'true' Newfoundlanders."18 Thereafter, almost all of Pollett's submissions were given
prominent attention, either by their heading an issue's table of contents, or by the use of
"teasers" on an issue's cover, a typical example being, "Inside: A new story by Ron Pollett".
These techniques alerted the magazine's audience to the new author's work, and, in the editors'
view, his timely concerns.
Popular acclaim from the magazine's wide and notably large readership was woo almost
immediately. Pollett's uncomplicated, anecdotal style and benign view of his outport heritage
obviously struck a familiar chord. The glowing reception to his work in 'ewfoundland was
expressed by one fan who, on the basis of Pollett's first two publications, commented that he
would rather read Pollett than Shakespeare.I' When a German-speaking tourist to the island
asked for and received permission to translate and publish "The Outport Millionaire" in a Swiss
magazine, Pollett's dream of creating a new future for himself as a writer was enhanced. 20 Almost
overnight,in fact,hecould begin describing himself as a professional author, since he earned from
$25 to $45 per item.zl Yet this ;nostordinary and expected financial transaction between author
and publisher nevertheless was rather remarkable. Many formereontributorsha\'C Doted that the
ftedgling magazine "was run on a shoestring" budget until poor financial management foreed it to
merge with the Atlantic Advocate in December, 1957; and Brian Cahill has said, "Some 'contribu-
tors' were just that - unpaid!"" Arthur R. Scammell, whose work had appeared regul:uly in the
magazine since its inception, has corroborated this remark, noting that he received 00 payment
whatsoever either for his submissions or for his editorial assistance; and Michael F. Harrington, a
professional journalist and poet, has said that, though he was paid a relatively meager sum
(perhaps $15) for each of his own submissions, on at least one occasion, owing to the magazine's
poor financial straits, payment was loog deferred and in fact never materialized."" Pollett, how-
ever, was probably unaware of these circumstances. He was flattered by his early success, wel-
corned tbis new source oCrevenue, and was anxious to earn more.
Writing became more than a hobby for Pollett; it began to shape the natureofhisdailyrou-
tine.24 He now wrote for a minimum of four hours per day before going to work and during week-
ends. Hearing the incessant tapping of typewriter keys from behind his closed bedroom door, is
perhaps the most vivid of his family's memories of Pollett at this time. Like many oi his previous
ventures and interests in Newfoundland, he obviously devoted himself to this new one with great
enthusiasm. He was not restricted by deadlines, however, and was aware of only one demand by
the magazine's editor-namely, to produce more works "with a salt-water tang to them.":<.5
Achieving this quality was in fact quite formidable. Working alone in his bedroom, composing on
a manual typewriter set upon his wife's dressing table, he occasionally peered out the window not
at the open sea but at a brick apartment holtse, The Majestic, across the street from his own.
But despite this inauspicious setting, Pollett apparently achieved the "salt-water" quality his edi-
tor required in his next three sketches: "Let's Look at the Squid," published in September, 1946;
"The Cat with the Yaller Face," in November, 1946; and "Where Christmas i§ Christmas," in
December, 1946. In these he drew heavily upon boyhood memories of outport life. His confidence
grew as each piece he submitted was accepted without excisions or other editorial interference.
Furthermore, he was aware that scores of ran letters were received regularly by the magazine, and
so knew that his talent was quite marketable. Young had found a writer who could sell.
Pollett's new commitment to writing brought forth altogether positive results. ill Ocean
M MY QQQr ill!!! Other Newfo~lldlalld QJlli!Qll~ was his first published collection, and
appeared in mid-1947. in this work, published by Ewart Young's fledgling Montreal ent.erprise,
Guardian Associates Ltd., were reprinted the five pieces Pollett had published in the Atlantic
~duringI946,alongwithillustrations;asixthitem,theautobiographicaJessay entitled
"The Ocean at My Door;" and a brieC biographical sketch oC the author. In sum, this small
volume represented the literary achievements oCthe author to date, and foretold the direction of
his literary efforts in the future. In his forward to "The Ocean at My Door" written in April,
1947, Pollett explained his intention- to describe the traditional Newfoundland outport "as seen
tbrough the eyes of a boy."'" He further indicated that he saw this particular essay as the first
chapter oCa much larger work that would provide a detailed "record of the comings and goings,
the ins and outs, and ups and downsoCCamily liCe in the outportvillage;" adding that ·'Thesub-
ject material Cor a readable book [using thissettingj is limitless."27 Pollett thus was preparing to
fulfill an intenlion dating back at least to 1924,thoughthedeliberate useofaboy's perspective
represented a change Crom his original conception. Co-editor Brian Cahill's unreserved
enthusiasm Cor those oC his writings, particularly his detailed story "The Cat with the Yaller
Face," narrated by an outport boy, no doubt reinCorced Pollett's decision to use this same narra-
tive point oC view exclusively. In a published review oC ~ Ocean ;ll MY!l22r Jl.!!l! Other
Newfoundland~~ Cahill wrote that Pollett "manages with humor and unobtrusive
sentiment, to convey .... the unique quality which 'outport' liCe, at its best, has to offer in early
youth and adolescence."'" He added, "If he gives one side oC the story only, however, he gives
that side superbly. The work oC the proCessional and amateurColklorist is too often pedantic and
almost inevitably dull. Mr. Pollett's work suffers Crom neither oC these handicaps."~ His first
published collection reflected his editor's enthusiastic promotion oClocal literature;'" and through
his active correspondence with Young, Pollett surely was encouraged to embark on his second pro-
ject and was assured that he had a ready market both in the Atlantic Guardian and in its parent
firm, Guardian Associates Limited. All signs pointed to a bright future.
In the spring oC 1947, however, Pollett suffered a second heart attack, and herein began a
pattern tbat was to characterize most oC his liCe as an author in middle-age. Bursts of writing
were punctuated by long periods of silence. Enforced convalescence frustrated his new plans for a
literary career. Nev"rtheless, his illness had caused his Newfoundland-born friends to draw closer
to him, and in nurturing a renewed relationship with the local community, Pollett also developed
ideas for writing. Card parties resumed in his apartment, and on these and other occasions he
would question his friends closely about their own experiences in theoutports. Abe Snow recalls
Pollett's keen interest in such matters as how Christmas, New Year's, and other holidays were
celebrated at his boyhood home in Clarke's Beach, Conception Bay.81 This eager interest in the
island obviously exceeded the casual and occasional interestdisplayed by his family and friends.
The topic of Newfoundland was, according to Snow, "a real mania with him.".!'! Indeed, Pollett
once described this avid attachment of his to Newfoundland as "summer madness," a seasonal
"deep-down yearning for the homeland in summer."" Whereas in winter "the happy pictures of
the homeland" would fade, and city conveniences could be thoroughly enjoyed, for then one could
lounge "with warm feet in soft chairs-no firewood to chop, no water to fetch from the well, and
no cows mooing for hay"- in spring, Pollett said, "the roots we left imbedded in the home soil
begin to breathe again."'" "Summer madness" was, simply, "the going home complaint."'" His
urge to return home no doubt was now spurred by his desire to refresh his memory with materials
for his intended book. But he was wary of travelling alone in his weakened condition, and could
not persuade his wife to accompany him to the island, particularly since he wanted to enjoy an
extended,leisurelystay.
Perforce he merely read. Still essentially a novice, he perhaps was now in6uenced somewha~
by yet another literary model along with Wolfe and Marble- Edmund Wilson, a noted journalist
and critic, whoseworkoffiction,~clHecate~recenllyhad appeared.~
seen by certain critics as a rather unwieldy novel,"" is in fact a collection of six distinct stories.
their continuity d~riving from Wilson's use in each of the same, quite inscrutable main character
who is the narrator, and of a central location, Hecate County, a suburban summer resort near
:-.lew York City. During subsequent months and indeed later years, Pollett would adopt some of
Wilson's techniques. He aiso would come to share somewbat in his own writings the concern of
thenarratorof~theconcerntochronicletheoftenshallow,materialisticvaluesofmany
characters he meets both;n the country and in the city. Pollett's immediate reaction to Wilson's
work, however, was muted, as his son recalls; Memoirs was after all being suppressed as obscene
soon after its publication, though in fact only aCew of its passages could be cited in justification
of the banning."' But perhaps merely reading of a summer resort whetted still further Pollett
desire to return home, there to observe a whole range of traditional activities he remembered in a
village far simpler than Wilson's. Thus when Pollett was able to persuade his son to accompany
him on a summer trip to New Harbour during July and August, 1947, he embarked on the jour-
ney with great enthusiasm.
The many comforts of improved travel he and his son now enjoyed may have caused Pollett
to envision the island's eventually becoming a "tourists' mecca,"38an idea perhaps encouraging
him to look ahead to many more journeys even before the one in 1947 had begun. The pair
travelled on Royal Dutch Airlines (KLM) from New York to Gander, then obtained first-class rail-
way passage on "The Newfie Bullet." A mere glimpse from the train window would have assured
Pollett that the beauties of the island remained unspoiled .. Once in his native 'iillage, he fully
expected to find the traditional, simple style of life he remembered to have remainedunallered,
and materials in his first article written during his stay, "The Manly Sport of Handlining," pro-
vide every indication that he did find this to be so. In it he describes his first night and morning
in the village: hardly had he taken' off his hat before his father began speaking of the next
morning's fishing outing." Pollett relished the opportunity oC fishing with his father, and found
little changed in Jim's practices, such as preparing the night beCore by forecasting the weather
and storing necessities in the punt, and t,hen, despitc some seven ty years oCrepetitious experience,
still eagerly looking forward to fishing at familiar grounds, and routinely cooking a dinner ofCresh
cod aboard the boat. Pollett's re.experiencing of these timeless pleasures obviously spurred his
enthusiasm to see everything with a fresh eye; and indeed, in "The Manly Sport of Handlining,"
he att~mpts to catalog every maneuver on the boat, even how his Cather gutted and cleaned a
Though he adds somewhat sheepishly, "Leave it to me to note such trifles!"'o he wanted to
recapture the ordinary and mundane accurately and vividly. He apparently also spent much time
questioning his father about events and characters he now onl)' vaguely recalled, such as oDe
incident concerning two men who had let their new boat burn at sea as they wondered where they
could find water for dousing the flames. So remarkably foolish had the men appeared to the peo-
pie of New Harbour that a song entitled" icholas Tobin" had been composed to commemorate
the event, and it was one Pollett as a youth had known well." Other local figures such as Jake
Jarvis, the man who could drink tea from the bib of a boiling tea kettle, were also discussed with
his father,<2 and again suggest Pollett's wish to reacquaint himself with the lore of his boyhood.
Pollett's son and many viUagers corroborate this impression of Pollett as a folklorist. His
son says of Pollett's activity during this trip, ';My father was like a sponge, just soaking up the
loutportl atmosphere for his stories. He was always going off to visit someone, he really liked
talking to the old men."" Clarence Cranford and Ralph Higdon recall Pollett's keen enjoyment of
meeting with local fishermen at New Harbour Bridge, noting that he "was always one for a yarn:
and that, like his father Jim, he "could make a joke about anything at ali."HBut perhaps his
son's most vivid memory is of his father's relaxed posture as he leaned over New Harbour Bridge
in the evenings, where he orten went after supper to fish for trout and eels, and a benign expres-
sion on his face as he looked about, one suggesting that he was musing, "Gee, it's good to be
here."'6Taking part in these simple pastimes of chatting and fishing represented a welcome relief
from city living and caused Pollett to think of his holiday diversions as brief but potent "ton-
ics."'O His dwelling on these differences in the qualities of rural and urban lire is most apparent in
several vignettes which formed part of a subsequent artieleentitled "Vignettes of the Village." In
one of these, Pollett reflects on the traditional virtues of enduranceandfrugalityashetellsofa
villager who once was unable to chop his own woodsupply, being so crippled by arthritis that he
"couldn't pick up a $1000 banknote from the floor."" By the time Pollett observed him stacking
firewood in the summer of 1947 the man's health had been restored. and the author explains why.
The villager had switched to coal, but being afraid it might lose some "burning power" if left out
'" :he snow, ingeniously contrived ways to haul it manually into his shed; and, in doing so,
··c':r~.i" himself of his malady.'· This was one experience tha~ convinced Pollett there was a great
de<>; to be observed in the quality of traditional village life worthy of being recorded in literature.
Widespread changes occurring in the village reinforced thiscon,'iction. For the traditional
world to which he clung in his memory and sought out among the elderly villagers had not after
all remained altogether static. A salaried mode of life, available to many Newfoundlanders for
the first time in the war years, had given many local people opportunities to start businesses, to
travel, and to obtain previously unheard of luxuries."Tastes for American culture had developed.
At Cranford's Hotel, where owing to his heart condition he arranged to take a special diet of plain
fare, and at small local stores, jukeboxes had been installed, their magazines comprised almost
exclusively of imported country music records. It was to these establishments Pollett would go to
escape from the din and fumes of the equally recent occurrence of heavy localtraffic,only to be
met, he said, by "a tangle of raucous tintinbuIations that jolted my petOysippingsodadropsoff
the wood table."'· The tone and sentiments of an alienated local analyst would come to dominate
many ofPollett'ssubsequentpllblications based on hisexperiencesin 1947; and in one of these he
wrote, "Hearing all that western wow was like meeting the Lone Ranger chewing hard tack in the
jigglDg hole."62 Other changes, particularly among the younger generation. seem to have been just
as incongruous and even more disquieting. ot without some disdain did Pollett explain that the
rust on the clothes of local "young bloods" resulted from their new preoccupation with cars and
trucks rather than Crom lahouring with cod-trap anchors, and the callouses on their hands were
rrom monkey wrenches rather than from splitting knives." Being physically unable to participate
actively in daily chores or even in the variety oC pleasureable pastimes he remembered, he
observed new activities among the young very critically, and consistently ignored the drudgery of
performing traditional daily tasks from which he himself once had longed to escape. The marked
changes Pollett perceived in what he termed "the new village'" heightened his sense of nostalgia.
Indeed in many of his subsequent writings, remembered tasks and skills would be pre",oted as
invaluable traditions and as virtues: but he was not reticent in voicing his criticism to the youths
of New Harbour at the time of his visit. Of Pollett's conversations and attitudes that summer,
one of his nephews, Ted Thorne, recalls, "He lived in the past."&>
But the issues of change and progress were in no way limited to Pollett's small village. In
the summer of 1947, propaganda broadcast over the airwaves and in pamphlet literature reached
a national audience in preparation Cor the country's first referendum on ConCederation on June 3,
1948." Popular views on the topic were voiced in every home and store. Some men, like Pollett's
Cather Jim, were adamantly opposed to ConCederation, fearing its impact on the traditional
Newfoundland lifestyle; and Pollett's son recalls the speed with which the literature promoting
this choice was relegated to thewoodstove and outhouse his grandCather owned.'" Pollett himself
could not he altogether critical, however, Cor it was becoming widely known that among the
benefits accruing to NewCoundlanders Crom ConCederation was Canada's social security program.
The chance for his eighty-three-year old Cather to be relieved oCfinancial worries and uncertain-
ties in his last years was one which Pollel.t welcomed. He looked ahead, thinking how his own
recurring illness might hring to an end his longstanding practice oCsending monthly sums to his
Cather. In addition, during this summer he no doubt learned oCthewili his Cather had drawn up
in June, 1947, in which Jim bequeathed to him his house, lands, and other possessions. 58 Pollett
saw ill this the possibility of retiring to New Harbour. Much oC his time would be spent hereafter
envisioning the opportunity oC beginning life afresh at some later date in the Camiliar village
where, in part, "the wonderful world oC the Newfoundland outport" he recalled Crom his youth
As a result oC this trip in 1947, Pollett's literary concerns and to some extent his personal
plans became quite closely aligned with contemporary political issues in NewCoundland. Evidence
suggests that immediately upon his return to Brooklyn he wrote a number of sensitive but critical
articles, evoking his sentiments as an ex-outporter returning to his native village only to find
jukeboxes drowning the birdsong, and well-used highways coating the gardens with dustS. In
"The Village Goes to Town," "On Going Home Again," and "Vignettes of the Village," Pollett
was now developing 3 different dimension in his writing from the simple urban/rural contrast that
had characterized his early work. Instead he now pondered the discrepancies between the tradi-
tional outport Iifestyle:wd the commercialized contemporar)' yillage life. Pollett's negative
assessments of the Newfoundland village in cultural transition, however, obviously were not well-
received by his editor."" Young, an ardent supporter of the Confederation movement, no doubt
perceived Pollett's n,.w work as too blatantly 3nti-Confederate, or at lea.st anti-development. The
~~CounditdiJficulttom3intainanon-partisanapproachastheConfederationera
dawned, and attitudes voiced in published editorials and articles were aimed at promoting Con-
federation, hand in hand with change and development. Thus, except for Pollett's detailed 3rti-
cle, "The Manly Sport of Handlining," published in September, 1947, in which Pollett --being out
at sea and away from the ch3nging village- presented afavour3ble view of outport life, no other
3rticle ba.sed on this trip was published until March, 1949. By the fall of 1947 he had either
received his very first notice of rejection of his other material, or else had been given by Young
some Corm of excuse for not seeing these other articles in print. This situation, lasting for a
seventeen-month interval between publications, might have induced Pollett to submit his work to
the~~E!!a 3t this time. Here too his material was rejected, Pollett's son recalling
that the event "piqued my father a little bit.'·· By 1948, Pollett thus would have been alerted
both to the highly specific nature and narrow appeal of his NewCoundland material and to the fact
that his prospects of creating a new future as a writer were uncertain.
His health, too, gave increasing grounds for concern. Returning to his work refreshed:wd
invigorated after his trip, his family and friends recall that he spoke frequently of retiring to
Newfoundland, Abe Snow noting however that "he never said exactly what he'd do there, he was
too bus, working.'·' But by 1948 another heart attack interfered with Pollett's routine, this one
perhaps the most severe he had yet experienced. He was forced to leave his demanding work at
AD Press permanently, thus losing the professional prestige accruing to legal printers. Financial
circumstances at once prompted him to give up his habit of racetrack gambling, though evidence
suggests that he never completely lost his long-nurtured passion for it. Poilett'sdaughter recalls
heated arguments which took place regularly between herself and her father when he simply
changed the radio channel from her favourite programs to news of the daily racing results.MThis
was one circumstance which caused her to view Pollett as a stern father, a man aloof from family
life, keeping much to himself. Perhaps it was his interest in horse-racing that led him, when he
was able to return to work, to seek employment at Armstrong Publications, printers of rn~
~ a standard racetrack betting form.&< He soon lost interest in this work, however, and was
to change jobs frequently in the next several years. His life now would appear to b"ve been at
something of a standstill, for he was a master of the linotype trade who could not obtain work
suitable to his skills; he was a g"mbler who did not gamble; and he was a writer who was neit.her
writing nor publishing.
Despite these setbacks, Pollett maintained a strong interest in Newfoundland, and continued
published in the~ Guardian in October, 1948, he commented on a number of short stories
printed in the magazine that year that had made use of Hollywood-styled crime story formulas,
while simply inserting Newfoundland settings and occasional native dialectic"l phrases. He
assessed such stories as "The Fugitive" (August,1948) and "The Crucifix" (Sepl.ember,1948), as
"too, too lugubrious and not Newfie at ,,11."06 Despite his awareness of the renewed interest in
short fictional literature by native-born authors, Pollett said, "I am still hoping to see something
iD a short story that could be written only of NewfouDdl"Dd...as oDly a NewfoundlaDder can iDter-
pret it.'OIl ID this same published letter of October, 1948, he suggested the small way iD which he
already had beguD to realize that goal, and why he thougbt such cODtributions important;
namely, to give a literature based OD local traditions back to the people who lived them. By way
of iIIustratioD, he described the reactioD of one of his fans, a Mr. Mercer, who iD the summer of
1947 uDdertook to bul a car iD which Pollett aDd his son had beeD driving from a ditch Dear
New Harbour. WheD Mercer learned who they were, he declined paymeDt. saying, "1 got so much
fUD reading 'The Cat with the Yaller Face,' I am well paid for this."o7 ID 19-18, though he had uo
other literary outlet suited to his concerns, Pollett nevertheless seems to have been neither timid
nor retiring in voicing his opinions ahout thedevelopmentofanativeliterature; on the contrary,
he maintained a good-natured attitude, and an enthusiastic willingness to be part of this develop-
ment, however humble his contribution.
Pollett's sentiments about the new drift of the magazine appear to have affected Ewart
Young minimally. The pair maintained some ties, mainly linancial ones, for throughout 1948,
Young published monthly advertisements for Pollett's first collection,~ Ocean Jll MY J2.22r J!lli!
Other Newfoundland~~and evidence suggests sales were brisk. In addition, late in
1948, Young mailed him 100 copies of the book, and Pollett's son recalls that he helped his father
sell 9Scopies in one evening at a dance at Prospect Hall. ll8 This success might have been effective
in boosting Pollett's morale. The incident also might coincide with Pollett's writing of an
unsignedarticlethatlaterappearedinthe~Guardiandescribing a Newfoundland-style
square dance at the hall in Brooklyn.·· It compares closely with some of Pollett's later writings,
particularly invoicing a somewhat criticai assessment of the non-traditional style of dancing per-
formed by the second generation of Newfoundlanders in attendance. A photograph of Dave
Green, Pollett's former co-worhr in the A.N.D. Company's Orders and Shipping department at
Grand Falls, accompanied the article; and it might well be the case that Pollett sought out at
least this one opportunity at the local dance to seek out materials he might be able to publish in
the Atlantic Guardian. In addition, during the period, information for an article by Brian Cahill
in the Atlantic Guardian was supplied by Pollett, who perhaps was too ill to organize and write
the piece himself. 7oBut there can be no doubt that the Atlantic Gua.rdian had changed, and not
much Pollett's liking. Brian Cahill, soon to leave his position as contributing editor, notes that
the Atlantic Guardian. owing to Young's political bias. was moving increasingly away from its
original purpose as a national magazine of general iuterestn As one result, by 1949 a large
number of firms had withdrawn their advertising. Perhaps as something of a response to this
trend. in February, 1949, Young provided a five-year survey of the Atlantic Gua.rdian's accom-
plishments, and some of these statistics, given the time and place, seem remarkable. Most
noteworthy were the circulation figures-since January, 1945, it was reported, 250,000 copies had
been printed "which have been read (allowing what our circulation manager tells us is aconserva-
tive estimate of four readers to each copy) by 1,000,000" readers.72 It can thus be argued that the
Atlantic Guardian along with a number of newer local magazines (tbese, nevertheless, far less
sophisticated, and orten short-liYed7S), was now encouraging the development of a popular local
reading public interested in local issues. But it was an audience Pollett could not reach through
theAtlantic~untiltheConfederationissuewassettied.
Events in 1949 brought a change for the better in Pollett's prospects. In March, he was
given the title "contributing editor" at the Atlantic Guardian. It was, for the most part, merely
an honorary title, one which he held along with authors Arthur R. Scammell and Ted Meaney,
but perhaps it aroused in Pollett a feeling that he now had the opportunity to exercise a decided
in6uencein literary matters and editorial policies. Such was not the case; although in the March
issue, the last issue before Confederation, he finally had an article published, "On Going Home
Again." By way of introducing Pollett as a new contributing editor, and summarizing his earlier
publications, Brian Cahill wrote, "He returns to Newfoundland frequently and his stories of life in
the outports have an authenticity and a skill in presentation that has made them widely read in
and outside the island."" In "On Going Home Again: however, this 'skill in presentation' is most
difficult to appreciate. This fault lay not with Pollett, but rather, it would seem, with Ewart
Young, who as editor may have decided deliberately on an oddly disjointed layout for the piece.
Paragraphs in which Pollett criticized the recent commercialization and erosion of traditional life-
ways were sandwiched among articles written by the nine premiers of Canadian provinces wel-
coming Newfoundland into Confederation, and various other pieces promoting the development of
Newfoundland's resources and other potential innovations resulting from the political change.
The effect of this choppiness was to minimize Pollett's role as something of a champion for an
opposing point of view.
The key idea which was to concern Pollett in his non-fiction for most of his careernonethe-
less still can be gleaned from this particular article. He was now an adYocate for gradual transi-
tion, and welcomed only innovations that could be adapttd well to tbe traditioual Newfoundland
milieu. For this reason, Joseph R. Smallwood's platform for tbe future of the new province-
"Develop or Perish!"" - never engaged Pollett's full support. Nor, for that matter, did a ratber
belated attempt by Geoff Sterling in 1949 to sway an estimated 75,000 Brooklyn-Newfoundlanders
toward the alternative idea of economic union with the United States. 7' In time, as Pollett per-
ceived the growing impact of Smallwood's ideas upon the attitudes of Newfoundlanders, his non-
fictional, descriptive writings would be characterized more and more strongly by sentimental
adherence to traditional life and sarcasm toward the new, thougb in bis autobiographical essays
and in his fiction he would develop on another tack. At any rate, by J'JDe, 1949, the Confedera-
tion issue now settled, Young seemed ready to print everything Pollett wrote. In 1949-52 Pollett
enjoyed his most productive years as a writer.
Pollett's new sketches and stories, among them "Epitaph for Downey"(June, 1949), "The
Tongue that Never Told a Lie" (November,1949), and "The 'Dicky-Bird' Dish" (December,Hl49).
evince qualities that were to distinguish many of bis later writings. "Epitaph for Downey," one of
the first new pieces published after the seventeen-month hiatus, does appear at first glance to be
little more than an ordinary, sentimental account of a boy'slossofa beloved pet. Yet in it Pol-
lett begins to create a vivid outportsetting, mingling his extensive knowledge ofa distinctive out-
port landscape with the native folkspeech that bestdesc.ibes it. Ht was at last evidently making
use of some materials he had reacquainted himself with during 1947, and now did so not to criti-
cize but to illuminate that other world. His ability to evoke the outport setting would soon be
praised by one reader, who said of his works, "It has been a great joy to go back over one's boy-
hood with Ron Pollett, to smell once again the clean fragrance of birch billets and taste the sharp
tang of marshberries."77 Pollett's sentimentalism in this piece is, as well, redeemed by engaging in
humorous editorializing. For instance, he describes how he and his work dog Downey tried to
shun tbe many difficult tasks inherent in getting and bauling tbe family's wood supply, thereby
bringing forth his father's timeworn admonishment: "Hard work never killed anybody;" and to
this Pollett now appends, rather chummily, "which of course was not true then any more than
today."rs But he continues the narrative by describing how, imitating his father's gruff voice, he
as a young boy would use the same "saw" to his dog. This unsopbisticated yet intimate humour
was to prove very endearing to the 10c3l readership oC the day. The timeless quality oCan outport
setting rich in beauties and lore was one he achieved again that year in "The Tongue that Never
Told a Lie" and "The 'Dicky-Bird' Dish" by focussing on more aspects of his own boyhood. In
steeping his imagination with the materials from his youth, Pollett was perhaps again becoming
more attuned in 194~50 to pursuing his long nurtured plan for a Cull-length book telling of the
outportworld"asseenthroughtheeyesofaboy." IndeedintheMarch,1949,issueofthe
~~ Brian Cahill wrote, from recent information received from Ewart Young, that
Pollett planned soon to write such a book.roWhether or not such autobiographic3lsketches and
short stories as he now was publishing were the seeds of it, the plan would bring forth potentially
new developments both in Pollett's life and in his career.
Amidst the literary ups and downs he experienced since 1946, Pollett no doubt was made
aware how closely his fortunes were linked both to the~ Guardian and to its editor, Ewart
Young. Sometime in 1950, an opportunity to forge even closer ties presented itself to Pollett. He
received a promising offer oC employment both as a printer and as a writer for Guardian Associ-
ates Limited, the parent company of Atlantic Guardian. 80 Ewart Young, managing director of
tbe company, was in the process of moving its operations to St. John's from Montreal, and he
travelled to New York partly to try and persuade Pollett to join his permanent staff. Young bad
recently received a loan oC $50,000, and prospects for his new ventures seemed bright; as well, to
facilitate Pollett's move Young bad located a suitable apartment for the Pollett family in St.
John's. These plans, together with the entbusi""tic nature of Young's character for wbich he is
well remembered, no doubt swelled Pollett's own hopes. Though he was not a man to plunge
blindly into new undertakings, he now eagerly broke the news to his wife. He learned, however.
that Caroline adamantly refused to accompany ber husband to Newfoundland and to "te:'Ir up our
roots" in Brooklyn. "He was going!" she now maintains, "If not for me and t,he children, he
would've gone back there then."S! Perforce Pollett settled for an alternative. fn 1950 he invested
substantially in (,he Atlantic Guardian a choice which suggested his cnnfidence in a new
Newfoundbnd venture.82 He would continue to be involved with the intellectual and industrial
future of his homeland-but, as before, from afar.
Perhaps as a result of Young's offer to reestablish himself on the island, by mid-195O
Pollett's writings began to show a new emphasis upon the benefits of Confederation. In his
extended essay "There's No Place Like an Outport" (July, 1950), he emphasized such novelties as
the convenience of a new system of highways (a major project of the new government), these
making it possible for natives and tourists alike to enjoy the indelible, natural beauties and
wonders of the island. Pollett wrote of "epicurean delights" and "pristine beauty" as one could
guess a travel agent might, and indeed the Newfoundland tourism industry was one key emphasis
of the new provincial government.83 The uneasiness he had felt in 1947 toward aspects of the new
money economy and local commercialization now were referred to as merely matters of personal
taste; and in fact, in his short story "Rum in the Puddin'" (December, 1950), Pollett presented an
uncharacteristic panegyric on the changing post-Confederation lifestyle. He emphasized its
benefits, particularly for elderly Newfoundlanders: "Now, with their social security pensions," be
wrote, "they were finished with scraping the pennies and were living like decent people should
instead of just existing. The fact was they couldn't afford such luxury until a time a while back
when they went to sleep Newfoundlanders and woke up Canadians."s, Though he focussed upon
mundane matters such as financial security and the peace of mind whicb Confederation brougbt
specifically to elderly Newfoundlanders, in this story Pollett was able to achieve both humour and
a fairly realistic portrait of bard-working elders receiving tbeirjustdeserts. In recreating a family
incident that bad occurred in I(J33,'" tbe story became a depiction of new lifestyles on tbe island,
wbich reflected his lingering desire to retire there and his positive vision of aging in that changing,
though in many ways still timeless, world.
These new sentiments appear to have prompted Pollett to write a number of articles on the
contrasting ways of life among Newfoundlanders in New York, which were published between
1950 and 1951. He Iirst of all actively set about researching aspects of the wnmexperience,
doing so through interviews, study of census data, and reading surveys ahout New York. Perhaps
quite unintentionally at first, Pollett seized on a topic that as yet remained largely unrecorded in
the annals of American social history. For he progressed from a short biographical article, "Cap-
tain William J. Connors' (January, 1950~ an account of one Newfoundland sea captain and
Brooklyn dockyard official- to vivid accounts of the entire Brooklyn-Newfoundland community in
articles such as "Summer Madness' (July, 1950) and "Memories of 'Didder Hill'" (February,
1951). The factual information provided, such as the large contribution made by Newfound-
landers in building the Empire State Building and the George Washington Bridge, focussed for the
first time in print on the ethnic identification of the workers rather than, as usual, on the New
York monuments themselves. Brooklyn neighborhoods where Newfoundlanders lived and places
they congregrated were delineated, for the first time in print distinguishing the group from the
neighboring Irish residents. As well, Pollett drew on the general sentiments and outlook of the
Newfoundland wnm that at times could serve to distinguish them from the larger population of
some eight million other city residents. In "Summer Madness," for example, he wrote this of
Newfoundlanders sitting in Central Park in spring; "Where city-bred people ...see only rowboats
on the park lake we envision tall-sparred schooners, white sails spread... for the spring airing, mir-
rored in the harbour calm:" And a three-part series of articles entitled "Up in the Big City' pro-
vided the broad scope in which to emphasize in detail the demanding routine imposed by city life
(everyday "shooting with both barrels until you are out of breath· 87 ) as a clear antithesis to the
outport idyll. Possibly as a result of writing these articles, the simpler pleasures he imagined of
an island retreat again loomed as large as they bad in 1933, when bis physical condition was also
weak and his finances unstable. In addition, his eager desire once again to return tobishomeland
was made keener by recent reports he received from local friends who had travelled to Newfound-
land since Confederation, and who claimed that life there had cbanged "1000 per cent for the
better.- Illl Tbeir sentiments, corroborated by many letters and journals Pollett read, provided the
incentive to plan a family trip to New Harbour in 1951.
Pollett embarked on this journey in August, 1951, as enthusiastically as he had on any
before. Despite the superficial changes he was prepared to perceive in the post-Confederation out-
port, he nevertheless had great expectations of finding lire in theoutport idyllic in comparison to
the exhausting tempo of life in the city. He was planning to impart "the wonderland of fun" of
his own outport childhood to his ten-year-old daughter Ethel Mae, who "had never been off the
city pavements."811 Taking her fishing and berry-picking, and showing her how to skip stones at
the landwash,could enable him toreHveexactly the same pleasures of youth he had once known.
She recalls nonetheless, very possibly becauseofhisillness,thathespentrelativelylittletime
with her during their month-long stay.oo Other limitations on his plans were equally disappoint-
ing. He had looked forward to lounging on the veranda of his boyhood home and sharing with his
wife the pleasure of viewing the scenic panorama around the harbour, which he termed the
"Newfoundland Riviera."o, Certainly it remained beautiful, but in an unsettling new way:
widespread and rapid economic changes had resulted in the erosion of the inshore fishery. "The
beach has become as bare as before John Cabot," Pollett later wrote. Il2 Though as early as 1947
he had written of the villagers that "the new generation and most of the old are occupied with
other things, away from the shore,"'" adaptation to the new lifestyle now seemed decisively com-
plete. "I was living in the past: scarcely anyone...gets up that early anymore;" indeed "there are
scores of villagers...who never dip a codhook all summer long!," Pollett wrote with unsuppressed
amazement as he described his difficulty in locating someone to go fishing and angling with .... All
of these experiences no doubt led him to the disquieting realization that he was now at home, and
yet home was a strangely unfamiliar world.
There was one pleasing consolation that he could dwell on when he grew restless. Many
residents of New Harbour now subscribed to the~~ and so knew of Pollett's publi-
cations. He was indeed seen assomethiog of a local celebrit)·, both as a former villager and as a
former islander, for news of his travelling to the island had been the subject of a broadcast 00
radio from St. JOhn's, and Pollett himself. after his arrival, also gave talks on radio from the
magazine's offices in St. John's. Clearly he thought that his role as a native-born author and the
attention he received elevated his prestige locally. He wrote, "And who knows- you may even
rate an 'ask' to join these private picnic excursions oC the village elite! Here you can gorge on la
variety oC delicaciesl whiie sitting on the same roadside rock where you nibbled your tom cod and
hardtack and sipped yourswitchel as a boy. Oh, a 10toCthese things can happen to you now.""
Thus his involvement with writing could provide an escape Cram what he perceived as his lowly
status as a fisherman's son. ACter some thirty-five years. thisslillmattered.
He now pursued his interests in writing by gathering materials Cor what eventually became a
series oC five articles based on this month-long trip. One nephew, Charles Thorne, recalls that
Pollett "was always writing his stories:"" and it is apparent that the autho. deliberately set
about interviewing local villagers about their changing liCestyles. He noted that "the old Colks
don't go over the hill to the poorhouse anymore. They go over a hill, all right, but it's down to
lhe post office to collect a monthly pension cbeque Crom the government;" then he visited local
merchants to ask how tbe mor.ies were spent or saved.91 He learned Cram them that old and young
customers alike demanded only the most modern merchandise Cram mainland catalogs. So too be
interviewed, among others, women whose husbands DOW were employed in salaried positions at
distant centres, and lhen described his findings. Mucb oCbis writing, in short, attempted to lake
the Corm oCdetached reportage, wbile in olher parts oC his articles he developed an equally notice-
able tendency to preach about simpler times and traditional values. OC children's Cormer pas-
times. he wrote, "Maybe there are new things just as good to replace all that. But I Cailed to note
any last summer. Here endeth the lesson."1l8 Observing and writing themselves no longer seem to
have been activities that enabled Polle.. t to escape Crom the contemporary world. Fordocument.-
ing in great detail the Cormer rich and distinctive way oC traditional liCe ta.ud the imagination;
while describing the new led him to imagine, orten iroaic:llly, the total demise oC outport culture
in the very near Cuture. He wrote, "Grandpa sits around on his Old Age Security, his moutb
watering Cor a mealoCscrod as he snags a Crozen fillet Crem tbegrocery store. And his grandchil-
dren iCthey ever hear mention eC rounder or leggie probably think it is some sort oC bird."1lO
Pollett apparently returned from his holiday in New Harbour determined to achieve a new
purpose in his writing. In late 1951 and 1952, he embarked on his most ambitious literary pro-
ject, Peter ill Grate: ill! Q!!!I1Qll~~ This work was a sixty-odd page detailed
acoount of a typical outport figure, one Pollett had himself earlier termed the "outport
millionaire"-a grown man or, rather, "an overgrown boy" who lived all his days "with a gun in
one hand and a trout pole in the other."looThe character was not only an expert outdoorsman,
but also, though illiterate, a superb storyteller and songmaker. "Peter" was in ractan agglomera-
tion of personalities Pollett had known during his youth; and the figure's habits and traits were
ones, so Pollett thought, that could not withstand the sweeping changes in th.contemporary vil-
lage. The death of Pollett's own father Jim in April, 1952, no doubt reinCorced his desire to
preserve on paper his people's distinctive traditionallifeways. Though writing oC Peter as seen
progressively through the eyes oC a young boy, an adolescent, andbrieflY,anexpatriatedadult,
Pollett was able to review outport liCe during a time span oC some fifty years. "As any folklorist
will recognize," he said in his introduction to thework,Peter "provides a most convenient peg on
which to hang a mirror oC the times." 101
It was, as well, a highly imaginative work that attempted, in using a first person aarrator-
ostensibly Pollett himself- to relate in a traditional storytelling style a "true" story oC Peter's
life. In part, this particular narrative technique might account for the immediate success in sales
of the completed book, especially in the Trinity Bay region. In New Harhour, however, the recep-
tion was hostile. 102 Opinion in the community opposed Pollett's interpretation of outport liCe and
oC Peter, and the book was thought little short oCscandalous. Some readers were outraged that
Pollett, as a Carmer villager, could publish a work whose artistry was based on esoteric viJJage
gossip about an actual townsman. In retrospect, it is perhaps revealing that Peter, the central
figure of the book, has been identified by t{)wnsmen as distinctly one particular individual, but at
least three separate names have been identified to support this claim. Nonetheless, at least a few
villagers took, and some still do take, considerabie pains to ensure that the book should remain
concealed from a Carmer community member, who is ostensibly the daughter of the long deceased
Wbether Pollett was made aware of the local furor he had created is not known. If he was,
it evidently did not thwart his ambitions. Possibly his long concentration on Peter, who "never
puncbed a timeclock in his life" and "always mixed in where there was company and fun,"'O!
reinCorced Pollett's own plan to retire to New Harbour. As his wife recalls, having received his
father's legacy, now "he wanted to build his own house there," despite her arguments that there
was nothing for them to do in the village. 'o• She worried, too, about his rapidly declining health,
this in view of the limited medical services available in the outports. For by 1952 Pollett was not
able to work steadily as a printer, and in the next few years he earned a meagre disability pension
of about $100 per month."" Nevertheless, despite chronic illness, his literary output had been
rather extensive; and evidently he thought that with this source of revenue added to his pension
and savings, he could return to live in the village and partake of the simplicity and humble values
still obtainable in New Harbour. Possibly he hoped to savour what he thought was yet left of the
old lifestyle- fishing, the natural surroundings, the camaraderie at the bridge.
Such an illlusion served him well as his Cortunes and health declined considerably in the
early 19505. It was a rude shock to receive a telegram Cram his editor and publisher Ewart
Young, by the summer of 1952, urging him to send money in order to keep Guardian Associates
afloat."'" The bankruptcy of the firm by November, 1952, was a blow to Pollett, Cor he lost an
investment of more than a few thousand dollars. Only now, as his wife recalls, would Pollett
agree with her that he had been wise not to become entangled more intimately with the ven-
ture lO7 Yet the failure of the business caused the Atlantic Guardian to remain out of print from
November, 1952, to April, 1953, removing his usual outlet as a writer. However, hospital stays
were now becoming more frequent and difficult, for he often could not rest there or at home until
he received an injection of morphine; and thus it is doubtful that PoHett was now wiiling or able
to seek out other literary outlets or to experiment with other subject material. All communica-
tionwasdifficult, although his son recaHsPoliett's adamant refusal of his Camily'sofferofa televi-
sion set, giving 3.S his reason, l'you can't talk to the people" while a television set was playing. lOS
His writing had become one of the few sources of personal and intimate communication left to
him, and Newfoundland life his major topic in conversation and in literature. His friend Abe
Snow indeed recalls how difficult it was to visit Pollett, for even on the day before his death, he
"still believed everything would turn out fine. He was so optimistic it hurt to see him, and hear
him talk about going back to Newfoundland when he got better.· 1oo
One event late in 1954 no doubt further spurred him on to visualize himself in th06e new
circumstances. In a ten-year review of the~ Guardian's achievements, Pollett was
selected, on the basis of fanmail, the magazine's "Favourite Storyteller," and, as well, his story
"Rum in the Puddin'" was voted the readers' favourite work."O This was the story in which Pol-
lett had best conveyed his positive sentiments on aging and cultural change in theoutport, and
perhaps as a result of earning such praise, he attempted to resume pubIishing and to plan for the
future. He worked only intermittently, for he had suffered several massive heart attacks by 1955;
in mid-June, 1955, however, his plans for writing were extensive. In an appendix to a letter to his
editor Ewart Young, Pollett sent summaries of more than a dozen articles and stories he intended
to write. Beginning his appendix with the heading "Suggested Subject Material That Might Help
AG Ii.e.~~ I Come to Life," Pollett enthusiastically went on to describe the new
kinds of material he was "bursting" to deal withIll Despite his enfeebled condition, his outlook
remained,asWalterBlackmorerecalls, "keen and full of ideas.""2
Pollett died on September 9,1955, at his Brooklyn home. According to the accounts of his
family and friends, his idealism, his optimism, and his decisiveness, all were traits that dis-
tinguished Pollett's outlook even as death neared. The only indication that Pollett was aware of
the seriousness of his condition was suggested in a letter to his brother Jim, written in mid-July,
1955. Pollett said, "Boy, if I could crawl at all, I would be in New Harbour this weather and out
on the Rock !beside New Harbo'Jr Bridgej ... But the way it looks, I doubt I'll get off the room at
all." lI3 He noted that he was unable to travel without the :l.5sistanceof his wife, for he needed her
to administer injections, and he added, "I look like hell in a gale of wind; my bones rattle like a
windjack. In fact, I really don't want to go anywhere among people I know looking the way I do
no",.-IH Alarmed by the letter, Jim and his wife travelled to Brooklyn in August, visiting him
each day in Brooklyn Hospital, where he had been confined all that month. Bertha Pollett recaJls
that he wanted to talk only about New Harbour;u6 and severaJ days after their leavetaking in
early September, he asked to be taken home, where for some days, deliriously, he continued to
speak of events that had occurred some fifty years before. It was sllch a circumstance that has
caused his son toreftect, and his wife to corroborate, "that ifhe had survived ... he'd be there now
on the bridge with his split bamboo fishing rod.- lle
Pollett's embracing of that simpler way of life was the focusofvariousobituary notices and
tributes; and, a year later, the compiling of most of his published works in a large volume enl,it led
Th Ocean J!i MY. QQQr was itself a response to a widespread desire for preserving his vision of the
Newfoundland outport. At the time of his death, a comment by Ewart Young, in a published edi-
torial, suggested that the intimacy which Pollett had striven for in conveying his unique view of
the outport had been achieved. Young wrote that the "news of Ron Pollett's sudden
passing...must have brought a sense of personal loss to many thousands of people in Newfound-
land and abroad."ll7 The editor of the Grand Ei!!hAdvertiser in praising Pollett's ability topor-
tray Newfoundland outport life, corroborated Young's assessment and furthermore noted: "His
was a gift rarely encouraged, and his passing is a great loss to Newfoundland literature.- llS But
laudatory as this comment was, it is worth noting that few writers of these tributes, which as
Young reported were given wide and sympathetic attention in various media, mentioned any
details about Poilett's personal life. Ewart Young, in a personal letter of condolence to Pollett's
wife, said that he himself was "shocked" by the news of Pollett's death, for he had never guessed
the seriousness of Pollett's ilIness,u" Indeed the majority of writers of Pollett's tributes disre-
garded his life as an author and instead focussed on the nature of his writings, and of the outport
world which he rendered with "a color, a vividness, a pulsating alive-ness."I"" As well they should
have. For his writing was, largely, an escape from the urban world and the pain and frustration
of daily life. He wrote mainly of quite another world, the outport he knew, idealized, hrooded
over, and hoped to know again. For Pollett's success in New York had been fleeting and sporadic;
and despite his own better judgement, he seemed, to the very end, determined to disprove the
notion that I'you can't go home again."
Ron Pollett pursued a career as an author only late in his life, and his output was relatively
small: he produced two volumes of prose in his lifetime, and in a third volume, entitled Th
Ocean.ill MI. QQQr. thirty-three of his known puhlished pieces were reprinted posthumously in
1956.TheextentofPollett's~andhislifelonginterestinauthorship are described in the
first section of this chapter. Pollett's three major publications comprise autobiographical writings
evokinghissentimentsasan~Newfoundlander;andthesecondsectionofthischapter
examines the development of the literary style in which he defined the nature of his experiences at
home and abroad. All of Pollett's work appeared in print during a period of cultural transition in
Newfoundland. How Pollett's writing relates to that context, but was also touched by literary
influences from the world beyond Newfoundland, is discussed in the third section of the chapter.
The fourth section of the chapter provides a concluding critical assessment of Pollett's achieve-
Although most of Ron Pollett's approximately forty known pieces of writing were produced
between 1946 and 1955, from an early age he had an interest in storytelling. "Eeling," a poem he
composed when an adolescent in New Harbour, was among his first literary efforts; it described an
incident whieh occurred among some local boys who set their eel lines off New Harbour Bridge.
Its hu";our and exactness of localized detail are qualities townsmen recall of "Eeling.' The poem
played some role in local entertainment, for such pieces once were recited frequently by Pollett
and his contemporaries. In Peter ill Grate: an. QJ!.\.QQn Character lliQL a semi-fictionalized
autobiographical work first published in 1952, Pollett recorded single stanzas of several rhymes
which he attributed to himself and other local townsmen, referring to them as "strictly
homespun." Among the examples is a slight rewording of one stanza of "Welcome Robin," a
poem contained in the Grade Two fu!Yill Reader school text: and Pollett is depicted as a boy of
abouiseven as he recites: "Hopping o'er the carpet/Picking up the crumbs/ Peter knows the Pol-
letts/ Feed him when he comes."" None of Pollett's poems composed in New Harbour was pub-
lished during his life there, however, nor was "The Exploits Hotel," a poem he wrote (but did not
print) in Grand Falls during the early 192Os. There, too, he is said to have established his reputa-
tion as a writer aCter privately circulating his poems. A third known item, entitled "A Brief for
Appellants," was a prose vignette featuring fellow workers in his printing office, composed and
printed during his years in New York; it was circulated privately, and no copy is known to exist.
These three known examples of ephemera indicate that Pollett maintained an occasional interest
in the pastime of writing throughout his early years.
In 1924, Pollettspokeofa book he intended to write "dealing with the homelife of his pec>-
pie in Newfoundland" in an interview published in the Brooklvn~~. This evidence sug-
gests that Pollett did have plans to pursue writing actively in his early twenties, but how seri-
ously we can take this youthful declaration remains questionable. As early as 1919 he is said to
have written occasional newspaper articles while living in Grand Falls; the same was said of him
when he settled in New York. Specific articles atiributed to Pollett have not been located,
although an aosence ofa known by-line might account for this gap' Lack ofinforrnationon the
identity of a "Special New York Correspondent" whose work appeared occasionally in lli
Newfoundland~ (Boston) may further impede a study of Pollett's involvement in journal-
ism in the mid-1920s. During these years, when Pollett is believed to have worked at the
~~ili:. fuk and to have acquired the habit of reading a minimum of five metropolitan
newspapers per day, articles about Newfoundlanders in New York, some first appearing in the
~ were sent to lli Newfoundland Weeklv for reprinting; and in the April 25, 1925, issue,
one article in particular suggests comparisons with Pollett's known writings." The article
described a lecture and slideshow entitled "A l"ight in. ewfoundland," presented by Major R.H.
T:>it; and the exactness ofdet3il and sophisticated vocabulary, describing the delight and "voci-
rerous applause" of expatriated Newfoundlanders viewing lantern slides of their particular birth-
places, resemble somewhat the extant records or Pollett's minutes of vestry meetings at English
Harbour. Furthermore, its description of these pictures, which enabled members of the audience
"to rekindle the memories of boyhood days spent in the old homeland," is remarkably similar to a
passage in Pollett's article "Memories of 'Didder Hill,'" puhlished in 1951." Though this notion of
expatriated Newfoundlanders sharing a special relationship to the island characterized all of
Pollett's later works, so typical might this sentiment once have been among the group he lived
with in the United States that suggesting other attributions in~ Newfoundland~ seems
unjustified. It is known, however, that Pollett's extensive involvement in the QmillI. E1!Ih
~beginninginI936,wasbasedonasophisticatedknowledgeofthetechniquesorjour-
nalism. Pollett contributed highly detailed critiques of articles printed in the Advertiser and the
thought lingers that these could only have come rrom somebody experienced,notjust in printing
and reading newspapers, but in writing for them.
The publication of Pollett's vignette "The Outport Millionaire" in the~~in
July, 1946, launched his second career, that of an author, and one who was essentially a spokes-
man for the fullm Newfoundlander. This sketch described the seasonal pastimes of a t.ypical
"lucky" Bgure, one who "needs no money" and has an "enviable capacity for enjoyment of simple
things: and as such represents a clear antithesis to the mundane routines of hundreds of outport
immigrants "who have spent their years roving around the world and worrying about the little
things: 7 In subsequent early vignettes and essays, "A Born Trouter," "Let's Look at the Squid."
and "Where Christmas i§. Christmas," he chronicled in sensuous detail outport customs and tradi-
tions, and the paucity of comparable urban experience again was emphasized. All of these pubU-
cations established for Pollett an important relationship with theeditorsofthe~
~ who sought to use the Bedgling magazine as a vehicle ror "Making Newfoundland
Better Known at Home and Abroad: While the magazine's monthly column "Newfoundlanders
Abroad" emphasized achievements of expatriated Newfoundlanders, Pollett's focus on the feelings
or the alienated immigrant was a response that at once emphasized the tenacity ofoutpor:
upbringing and seemed to corroborate the editors' own view that Newfoundlanders could in fact
live anywhere and remain "true Newfoundlanders"" His approach to Newfoundland topics thus
was both welcome and timely.
Pollett's works proved to be so popular that in mid-1947 the editors undertook to reprint his
first SLl( efforts in one small volume, entitled Th Ocean .ill MY !2QQr ill Other Newfoundland
QJW1Qr1 Stories. This publication was a milestone in Pollett's early career. The book sold well,
and received unreserved local acclaim. Furthermore, a translation of his earliest vignette, "The
Outport Millionaire," was undertaken by a German-speaking visitor to the island and appeared in
a Swiss magazine. These achievements encouraged Pollett to develop an emphasis upon the rich
outport world,;-its customs, values, and dialect. Indeed, two of the most popular items included in
the volume-"The Cat with the Yaller Face" and "The Ocean at My Door"-- simply present a
boy's fresh, uncritical perspective upon objects normally given scant attention. On the publica-
tion of his book, he indicated that the outport world as seen from a boy's perspective would be
his major topic henceforth; and he concluded the autobiographical essay "The Ocean at My
Door" with the notion that he had a good deal yet to say. He wrote that during his years in New
Harbour "the many interesting things that happened in our family life and out into the wonderful
world of this colorful Newfoundland outport- around the wharves, in the boats, at school, and
among the woods and streams- would make a long, long story"" Shortly afterwards, in his
extended essay "There's No Place Like an Outport," he explained further that "it would take a
couple of thick books to cover in detail the few years I spent in the village."l0 Pollett continued
to speak of such a book frequently in essays and letters between 1947 and 1950. By 1949 he had
earned the title of "contributing editor" at the Atlantic Guardian where he continued to publish
his work. But he never produced quite the book he envisioned, one in which he would tell his
own story and tell it "as seen through the eyes ofa boy."11
Between the publicatinn of Th Ocean .ill MY QQQr ill Other Newfoundland QJW1Qr1
~andPollett'ssecondbook,entitiedPeterlliGrate:A.!!.QJW1Qr1Character~(1952),
he produced twenty-three pieces, comprising seventeen descriptive essays and six short stories
Although in 1947 Pollett pictured "The Ocean at My Door" as the opening chapter of his pro-
jectedbook,thesepublicatioDscouldDotberegardedassubsequeDt chapters. IDtheessayshe
cODtiDued to focus OD the experieDce of the Dative NewfouDdlaDder as cODtrasted to that of his
OWD iD New York, although he added Dew dimeDsioDs to these accouDts by describiDg iD greater
detail theimmigraDt's urbaD lifestyle aDd by chroDicliDg the chaDges he perceived iDtheoutports
duriDg two summer excursioDs to New Harbour iD 1947 and 1951. The breakiDg dowD of com-
mUDity customs aDd traditioDs was emphasized iD his essays, but iD his short stories he
resurrected the vaDished past, the virtues oftraditioDal outport life beiDg geDerally his theme.
ODly rarely did Pollett's works duriDg this period betweeD 1947 aDd 1952 cODvey a positive
outlook OD the cODtemporary outport world.
GiveD Pollett's persoDal situatioD aDd attitudes iD the early 1950s, his secoDd book, Peter
ill Grate: An Q..!ill1.Qll Character~ published iD 1952, is Dot as curious a work as it first
appears. MaDy iDdicatioDs suggest that this was a book Pollett had 10Dg iDteDded to write. It
was divided iDto fourteeD short chapters, and he iDcluded much detail from previously published
essays aDd stories, particularly material from "The Outport MillioDaire," "A Born Trouter," aDd
his most receDtseries of articles based OD lifeiD the post-CoDfederation outport. Although several
chapters depict the "millioDaire" figure, Peter, from aD outport boy's perspective, the book isiD
factasequeDtial Darrative spaDDiDg some 50 years. It cODcludes at Peter's death, whichcoiDcided
with CODfederatioD, aD eveDt Pollett iDcreasiDgly saw as a threat to traditioDal outport commUD-
ity life. ~ ill Grate was published as a "coDtributioD to the islaDd's folklore." 12
Pollett's fiDal eight pieces, published iD the Atlantic GuardiaD betweeD 1952 aDd 1955, all
are attempts to grapple with a changed outport world. He assumed the role of recorder of tradi-
tional culture in some articles. "The Garden on the Point," "The Bait Punt," IOACraid in the
Dark," aDd "The PassiDg of the Stagehead" all display a propeDsity forcataloguiDg a rich variety
of custom aDd lore that, to Pollett's miDd, had disappeared quickly as a result ofreceDt moderoi-
zatioD. The acclaim he WOD from AtlaDtic GuardiaD readers iD 1954--he was selected as their
"Favourite Storyteller" aDd his "Rum iD the PuddiD'" (December, 1950), their favourite story-
might have eDcouraged him to redirecl: his atteDtioD toward fiction aDd to attempt, as he had
only once, in "Rum in the Puddin'," a gentler treatment of the theme of the outport in transition.
"Uncle Ben's Adventure" (September, 1954) and "The Matchmaker," published posthumously in
February, 1956, succeed in this emphasis. The first was an exaggerated depiction of a notion Pol-
lett had mentioned frequently in essays-the importance of tocal radio programs to olderoutport-
ers. Although he previously had suggested that nightly broadcastshadreplacedtraditional
storytelling in the village square, in "Uncle Ben's Adventure" he described how an older man,
using navigational skills he had learoed on sealing voyages fifty years before. successfully fought
his way through a blinding snowstorm in order to be on time for the nightly "Doyle News Bul-
letin." The second piece, "The Matchmaker," also affirmed the breaking down of custom in the
contemporaryoutport, particularly the custom which "chained a childless spouse to the headstone
of his dear departed for at least a year."'" Events are narrated by a romantically-inclined
thirteen-year-old girl, perhaps making "The Matchmaker" Pollett's most unusual work.
Only a few months before his death, Pollett indicated that he had a good deal yet to say
about the changing times. A letter to his editor, Ewart Young, included summaries of approxi-
mately twelve articles he intended to write, on topics ranging from the novelty of an excursion on
"The Newfie Bullet" as compared to mainland trains, to the relationship between mink farming
and the traditional whaling industry in Blaketown, Trinity Bay." "The Passing of the Stage-
head" (October, 1955), however, is the only one of these articles Pollett managed to produce
before his death in September, 1955, and though there is evidence that he intended it to be
humorous,lo it is merely a record of a painful and failed personal attempt to reconcile himself to
the stark physical changes which had occurred in the contemporary Newfoundland outport. As
he saw it now, "Gone up in cbimney smoke or drifted out to sea" was all evidence of the tradi-
tional insbore fisbery; tbe setting was "as bare as before Jobn Cabot."IS These comments sug-
gested tbat all traces of the special outport world be had known and later tried to cbronicle had
disappeared.
Pollett's third major publication appeared posthumously. lli Occ:m ;ll MY. Q2Q!... published
in September,1956,contained thirty-tbreeofbis pieces, most of which bad appcared in the
Atlantic Guardian in 1946-55. Pollett's autobiographical essay "The Ocean at My Door"(1947)
andhischaractersketchPeterill~(1952),bothpublishedpreviouslyinseparatevolumes,
were included in this collection, the whole being advertised not by its published title but rather as
"The Ron Pollett Memorial Book."17 Pollett's material was selected and arranged by his Cormer
editor, Ewart Young, who also oversaw the book's production. Tbe 363-page book had three vari-
ant issues--one, a white leather-bound "deluxe" issue, one cloth-cover "special" issue intended Cor
use in schools, and one other brown paper-bound issue intended for use in libraries and homes; the
latter two issues, as a result of popular demand, underwent second and third impressions in the
course of less than one year. The sole distributor of IM Ocean ;ll MY QQQ! was Guardian Associ-
atesLtd.;andinitsmagazine,the~~fullpageadvertisementsforthebook
appeared each month until late 1957, reminding readers that Pollett had been one oC the
magazine's most prolific and popular contributors. After Pollett's death, the editor was quick to
assume the responsibility oC promoting Pollett's name. Ewart Young wrote in an obituary on Pol-
lett that "our sadness at this moment is somewhat tempered wit~ a feeling of pride that we were
able to have a part in the creation and preservation of the c1as;ics of :'-lewCoundland literature
that poured from his gifted pen."'8Indeed, the editor is owed credit for fulfilling Pollett's goal of
completing a book, though this compil3tion was not quite what Pollet had had in mind.
Nevertheless, the magazine itself, with its articulated intention of promoting all aspects of
Newfoundland liCe, played no small part in shaping the materials Pollett did produce io the brief
spao of teo years, for it provided an outlet io which, in various forms, Pollett could depict the
essential oature of his immigraotexperieoce.
Pollett's first compilation, IM Oce:\O ;ll MY llimr. ill!.!! Other Newfoundland .Q.\wlQr1
~ comprises early examples oC the three main literary forms, vignette, journalistic essay,
and short story, in which he rendered his own experiences as an~ Newfoundlander. Two
principal themes permeate these six pieces, namely, the struggle and alienation of the urban
immigrant and the remembered pleasures oC outport inheritance. Characteristic oC this collection
is Pollett's conception oCan idyllic quality oC traditional outportliCe,arecreated,documented,or
imagined,timeiessquality, which in each oCthesesix pieces isdefined and endorsed.
"The Outport Millionaire" and "A Born Trouter" are Pollett's first two reminiscent vig-
nettes; and in them he uses literary devices which, iClimited, nevertheless convey his perception
oCthe unhridgeablecontrast between the delightsoChis outportyouth and the struggle oC his con-
temporary experience. In each vignette, Pollett reduces the expatriated NewCoundlander's urban
liCestyletostark, key concepts: "clockpunching," worry, Crustration, Catigue, illness; and manages
to emphasize his sense oCloss through a device oC reiterating whole sentences composed oCsuch
negative ideas in the opening and concluding paragraphs, like reCrains oCsongs. 1• Use oC this dev-
ice simply underscores his principal thematic concern oCthe exile's daily struggle, and provides a
visual Crame surrounding his recollections hased almost exclusively on the Camiliar, earthy, but
rewarding, pastimes oC the "lucky" native outporter. The two key figures Pollett. Cocuses on are
the rooted, penniless, but content "millionaire," who was "born lucky." and himself as an
enthusiastic, naive boy. The starker the contrast the lives oC these figures provide with his
present day routine, the more pleasing is the recreated memory. These are unsophisticated,sim-
pIe piecesoCliterature, requiring no special analysis; yet as autvbiographythecontentsare
significant, in that they suggest how Pollet.t.was beginning to embark on the process oC "fixing"
memoriesoChispast.'"
"Let's Look at the Squid" and "Where Christmas ili Christmas" are examples of journalistic
essays in this first collection, and are similar to at least one dozen other such articles Pollett was
to write in his attempt to attune his memory well to that other world he had left behind. They
are descriptive folklore collections about distinctive and, to Pollett's mind, pleasurable, outport
customs. In "Let's Look at the Squid" he describes the community tradition of squid jigging and
customary work techniques associated with this activity; and in "Where Christmas ili Christmas"
he provides a compilation of Camily holiday practices, including house decoration and rood
preparation, and as well describes traditional community customs such as janneying. As recorded
documents, whose implicit aim is to preserve, such detailed essays are crude by literary
standards. Z1 Yet he does provide in them some wry, moving anecdotes about living "part from tbe
culture be records. In "Let's Look attbeSquid" henotestbeironyoftbeoutportimmigrantgaz-
ing into a fisb store window, imbuing tbe squid "witb tradition and romance: wbile some other
more practical etbnic residents actually buy tbe fisb for supper; and in "Wbere Cbristmas i§.
Cbristmas" tbe pbysical surroundings of outport revelers are compared nostalgically to a boliday
greeting card.Z'l In bis later efforts to depict tbe outport setting, Pollett would often refer to win-
dows, to pictures, and also to travelogue films and scenes- all of wbicb suggcst tbe modes in
wbicb be as an exile could receive or visualize information from borne." His earliest essays are,
bowever, bis least accomplisbed publications in terms of literary style and tecbnique. Pollett's
voice, for the most part, is that of a disengaged folklore collector, and, as is typical of authors
attempting to record folklore materials rather than to develop them imaginatively, "Let's Look at
the Squid: "Where Christmas i§. Christmas" and other similar articles provide little more tban a
description of milieu.
Two otber pieces in tbis collection, "The Cat with the Yaller Face" and "The Ocean at My
Door: perhaps provide a more sophisticated evocation of that traditional outport world; and Pol-
lett achieves this transformation by telling of that world exclusively through the eyes of an active,
enthused boy. "The Cat with the Yaller Face" is the first example of the episodic short story for-
mat which Pollett was to use in most of his fiction, this being a genre well suited to a boy's narra-
tive voice and to the themes of learning and growing up. In this story, Pollett focuses on a simple
incidcnt- a boy's loss of an ornery yellow cat- in order to suggest the particular pleasures and
constraints that would be known to a typical outport boy in a traditional family home. In con-
trast tobis earlier reminiscent vignettes, in his short stories the world outside theoutport is never
referred to, so that no strident authorial emphasis is present to disturb the narrative by making
points with the reader. As well, he does not provide mere catalogues of aspects of traditional life,
but manages in fiction to create an imaginative world by using only such information as relates to
the action of the stories. In "The Cat with the Yaller Face: for example, a list of weekly tradi-
tional fare is presented in terms of what the boy's finicky cat will aud will not eat, and a boy's
domestic tasks are described in terms of how this hou""hold pet plunges its owner into mishaps
that interfere with the entire family's daily work routine. Pollett attempts here to tell the story
in native dialect, a technique indicating his intention to describe a very part.icular place. But
perhaps more accomplished is the pace of the story, which has been described by one critic as a
"headlong rush"2'-a feature which imparts a sense of immediacy and urgency appropriate to a
boy's world. In this story, Pollett seems no mere praiser of his past, but a Oedgling artist. But it
is perhaps in the title piece, "The Ocean at My Door," that one finds the first sustained example
of Pollett's distinctive voice. It is enthusiastic, musing, and engagingly anecdotal; by writing
retrospectively of an earlier time, ostensibly "as seen through the eyes of a boy," here-acquiresa
childlike outlook that sees nothing that meets his eye as trivial or ordinary. There is something
childlike and wholehearted in most of his mature pieces. This is part of his unique quality. Here
his keen interest in the tales his grandmother tells, and his admiration of his father's masculinit.y,
strike us as in keeping with ·this boyish viewpoint, which is sustained throughout the sketch.
Again we see Pollett the artist, revising,selecting: and recreating aspects of his own early outport
life to evoke that idyllic quality he favoured. 2S
Pollett's second publication, Peter ~ Grate: an QJill!Qtl Character~ is in a quite
different medium-the extended character sketch- and it is autobiographical in the sense that in it.
Pollett traces his own changing attitudes over a period of some fifty years toward an "outport
millionaire" figure and toward a benign quality of outport life which the character, Peter,
represents. Its theme is the unrealized potential.ofanonconformistin a traditional outportcom-
munity, and the study's intended focus is on the eccentric, now deceased, "millionaire," an
illiterate songmaker and storyteller. This choice of theme suggests that Pollett was moving
toward challenging the nostc.lgic view of the outport that he had earlier attempted to recreate.
Whereas the telling and singing of stories, lore, and songs are pastimes that in this work as in
many of Pollett's other pieces he usually associates with camaraderie and- "fUD," he now also
describes how among most outporters the creative impulse is used only to sanction the customs
anu mores of traditional life. Midway through the study, for example, numerous tall stories are
used to chastise Peter, a bachelor who rarely undertakes difficult labour, loves hunting and fishing
as pastimes, and who has never travelled away from the harbour, as family men must to obtain
supplementary wages. "Tender good Lord," an outporter back from seasonal work in the lumber-
camps, says in Peter's hearing, "Wasn't the rabbits in thousands down there in Glenwood this
winter! ....Every time I swung an axe I chopped the head off one."28 Each of a group of men contri-
butes, with slight variation, a story of plentitude; as Peter gapes, the narrator indicates that the
stories are a form of verbal punishment, for the men who had laboured now use them to take a
"psychological whack" at Peter who they think has merely sat by a hot stove all winter.Z7 But the
narrator here has been given an interpretive function; by drawing on his own wider experience, he
attempts to posit a fuller story of Peter's life than members of this community, absorbed with the
exigencies of daily liCe, can know. This deliberate questioning stance toward cultural constraints
represents an important development in Pollett's rendering of outport life. For Pollett now seems
to have an ability to evaluate "the wonderful world of the outport"28 from a distance and to
achieve, to some extent, the stance of an outsider, so necessary tothe author of fiction.
~ ill~ Pollett's most extensive work, is perhaps also his most ambitious attempt
to do what he set out to accomplish as an author: to present a celebratory, detailed portrait of
traditional outport life, and in the process to define his own experiences in and away from that
particular milieu. It can be argued that the main fiaw in the piece is au uncertain narrative point
of view. For although in each of the fourteen chapters he adheres firmly to a chronological enact-
ment of episodes which shed light on Peter's character, there is always an intrusive "I"-Pollett
himselCconstantly confirming, denying, and assessing many perspectives on a figure who is, after
all, a fictive one. Autobiographical intrusion is, perhaps, inimical to the artist's task of boring
into the nature and character of other people."" The narrator here also tiresomely persists in
maintaining that this is a "true" story of Peter, a figure whom he claims to have known best
through "stories handed down to us,"'" pervasive gossip referring to Peter's lackadaisical and
irresponsible nature, and his own close observation. Again we feel the storyteller's heavy hand.
interrupting tbe narrative flow. Pollett's narrative "I" would always be too close to tbe real Ron
Pollett to allow a full release ofbis narrative instincts.
Yet perbaps we can look at tbis lack of literary sopbistication in anotber ligbt. All oftbese
seeming literary flaws suggest standard aspects of an oral storytelling technique. The work's reli-
anceontbenarrator'spersonalexperienceestablisbestbeteller'sveracity; and the reiteration of
statements regarding tbe "trutb" of tbe narrative, as well as tbe addition of frequent digressive
incidents and cultural items supposedly known to tbelisteners, all belp to suggest a familiar place
and recognizable characters and tbus create a credible narrative.'! AspectsofPollett'suseoftbese
tecbuiques can be described as follows: in bis earliest cbapters, be cbronicles ratber indiscrim-
inately bis own earliest recollections of Peter, botb by describing his babits and appearance as a
boy could know an adult figure, and also by supplying mucb detail about Peter's family and tbe
exact location and appearance of bis bouse. He tbus establisbes bis own narrative role and tbe
nature of tbe central figure in tbestory wbobas a normal bistory and acounection witb a specific
place and peeple. WbatattractsyouogPollett, in part, are Peter's extraordinary skills at bunting
and fisbing and tbe uncommon lives of his family, particularly of Peter's fatber, wbose bair turned
wbite and wbo became a perpetual recluse upon digging for treasure at Petty Harbour. Pollett
notes with boyisb wonder tbat Peter's father "was tbe only one left alive to tell tbe tale. Only, be
never told it.""" Repetition of tbis particular incident suggests Pollett's fear that the "untold
story" migbtbe lost; indeed, telling Peter's untold story istbe basic premise motivating the nar-
rative. Tbe artistic, essentially impoverisbed, bacbelor is scorned by tbe community, be is ridi-
culed hecause be lives differently frombisneigbbours: tbat too Pollett needs to reiterate and tbus
establish a "truer" story of Peter. Tbus be wishes, in common witb many rural storytellers, to
preserve tbe lire bistory of a remarkable, though misunderstood local figure, and tovindicatebim
by telling bis story properly. He can do tbis best by claiming bis own special place as an
observer, and restating it. When we examine Peter 1M Grate in this way, we are less likely to
locate "flaws" than to see it as a piece of literature with streng connections to the oral tradition
In Pollett's third major work, Th~ Jl1 MY. QQQr. are collected basically in chronoiogi-
cal order most of his pubiished pieces from 1946to1955,themajor exceptionbeing~ili
~ which is placed as the final selection. Of these, his essays on the dty-among them "Sum-
mer Madness," "Memories of 'Didder Hill,'" and a three-part series entitled "Up in the Big
City"-display an adult consciousness somewhat different from the perspective in his earliest
pieces in lli~ Jl1 MY.!222r.!llll1 Q.t!!n Newfoundland lli!!I!2r!~ His themes of aliena-
tion and absence of reward are the same, but in these essays,written between 1\\50 and 1951. be
poses as an objective chronicler, relying on records, statistics, interviews, and personal anecdote to
explore the sense of place and belonging (of lack thereof) which he and other Newfoundland immi-
grants experience in the city. Generally, Pollett evokes the city as a vast milieu of Beeting,
foreign images. Wall Street, for example, is merely a maze of office buildings, each one large
enough to house entire populations of towns in Newfoundland."" Of the hugely populated and
various metropolis, he says that each city block is as crowded "as Grand Falls station at train
time on Sunday night-except on weekends, when one can "not see enough people to haul up a
punt."M Pollett's apt analogies to home suggest how he and no doubt other outport Newfound-
landers in New York viewed the concrete city and adapted to its way of life. Not that the attrac-
tions of life for the outporter in "the wonder city"3S ever wholly faded. But when, as in
"Memories of 'Didder Hill,'" he explores the absence of community, and alludes to the immi-
grants' yet unfulfilled dreams, his tone seems tired and jaded. In "Up in the Big City" he says
that no one finds gold in the streets of New York,"because there isn't any there."M To emphasize
the folly of his once held vision of novelty and wealth, Pollett frequently employs a device of
using boldface headings which underline the contention he now holds, namely that the so-called
vast differences between city and outport life could be reduced to ;>urely moneta,)' terms: "Fish
751 a Pound" and "Fishhooks $55 Each" are examples of such headings in "Up in the Big City.""""
Irony also pervades his new attitude to urban delights. An occasional splurge at a "swank" rest au-
rant where dinners cost $30 and higher, he notes, might include "Iobster, brook trout. and
partridge-not uncommon fodder in Newfoundland.'''" This renewed sense of the disappointments
of city life leads Pollett to reassess the hectic daily struggle simply to "make eDds meet." ID "Up
iD the Big City" he expresses his bleakest visioD of the outcome of oDe's labour: "all theploddiDg
city maD caD hope to leave to posterity are thesweatbaDd oflhis hat and a pimple of dirt iD some
10Desome biggraveyard."'·ID these essays we find aDoutharbourvocabulary ofbelitllemeDt, and
homely, earthy descriptioD, applied (with sometimes strikiDg eflects, as iD "pimple of dirt") to the
metropolis. These touches, together with the iroDic, weary toDe :llluded to earlier, are Dew
developmeDts iD Pollett's writiDgs, hiDtiDg at rich possibilities for his work ifhe had lived to pro-
duceamoreextensive~
The idea of return, or, retreat, permeates a large Dumber of Pollett's descriptive eSS:lYs.
Whether his focusisoD the city or thetraditioDalvillage, his theme iD them is the uDique appre-
elatioD which aD immigraDt has for his outport iDheritaDce. As Pollett had shoWD iD his earliest
pieces, the outport could be seeD as a rich source for literature; aDd iD "The Manly Sport of
HandliDiDg"--his first piece based OD his visit home iD 1947-he eDforces that seDtimeDt by sug-
gestiDg how the outharbour's DaturalsurrouDdiDgs iDspire apoeticvisioD. From his f:lther's pUDt,
he describesiD detail the "verdaDt" forests he could see OD the shore, theD turDs to the movemeDt
of waves, f10weriDg "the headl:lDds like white horses dashiDg a10Dg the shore;" at dusk, he Dotices
"thechaDgiDg moods of the eveDiDgsky as the SUD glided iDto agold-friDged cloudbaDk.",oThese
D:lturalisr,jc passages are charmiDg, but there is tittleiD themthatisdistiDctive. Yet they help to
uDderscore a timeless seDse ofbeloDgiDg, as does Pollett's h:lbit ofevokiDg a series of visual maps
with each sceDe he views wheD he comes home. UDlike aD ordiDary tourist, he knows that each
local site has a history, whether it be his bther's fishiDg berth, "Peter's Rock," or other specific
laDdmarks he associates with boyhood experieDces or ghostly legeDds. ADd he ofteD shares the
immediacy of his experieDces as a returned immigraDt by creatiDg tall stories, a genre oftradi-
tioDallore heevideDtly favoured. Of his first Dight iD his boyhood home duriDg his trip iD 1951,
The mice operated a complete sawmill iD the bedroom upst:li.s. LadeD with augers,
gimlets, chisels, cross-cuts, aDd portable buzz-saws, they climbed the chimney c:iSiDg
aDd started work themiDutemy head hit the pillow....
The first night in the bedroom Idid hear something lelsel. It was a persistent pat-pat
on the clapboards just outside the window. The sound was not the knocking kind the
goats make bumping their horns against the lee side of a housewherethey often seek
shelter from the wind and rain. In any case, I knew there were no goats in our well-
fenced yard; we were on the windy side and the round was too far up anyway.
As the taps grew louder, the Hoor-Iength Himsy white curtains spread half across the
room in a sudden gust through the open window. The night had been stark calm just
before the tapping began.
But, in a minute or two, the noise subsided and the curtains folded back like hands on
a lap. The ghost had passed through the room! My wife must have heard and seen all
oftbis, tbrougbsbe uttered not a word. It was not time for talk.
In the morning I looked out the window into the cheery sunlight and saw an apple tree
alongside. It was loaded with fruit, and a big branch hugged the clapboards. I broke
thebranchoff,killingtheghostforgood. 41
Again we see the oral tradition inHuencing "formal" literature. In stories such as these he sug-
gests how his identity and qualities have been shaped through his early cultural training. He is
well-suitedtobecomeatrustynarratorinPeter~Grate.
In such late short stories as "The 'Dicky-Bird' Dish," "Ship Ahoy," "The Tongue that
Never Told a Lie," and "Rum in thePuddin'" Pollett hints that the enduring quality ofadistinc-
tive rural community with its own set of practices and values will thrive despite contemporary
change.,zOne exception contradicting this hopeful theme, however, can be found in an extended
character sketch entitled "Johnny the Pear." It resembles Peter ~ Gr:\te insofar as it too
attempts a balanced and realistic depiction of traditional outport life. But its narrative technique
differsstrikingly;and,toturntotheme,theeffacingqualityoftime,not,asinPeter~~
the single event of Confederation, is presented as the destroyer of outport culture. Traditional
customs devoid of meaning or appreciation, fragments of oral art forms, the whole forgotten
owing to disuse, are elements in the story denoting Pollett's view of the effects of time on prac-
tices in traditional life. In the story ayouthfnl narrator merely spins an adventuresome yarn set
in lhe "rum-running days of the 192Os," a yarn which culminates in his identification of a
stranger, "Johnny the Pear," a government liquor board otricial." The narrator tells his story, but
only in passing is an earlier time, rich in lore, evoked. Two central events of the tale are a group
of youngoutporters' "lucky" find of a case of contraband rum and their subsequent mischievous
thievery of barrels to be used at Bonfire Night, an acknowledged custom of which "the
significance meant no more to us tban to a lIy on tbe wall.'" Tbe device of stories witbin stories,
tbeir unifying motifs being stealing, greed, and informing, underlines tbe parallels between tbe
two events wbicb tbe naive narrator does not fatbom-be is, after all, too preoccupied witb tbe
fast-paced, adventuresome events themselves. But it is the disintegration of custom rather than
its enriching quality over time that is emphasized. As tbe narrative concIudes, a new generation of
cbildren is somewhat irrelevantly singing one refrain from one of tbe many songs Jobnny the Pear
h:>d taught their fathers.'" These children, the new breed of carefree youths, essentially are unin-
terested in the significance of all tbe events told in the narrative. Johnny the Pear will not be
In fJ:kr ill .Qnk. PolleWs last major piece of writing, he succeeds in summing up his
many poses as an immigrant storyteller and chronicler-among them, tbe panegyrist of the distant
past, the alienated urban spokesman for tbe values of the traditionalou tportcommunity, and the
exacting recorder of a passing way of life. Telling about the outport past, describing its true
nature, finding lessons in that time and place, all were objectives that Pollett had pursued con-
sistently in his writing. In this last extensive work the overriding idea seems to be tbat tradi-
tional outport life clearly had passed away. Yet tbe meaning even here is equivocal: tbere are
traces of nostalgia; there isstiU hope, pitted against the bitterforetastecreated by tbedevelopor
perish mentality of the new Newfoundland.'" Indeed, his subsequent renderings of outport life
resume rather than develop his same, well-used, and limited poses, which, as such, provided lim-
ited scope to develop bisskills as an author and interpreter of the ewfoundlandculturaI milieu.
At bottom, be remained a sentimentalist. A nostalgic remembrance of outport life in tbe distant
past, informed by his experiences as an immigrant, remained characteristic of Pollett's writing
from beginning to end.
Despite this lack of development in bis writing, both in terms of experimenting with literary
form and technique and expanding his limited range of emphases, Pollett's works contributed toa
timely trend part,icipated in by a number oC other native-born authors whose writing on the
NewCoundland experience retlected two popular issues oC the day-broadly, tradition and transi-
tion. The post-war years Costered a spirit of nationalism, whee nostalgia in l.he Cace oC imminent
cultural ch:mge was an attitude shared by many, and NewCoundland's past, present, and future
became the major topic of discussion, socially and in literature. A new wave oC literature
appeared in a spate oC tledgling journals that developed during themid-1940s. Among these were
the Mh!ill£ Guardian (subtitled "the Magazine oC NewCoundland"), and the more exclusively
literary lli NewCoundland~ lli NewCoundland~ and lli NewCoundland
Companion. .1 Most significantly, in these journals ordinary NewCoundlanders now took to
expressing themselves in print; and in what had been essentially (though not exclusively) an oral
culture, this material represented quite anew cultural development. Authors' usesoC traditional
oral stories and their devices, motifs, and Cunctionshave not yet been the object of an extensive
study; nor has any study suggested how this transition Cromoral to written culture might account
Cor an awkward use oC literary techniques among some new authors whose only previous experi-
ence had been school compositions and correspondence.·s Nevertheless, each oCthese neophytes
embarked on a new avocation or career with one sound principle in mind: each drew on what he
knew, or remembered, or imagined, oC ewCoundland life, making use of the common body oC cul-
tural knowledge he knew best. And the Atlantic Guardian was Cor many the most available vehi-
cle Cor their work, Cor its editors invited expressions of popular opinion on the islanders' legacy
and their future prospects and gave roughly equal space to opposing views in each issue.
As a regular reader, Pollett could keep pace with the contemporary issues, but those writers
in the Atlantic Guardian who shared with him a nostalgic view that eschewed change appear to
have intluenced him most as a storyteller oC outport cultural values and traditions. OneoCthese
was Arthur R. Scammell, a NewCoundland-born schoolteacher living abroad and a popular, regular
contributor who appears to have been something oC a model in Pollett's career. Pollett's early
autobiographical vignette, "A Born Trouter," in which he describes drollishly the malady of
"trout fever" contracted by every Newfoundland boy, is ostensibly a lighter treatment oC the
conllict rendered in Scammell's first short story, "Sea Fever," invoiving a boy's choosing to
become a fisherman rather than aschoolteacher.,oEventually, Pollett's short stories, all set in the
traditional outport milieu, suggest (though do not develop) similar conllicts: mere homesickness
for a day of trouting can, in Pollett,llower into a lengthy reworking of his decision to abandon
the traditional ways of lik And in "Ship Ahoy!" young Ernie Tarn, whose father had drowned,
ignores his mother's urging to prepare himself for the far less rigorousprofessionofschoolteaching
when an uncle convincingly teaches him about the many rewards and challenges that a skilled
fisherman enjoys. The link with Scammell is clear. But the traditional outport world of Scam-
mell and Pollett is not always portrayed sentimentally. Both could render its customs and values
with irony and humour. In Scammell's short story "Buyer Must Be in Good Condition," when
the erratic starting mechanism of an outboard motor demands more labour than the traditional
sailboat, its owner decides to sell, and composes an advertisement from which the story takes its
title.'" There is similar laughter over modern machinery and devices in Pollett: both. men watch
with pleasure an old breed of men tinkering with tbe novelties of the twentieth century. Pollett
admired Scammell's tolerant attitude to the new age, although his own brand of humour was usu-
ally more sardonic. He orten used the traditionally popular tall story as a tool for contrasting
values in anew era of transition and materialism. In several instances set in the distant past, a
merchant who "went to church barely once a month to spare on collection and even then sang
only one verse to save his breath," is presented as a local example of notorious greed'" Pollett's
frequent descriptions of a new generation of outporters that ignores traditional chores and custom,
and squanders large sums on novelties, make the traditional frugality of the ordinary outportera
comparal.ive virtue, even when, for instance, he exaggerates his telling of how, when ally rell
into an old man'ssugarbowl, "he picked the fly up and shook the sugar off its back into the bowl
before letting it gO."62 Pollett, one feels, had the makings of a satirist in him; not so Scammell,
whose sketches of the outport are prevailingly gentle and lyrical.
But Pollett needed to define a distinctive traditional setting to enhance his treatment of
acquisitiveness and frugality, misapplication and skillful prowess; and in drawing this, he appears
to have been inftuenced by at least two local poets, apart from Scammell. He admired the work
of Eli Miles, a Newfoundlander living in Boston, and Rose Sullivan, both of whose poems, or
rhyming sketches, appeared regularly in the Atlantic Guardian' and their eye for detail was a
quality he thought enhanced their special ability to "catchthespiritoftheirlocale.""'Sullivan
and Miles took for their subjects ordinary incidents, such asseasonaI preparations for sealing and
for work in the woods, an excursion on the "Newfie Bullet," and traditional Christmas celebra-
tions. They were literary cataloguers, and Pollett was as well, to a degree. His own approach to
the same milieu was perhaps more journalistic (or even pedestrian) than poetic. His vignettes and
articles resemble the notes of an amateur local historian of any small community. Like the folk-
lore collector P.K. Devine, he amassed information on cllstom and practice; and his articles and
vignettes relate how a traditional Christmas table was set, provide an inventory of his family's
weekly fare, or give a detailed catalogue oflocalftoraand their traditional medicinal and dietary
uses. While such exercises were doubtless important in reminding him of materials he would draw
on and interpret in his stories, what their significance was for readers of the Atlantic Guardian is
hard to determine." Presumably, they functioned to reawaken an enthusiasm for ways of life that
for some were no longer practised. This was a part of Pollett's contribution to what was an
essentiallynationalistic,popularliteratureoftheperiod,seekingtodefinetheislanders'distinc-
Yet Pollett also sought to direct his collective audience's eye, not only toward the remem-
bered past but also away from present day commercialized chaoge and novelty. He was a sort of
homely moralist. In his fiction using a boy as the protagonist, and in his autobiographical
accounts featuring himself as an outport boy busily occupied with learning important out-of-door
skills and community values, Pollett appears to have drawn on a late Victorian didactic tradition
of popular writing for and about children. Authors of this fiction sought to impart "wholesome"
moral and practical lessons; indeed it was from this wealth of juvenile literature that the Roval
~ Pollett's and his audience's main early school texts, were compiled.'" One full-length
novelinparticular-fuilliliill!l!.!W;~onlyoneofseveralhundrednovelsbyEvelyn
Everett-Green- appears to have had some influence on how Pollett set about depicting his own
outport boyhood, although it was written in the author's well-used formula- a combination of
adventurous exploration, nature study, and historical wonders.'" Squib's holiday to the Swiss Alps
opens a door of beauty, intricately detailed by the author, and of folk belief, among tbese fables
of "ice maidens" wbo lure unwary travellers to mountain precipices. These are relayed to Squib
by his friend Herr Adler, an erudite and pious man whose fables and anecdotes always have a
message for the credulous youth: in them he is urged to excel, to sympathize with the weak, and,
most importantly, to appreciate the beauties in nature and his fellow men. An outport world,
superficially commonplace in contrast to this foreign setting, could be made to seem extraordinary
by adopting just such a boy's limited perspective. Pollett's reading of a second author appears to
have encouraged him in the idea that he too had an important story to impart. His enthusiasm
for the autobiography of American author Alice Marble may be explained in part by her ability to
turn into literature ordinary, rural family life much like his own. Like Marble, he too wished to
evoke a setting where "Days came and went in an unchanging pattern,""' but yet contained a
great deal to explore and learn from. Seeing the uncommon in the seemingly commonplace- the
hidden stairway in his house, the delicate mica stove front that somehow does not burn, the
incongruous pattern of the wallpaper in his room- was to be a source of inspiration for Pollett, as
it had been for Marble. Reviving the perhaps rather outdated formula conveyed in sources such
as his Roval~ the works of Everett-Green, and Marble had the effect of giving Pollett's
work an old-fashioned, musty look. It was also an approach that was perfectly in keeping with his
own and his audience's first experience of literature-stories that taught one to search out a lesson
in both the commonplace and the foreign.
While Pollett never completed his project of telling about the rich outport world "as seen
through the eyes of a boy," neither did he wholly abandon it, his short fiction being interspersed
with accounts of his contemporary urban lifestyle; in effect, the local issues of tradition and tran-
sition weretrans{erred to the urban milieu. In his recurring focus on materialism and the absence
of a sense of community, his view of city life has elements of an American t.radition of urban
literature. One literary historian, surveying the works of Hawthorne, Melville, Fitzgerald, and
other classic American authors, has concluded that "the city" in literaturemostoCten is depicted
as an "abstract receptacle for displaced feelings about other things"-namely, ambivalent feelings
about "the transformation of society and of culture of which the emergingcityisbutonemanifeso
tation." 68 Such an attitude often fosters an attempt to imbue the stark reality of the city either
with pastoralism or some other alternative vision that clearly is not "or' the city. Pollett's read-
ing of the autobiographical novels of Thomas Wolfe would have given him an illustration of this
kind of phenomenon in writing about urban America. Undoubtedly Wolfe had an influence on
Pollett. In Q{~ 1ill!I.lli RiE!.. for instance, Wolfe presents an extensive sensuous catalogue
of commodities available at the Faneuil Hall food markets in Boston, and tells how the lonely
Eugene Gant peers at stores and warehouses in the evening, perceiving the place as only asouth-
erner could understand it.s• The window of memory through which only an immigrant could see is
an important image in Pollett's first book. In both "A Born Trouter" and "Let's Look at the
Squid," immigrants are depicted as sombrely gazing into actual city windows, in the first vignette
with noses flattened against a restaurant window watching a "gorgeous show" of trout, and in the
second musing over squid in a fish store window, thinking of home despite the variety ofattrac-
tions in New York, and endowing the "lowly squid with tradition and romance."e<l As in Wolfe,
the city provided Pollett with a wealth of images. Pollett's inability to find beauty or comfort in
the city expresses itseICin 3 hostility to the metropolis that is perhaps characteristic of much of
American urban literature, though he finds 3 vocabulary to describe it that is "or' his former sea-
side home. His frequent ironical natural images allude to outport life: the harried "subwayite"
hurrying down stairs toward the dank underground is compared to a diving bullbird; and indis tin-
guishable, locked doors in huge apartment complexes are "like periwinkles on a wharistick."ol But
unlike more accomplished and prolific American authors, Pollett appears to have relatively little
of real substance to say about the impact of the urban experience upon himself or other
Newfoundlanders. He produced no sustained attempt describing the years between the initial
enthusiasm that led them to New York and their decline in middle age. The full story remains
A cultural community uprooted by circumstance was an idea which certainly had potential
for a novel. It was one which Pollett came upon frequently in his numerous re-readings of two
particular American novels, John Steinbeck's Th~ Qf Wrath and Martha Mitchell's Gone
~~ Wind. While these authors' influences on Pollett's works appear limited, his reading of
them might well have encouraged him to embark on a study of the effects of time and urban
experience on a transplanted people and a community. He comes closest to beginning to render
this idea in literature in "Memories of 'Didder Hill': where he describes the unique heritage
shared by Newfoundlanders living abroad and denotes their special character and place in the
city- their distinctive dress, speech, skills, attitudes..- and even the recording of a local place
name legend of "Didder Hill," the men of Little Newfoundland's favoured meeting place, all
would seem to enrich a segment of the urban milieu."2 Nevertheless, after initially telling of this
community's bold vision of the promise of America, Pollett resisted telling each man's story, and
resorted instead to the pose of objective chronicler. The latter halC of the article is a mere compi-
lation of names, occupations, and activities, mere reportage that fails to render "the densely
woven fabric of all their histories," such as Wolfe attempted.03 In narrative technique, he would
appear to have been in8uenced by the American journalist and critic Edmund Wilson, who, in
Memoirs Qf~~ creates an inscrutable narrator who is always commenting distantly
on the folly or the accomplishments of a group of thinly-drawn characters who share a common
bond merely because they live in a distinct place- Hecate County- but have little in common
beyond this choice of residence. ll4 The narrator never personally raises questions about their lives
or actions; and therefore what one cannot help but gather from this book (or group of loosely-
drawn stories) is merely that over time, things, sometimes extraordinary but more often ordinary
things, just happen. Pollett, too, in his modest attempt to universalize the Newfoundland immi-
grant experience in America, fails to find an appropriate literary rormsuitable for the making of
fiction. Although he was partially in8uenced by American literary SOllrces in the rendering of his
topic, he can only be said to have avery minor place in American literature, one likened to writ-
e<5.;!"phemeraorcolorfullocalsketcheswhoseworks find a voice in any daily newspaper.
He turned to the outport of his imagination Cor his most sustained work. It is doubtful that
Pollett was reading the Canadian writing of his day, yet his concerns in Peter~ Grate parallel
those of writers of Atlantic Canada: Ernest Buckler's Th.M2l!..!!.iilln alli!.lli Vallev was published
in the same year (1952), following Hugh MacLennan's~ MillU~ (1951), and preceding
slightly Charles Bruce'sTh~Shore (1954). All have in common the examination of seem-
ingly unchanging rural communities, and focus on inarticulate artistic or ambitious figures set
against a parochial, traditional background. In David Canaan's house in Th Mountain alli!.~
~ his grandmother weaves used clothing once worn by all members of the Canaan Camily,
each piece imbued with intimate associations, into a rug; this rug is a symbol oC unity, emphasiz-
ing the difficulty of breaking away from custom--a breaking away which David longs for, for he
sees the traditional cyclical and seasonal farm routines not as tiring but tiresome.MAsin Th
~ llirJ:. this frustration is not vented; Hazel McKee, in Bruce's novel, wants to pursue a
career as a singer and knows "it [isn'tl practical. Music has no place on the Shore except in
church concerts.·Olllndividual inherited obligation is as much a problem as individual choice; to
diverge is a threat in unified, traditional communities where members depend on one another.
Pollett's resolution to these sorts oC problems is no more satisfying than thatsugge.ted by Mari-
time novelists of his day-namely, death, sometimes untimely; emigration; or, as MacLennan
unconvincingly manages Cor his central character, Alan MacNeil, adoption into a wealthy, learned
family. The factor of a similar cultural history, which perhaps alone distinguishes the literature
of the Atlantic region, suggests a Canadian context in which many other of Pollett's works can be
assessed and appreciated.
Peter ~ Grate stands as Pollett's last major work, and in writing it he appears to have
asked: despite change, what did remain essential in outport life? He had no answers. While in
this work Pollett progressed somewhat Crom his earlier characteristic culling and rendering oC
pleasing boyhood memories, in most of his subsequent publications he took his own early works
for his model. Important messages he originally sought to impart about tbe value of traditional
liCe mixed wit,h ordinary middle aged nostalgia as he catalogued lostoutport traditions and cus-
toms; and by the end oC his career he would seem to have progressed in his art not at all. One
result oC this uniformity was that his own works, being perceived as "merely setting down his own
tender reminiscences,"o1 inspired imitations oC dubious literary merit. For instance, in 1957
Theresa Collier published a sentimental, imitative vignette entitled "One oC the Millionaires,"
which begins, "The day I hired him to saw firewood Cor me I thought to myself, 'This is one of
the outport millionaires so Cascinatingly described by Ron Pollett in his interesting book Th
iliun ~ MY. QQQi.'Pollett's notions about the unequal balance oC the quality oC lire in urban and
rural worlds, once typified in the figures of "clockpuncher," and "millionaire," but which he
neglected to develop himself, now were ignored, Collier's Cocus being on a mere derelict worthy
somehow oC praise in Bowery and stilted prose. In Pollett's wake, the urban experience also
became a Cocal point for some local authors, and an article appearing in 1955 on Maritimersliving
in Boston resembles Pollett's writing on city liCe. Entitled "Two Maritime Advocates," this item
too is ftawed by a similar reticence.09 The Cact that this group occasionally socialized together
elsewhere appears as the main motivation Cor writing the piece, but it has very little to say about
their experiences. Pollett's Cew Collowers evince an inability to distinguish between his works'
merits and Baws, and their writing remained in the realm oC the provincial.
In returning to the idyllic outport oChis imagination toward the end oC his career, Pollett
sought to preserve a pastoral vision thai increasingly was being eschewed by his contemporaries.
Indeed the issues of tradition and transition were now being handled quite differently by some
new writers. In one characteristic article appearing in 1948, entitled "You Can't Go Home
Again," an author in a Cew key se.ntences reduced to backwardness and doubtful accomplishment
the history of outport traditions over hundreds oCyears.70 Still, many other writers oC the day
created "typical" outports and made them colorCul by locating in them drama between
Hollywood-style gangsters and stereotypical country bumpkins, the latter's unschooled language
andquaintthoughibeinglikened todoltishnessnPollett'srenewed iCsimplified effort to record in
his final articles and stories a richly textured past was, in contrast, a. more pleasing vision, and
inspired one reader to dedicate a poem to him in 1954,when he was publishing his last pieces. It
was entitled "Corne Back Ron Come Back," and it urged him to "tell us all about your
ewfoundland ... .Ere the happy mem'ries fade."72 The phrase "your Newfoundland," whether
intentionally or otherwise, nicely suggested that Pollett's outport was an artificial construct, and
pointed up the ironic contrast between his delight in the now idyllic, static outport of his irnagi-
nation and his own youthful impatient longing to leave his real outport home to explore the world
outside. It was perhaps for other, later Newfoundland writers to explore the cultural changes in
the world they knew, and provide a more complete and perhaps more balanced version of outport
life as they perceived it.
In his writing Pollett attempted to preserve a record of the outport experience as he saw it.
The collapse of Guardian Associates Ltd. by 1957, however, was an event that seemed destined to
send Pollett's name and work to oblivion. Yet there was a small attempt to ensure his fame.. In
1956 Pollett's publisher praised IM.~ ill MY QQQr as "worthy of a place in any home and
school;" and evidence suggests that it was sometimes used in the schools as a supplement to world
history texls and literaryclassics.73 Asnativesourcernaterial,itcouldprovideaccuratedetailfor
study of cultural history. In focussing on the everyday past, Pollett researched neither the main-
stream political nor cultural evenls of the first half of the twentiethcentury in Newfoundland, but
rather suggested how great events affected thelivesofordinaryoutporters, from the excitement of
seeing the first trains of the Bond and Morris years to the enthusiasm of Confederation brought
about by "Joey" -"The Man with the Bow Tie."" His work is an accurate record of the common
man's history; and his particular scrupulousness in providing detail presents something of a
treasure-trove for the modern day folklorist. The book was never added formally to the provin-
cial school syllabus, however, an omission perhaps indicating that local administrators and teach-
ers were unwilling or unable to locate a place for it in the traditional courses of study, or that the
world evoked in it was too close in living memory to be of interest tostudenls. It is thought that
Pollett's publications were nevertheless partly responsible for the formal recognition the Atlantic
~receivedin1955forpreservingtheregion's"culturalassets,"thisfartherafield,onthe
mainland of Canada. 76 In Newfoundland, as in the rest of Canada, pedagogical reaction toward
undertaking formal study of local art and culture was, at best, conservative.
Pollett was, primarily, a chronicler, though he could also be an engaging storyteller. Like
some other writers of his day, he succeeded in capturing in literature a sense of the traditional
outportway of life in its various manifestations, such as its religious tensions, its dialects, and its
distinctive exaggerated mode of humour. In his popular short story, "Rum in the Puddin'" for
example, Uncle Bill jiggles his wife's elbow, tipping the contents of a rum bottle into a Christmas
pudding meant to be served to their dinner guests, four Salvation Army soldiers. Bill knows that
his guests think of the liquor as "the devi!'s brew," but tells his wife, "Don't spare the horses,
Martha, me maid ...Christmas only comes once a year."78 She later pulls off the pudding's calico
cooking wrapper, and watches the raisins in "the rum-soaked enigma" stare out at her "like a
hundred accusing eyes."77 Such small events in the lives of ordinary outporters were frequently
the ones that engaged Pollett's attention; but unlike his contemporaries such as Arthur R. Scam-
mell and Ted Russell, Pollett more often does not simply seize upon such an event as the main
focus of his stories or articles. In Scammell's fiction, the ordinary events, such as a fisherman's
son's act of manfully and charitably parting with his first hard-earned dollar, are similar to the
sentimental themes of much of Pollett's juvenile fiction/8 what is absent in Scammell's stories is a
vivid rendering of the particular quality that distinguishes the outport from communities else-
where. Pollett's ability to evoke a distinctive place, in contrast, is achieved by his particular care
in providing naturalistic and sensuous detail; it was his attention to the physical surroundings, no
less than to folk customs and lore, that provoked one enthusiastic critic to comment that "even if
you were born in the city you can visualize and appreciate the outport, even if you have never
before seen an outport."711 Pollett would, of course, have :>greed with most of Scammell's stated
opinions about the outport, perhaps even with this rather smug statement in the essay "Outport
Heritage": "Newfoundlanders in their little communities have built up something worthwhile,"
Scammell writes, adding that "hundreds of littlo communities; far removed from the rush and
bustle of city life, are rich in true social and spiritual values."soPollett in his writing attempts to
make a similar affirmation, but in contrast to Scammell, his way is to linger over details and lov-
inglyexpiain all that meets his eye rather than issue theses. Within his vignettes and essays there
is much anecdotal material that has the potential for weightier literature: we may note, for
instance, his allusion to the fisherman who could be as tight-fisted and secretive at sea as he could
be generous and companionable on land and who also had inherited the talents of a "seventh
son."81 Nor is this the only character who could do with longer treatment. But there are few
eccentrics or bold "characters" in Pollett's community; and in this he is unlike his contemporary,
Ted Russell, who began writing seriously and broadcasting his work some years after Pollett and
Scammell had already published the bulk of their work in the Atlantic Guardian. Russell's atti-
tude towards the outport is similar to Scammell's as expressed in "Outport Heritage," but his
work evades sentimentality through his use of such idiosyncratic "characters" as the members of
the Noddy family and its equally eccentric goat, or the shrewd and philosophical narrator of the
chronicles, Uncle Mose.1l2 These figures and their antics are grounded in a specific place, and
indeed they are remarkable; so much so that Russell need not explain the appearance of this
"typical" outport in which they Iive,or the routines which characterize their lives. It is the indi-
vidual "character," not the place, that matters in Russell. Pollett, however, in his amassing of
detail in fictional and nonfictional prose, undertook to describe the distinctive physical layout and
cultural history of theoutport, and to tell of the aspects of his people's ordinary lives. In Pollett,
the people collectively are the center of interest, how they work, where they live.
Any final assessment of Pollett's contribution to local literature must take into account the
literary milieu and critical climate of his day. His works appeared when no publishing house
existed on the island, and literary culture, such as it was, was confined to a small group of
creative writers and journalists living in St. John's."" Their criteria for judging literature was rudi-
mentary; tbey examined autbors' use of native culture in literature and proceeded tben to bandy
about notions of "autbenticity." Questions of literary style and form took second placetoexamin-
ing bald content. Indeed, one reviewer of Pollett's posthumous compilation lli~ .ill MY
!l!!!!I noted that its content was little more than "simply reminiscent aad descriptive," yet at
length emphasized the work's intimate recapturing of the local Oavour of bygone days: "Here is
the taste of figged loaf, excursion biscuits, barksail bread.'"' This list is more reminiscent of
Pollett's own predilection for cataloguing than of the techniques of literary criticism. Still, the
critic saw something of Pollett's quality, namely his engaging narrative voice, and his ability to
evoke a richly textured past. The intimate and sensuous treatment of his topic, making his
reader "see one and every outport," was also praised by the novelist Margaret Duley, who hailed
Pollett's publications as "Newfoundland gems.'" Duley, herself an author of serious fiction in
which the outport way of life was central, albeit portrayed as sadly insular and parochial, first
called for the collection of his pieces in a book "sothathisportrayal of the blood and bones of
Old Newfoundland will not be lost to posterity.""" She also found in Pollett's works a vividness in
depicting outport life that could aid one i:l the understanding of the poetry written by
Newfoundland-born E.J. Pratt;87 and as such her comment represents one of the very few hints to
be found in contemporary criticism that an authentic literature of Newfoundland indeed existed
prior to the literary stirrings of the mid-1940s.
The Newfoundland reading public in the 1940s and 19505 was perhaps larger than is sup-
posed, the most popular item being fiction for adults." In Pollett's works (and of course in
Scammell's) the country's readers were possibly seeing for the first time in print a focus upon the
everyday life they knew, and reactions to his publications ranged from the reader who "eagerly
looked forward to each one," to another who declared: "he wrote of the outport, with such feeling
that it ate into one's souL''''' In his enthusiasm to record all he could remember, PollettoCten
resorted to the images o("panorama," "picture/' and llscene," at times enjoining his readers to
personalize these with details from their own wealth of recollection. Indeed it is difficult to recap-
ture the enthusiasm ordinary readers, living during a time of war and upheaval, must have felt in
discovering a literary recreation of their own world. They responded to his voice; and Pollett
himself once said that in his desire to reach the broadest range of readers he deliberately tried to
keep his narratives "simple and spiced with hyperbole."110 Clearly, he did not have exaggerated
notions of his own talent: he would refer to his writing as "a talent for stringing words
together.""l On occasion he indulged in self-mockery, such as when he described poetically the
nymph-like splashing5 of his wife at the "sylvan retreat" of a local waterfall, only to be told by
her, "it's about the best place ever for people who don't have a bathtub at home." Pollett
responded, typically, "And so it goes. I breathe rhetoric and hyperbole; I create immortal lines at
the snap of a finger- and my wife reduces it to soap!"1l2 The artlessness of most of Pollett's prose
involved his readers not only in his own personal story, but in his view of the timeless, quality of
the outport experience. His was a subjective, nostalgic view, although in depicting it and winning
for it considerable acclaim, the importance of Pollett's specific audience of the day cannot be
underestimated. Irin writing of the city he thought of his readers as ordinary folk "picking out
the words by lamplight in some far-off fishing cove:" then he knew that he had to exercise the
greatest caution when recording aspects of their familiar milieu. Published letters from both
readersandwritersinthe~~suggestthescrutinygivenpublicationsineachissue
by readers. This occurrence alone made the journal a lively forum of debate, allowing anyone to
have a say in sanctioning or deriding writers' handling of Newfoundland topics. Realism, above
all, was demanded. And Pollett supplied it. When memory failed, he asked older outporters to
supply the forgotten detail; and perhaps in this context ofgaugingauthenticity, his greatest suc-
cess in rendering outport life can be supposed from the response of one reader who was ques-
tioned about whether she read Pollett's writings- she said, "I lived them.""' Beyond the senti-
mentalism of his works, Pollett had recaptured a good part of the cultural fabric that had shaped
his own past. [t also seemcd to have been that part which his critics and readers wanted to recall
But Pollett also wrote of another, distinctly different place and time,and, in the years since
his demise during which there have been no dearth of stories and accounts immortalizing the
traditionaloutport, his careful rocusonthetmiKrliexperienceisperhapsPollett'smostsignificant
contribution to the island's literature. This experience, Ihough little studied, is also an important
part oC NewCoundland society and culture. A small number oC islanders have produced short,
descriptive items to describe the experience oC the city, but these pieces Cail to bore into the
nature oC daily life known to the expatriated NewCoundlander: indeed, most are written by mere
NewCoundland tourists. Autobiographical tales oC youthCul adventure-seeking in Manhattan and
Brooklyn, such as those brieOy spun by Violet Randell in Thursday's QIili!.. and by Joseph R.
Smallwood in 1 Chose~ are presented as the mere sojourns that they were, and end with
the sure knowledge oC return to the Camiliar homeland." The Rev. Philip Tocque. whose preoccu-
pation with the details oC monuments and other city structures resembles Pollett's city essays,
was also a visitor, not a dweller, in Manhattan, and his "Incidents oC a Visit to New York: gives
one no sense that there are inhabitable sites in thecity."Incontrast,Pollett'sdepictionsoCthe
city provide a truer portrait: he provides as much statistical data as any interested tourist, but
goes further in attempting to describe the daily interaction between ;'>iewCoundlanders and other
dwellers in "the big city.' Adaptation to urban liCeways was demanded oC them, and he doeu-
ments the attempt. That the possibility oC a return to the truly familiar way oC life witbin their
new milieu was inconceivable, he knew. "Land enough to build a wharC, stage, Oake, house and
cabbage garden-about an acre-would run to halC a million dollars on tbe New York waterfront,'
Pollett wrote.''" His usual emphases on struggle, alienation Crom home, and unrealized dreams, do
not make for a pleasant picture; however, his work is the single personal accountoC tbe uprooted
Newfoundlander that exists in literature. As such, it has been said "that part of Pollett's value as
a writer is that he speaks Cor a mute multitude oC emigrant :'-lewCoundlanders.'" His writing
reOectsthe~experienceinitsmanyaspects:theunrewardingexperienceoCtbecltywhichin
turnCostered his creatIOn "C theoutport idyll; and the loneliness in theabsenceofaCamiliarcom-
munity in the major centre in which he Celt both attracted and alienated. Writing for him was
cathartic; it was also a way oC responding to his desire to bridge the distances oC time and space
that separated him from his native land. As a :'-lewCoundland author in a Coreign land, he dwelt
on his cultural heritage, and exercised his liter:lry talents. in an effort, perhaps. t,o feel more at
home. In so doing, he expressed apart of the cultural history of his people.
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